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Anthropogenic climate change is one of the biggest existential threats to the natural world
and the place of humans within it. The key to understanding and shaping the future climate
lies in exploring records of climate change through Earth’s history. Some of our best records
of climate over the past 65 million years are based on chemical information stored in the
calcite biominerals produced by marine organisms. Organisms such as foraminifera and coccolithophores provide an unparalleled ‘proxy’ archive of past marine conditions. The way in
which these organisms record these proxy archives is largely unknown, and is a fundamental
question in applying and interpreting palaeoclimate proxies. In this thesis, I apply diffraction
and spectroscopic methods to study the structure and chemistry of calcite biominerals, to
assess how these structures acquire and record these proxy signals. Understanding these
processes is vital to testing the fidelity of palaeoproxies and the interpretations that can be
drawn.
In Chapter 2 I develop a toolbox for the analysis of Electron Backscatter Diffraction
(EBSD) data collected on calcite biominerals. The toolbox is presented in a tutorial format
on a section of the foraminifera Orbulina universa. In Chapter 3 I apply this toolbox to
a range of foraminifera to explore the micron (µm)–scale differences in the structure and
biomineralisation of these calcitic organisms. I explore the structural differences between
biologically controlled and biologically induced calcite formation, and present a model for
multi–scale hierarchical templating in calcite biomineralisation of foraminifera.
In Chapter 4 I investigate the chemical coordination and sub–µm scale distribution of
Na in the benthic foraminifera Amphistegina lessonii using Scanning Transmission X–ray
Microscopy (STXM). Na in the test of A. lessonii is incorporated in a spatially heterogeneous
manner, showing banding in a mode comparable to that seen previously for B and Mg.
The Near Edge X–ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectra at the Na–edge do not
appear consistent with Na directly substituting for Ca within the calcite test of A. lessonii.
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Observations may suggest that Na is incorporated in two distinct chemical environments,
with both an ordered and disordered coordination. I discuss the results in the context of the
Na/Ca salinity proxy.
In Chapter 5 I apply synchrotron ptychographic imaging to the planktic foraminifera
Neogloboquadrina pachyderma to investigate the µm–scale distribution of Rare Earth Elements (REEs) found in association with foraminiferal material. I focus on neodymium (Nd),
the isotope ratios of which measured on post–depositional Fe–Mn oxide coatings precipitated
on planktic foraminifera and are used as a proxy to reconstruct water sources and ocean
circulation on million–year to millennial time–scales. I present the first direct µm–scale
distribution of Nd in foraminifera, which has previously been impossible due to the low
concentrations found in association with foraminifera. I discuss the distribution of Nd in the
context of ocean circulation and palaeoclimate reconstructions, and explore the expansion of
this technique to other elements.
In Appendix A I present a hypothesis for distinguishing between two existing competing
models of biomineralisation in coccolithophores: Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV) and Trans–
Membrane Transport (TMT). I use synchrotron STXM in a preliminary investigation on how
trace elements are incorporated during coccolithogenesis. I discuss the expected outcomes
of successful measurements and how these would lead to distinguishing between SWV and
TMT.
Throughout the thesis results are discussed in the context of biomineralisation processes
which underpin the incorporation and preservation of palaeoproxy records. Developing
palaeoproxies is of vital importance to understanding our climate, both past and future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In May 2019 a climate change emergency was declared in the UK. Climate change is widely
believed to be the biggest challenge facing our planet this century. It is now an urgent
world wide scientific and political issue to understand anthropogenic global warming, and
ultimately identify how our Earth System will respond to the current perturbations over
short and long time scales. One of our best ways to predict future climate conditions is
to first understand what happened in the past and why. Whilst written records of climate
and weather systems are invaluable in this regard, they are limited in human history, which
makes studying long–term atmospheric and oceanic variables impossible. The Earth has been
running its own climate experiment for millions of years, and in order to begin to fathom
the enormity of the changes which have taken place over this period, we must first identify
relevant sources of data and try to understand it.
To extend beyond written records of climate change, palaeoproxies are used. Palaeoproxies are chemical or physical phenomenon that that record the state of past climates and
are preserved for long periods. For example, archives include tree rings and gases trapped
in ice cores, but again these only extend so far in geological time and may be limited in
spatial extent. The ideal palaeoclimate recorder is easily identifiable, and ubiquitous in time,
and space. The sedimentary record contains a wealth of data preserved in the fossilised
shells of marine calcifying organisms, such as foraminifera and coccolithophores. These
micro–organisms live throughout the oceans and secrete mainly calcium carbonate shells.
As these organisms live and grow, they capture a chemical record of their environment.
When they die they fall to the bottom of the sea floor and can be recovered in ocean drilling
programs, providing a near–continuous record of past oceanic conditions. However, many
calcite biomineral derived palaeoproxies remain almost entirely empirical. To improve the
capabilities and fidelity of palaeoproxies the underlying processes which give rise to the
observed empirical relationships must be understood. In order to identify how signals have
been recorded in coccolithophores and foraminifera throughout geological time, modern
analogues can be used in biomineral studies. Many of these require a mechanistic understand-
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ing of biomineralisation processes. I investigate the mineral structure and crystallography
using diffraction and spectroscopy based techniques. Refining biomineralisation models and
understanding how calcifying organisms incorporate chemical signatures is key in advancing
palaeoproxy use, and hence predictions of future climate. Knowledge of the nano–scale
distribution of trace elements and the mechanisms of formation biogenic calcites will provide
a deeper understanding of the proxies relied upon for understanding past, and predicting
future, climates.

1.1

Changing Climate

Earth’s climate has changed over geological time (Zachos et al., 2001), however, other
in recent human history changes have been imposed above the variability predicted by
Milankovitch cycles. Many changes are attributed to increased atmospheric CO2 caused by
humans by burning fossil fuel and changes in land use. Atmospheric CO2 is higher today
than it has been at any time during the past 15 million years, with an unprecedented rate of
CO2 increase (Pagani et al., 2005).
Global climate is affected by the movement of water, salt, heat, and chemicals in the
oceans (Reid, 1979; Warren, 1983). Ocean circulation distributes a significant amount of
heat to high latitudes, directly by ocean circulation and indirectly by moisture and heat
transfer between the ocean and atmosphere. The ocean plays central role in the carbon
cycle, acting as a buffer of CO2 in the atmosphere and absorbing approximately one third of
atmospheric CO2 emissions (Caldeira and Wickett, 2005). This absorption causes changes
in seawater carbonate chemistry: rises in dissolved CO2 and HCO3 – concentrations; ocean
acidification; and decreasing CO3 2– concentration, and calcium carbonate saturation states
(Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007). The atmospheric CO2 content is regulated by ocean nutrient
geochemical cycles (Broecker, 1982a; Knox and McElroy, 1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler,
1984; Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984). To understand the geological record of climate change
and changes in CO2 over time it is first necessary to understand the variability of ocean
circulation and chemistry. One of the best archives of these processes is preserved in the near
continuous sedimentary archive of carbonate biominerals.

1.2

Palaeoproxies

Earth’s climatic history has been reconstructed using a multitude of proxies spanning across
both the marine and terrestrial realms. The details of climate change during the Cenozoic
period, 65 Ma to present, have largely been resolved by using high–resolution d 18 O and d 13 C
isotope records of deep–sea sediments, for example the ‘Zachos stack’, Fig. 1.1 (Zachos et al.,
2001). For example, the d 18 O of benthic foraminifera is controlled by temperature and d 18 O
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of sea water (d 18 Osw ). d 18 Osw and salinity are controlled by evaporation and precipitation at
the sea surface, hence d 18 Osw and salinity generally covary. Thus, the d 18 O of benthic fossil
foraminifera is related to seawater density and can record water mass properties (Curry and
Oppo, 2005; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1999). d 13 C of benthic foraminifera has also been used
to deduce the origin and flow of water masses during glacial periods (Curry and Oppo, 2005).
A wealth of climate data is stored in the fossilised remains of biological marine calcites,
with other examples of foraminiferal palaeoproxies including Mg/Ca ratios for studying
temperature (Elderfield and Ganssen, 2000; Hastings et al., 1998; Lea et al., 1999; Lear et al.,
2002; Nürnberg et al., 1996; Rosenthal et al., 1997), d 11 B fractionation for reconstructing
pH (Pearson and Palmer, 2000; Rae et al., 2011; Spivack et al., 1993), and Mn/Ca and I/Ca
ratios as indicators of past redox conditions (Barras et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019; Hoogakker
et al., 2018; Munsel et al., 2010; Ní Fhlaithearta et al., 2010; Petersen et al., 2018; Taylor
et al., 2017).

Fig. 1.1 The ‘Zachos Stack’ showing d 18 O and d 13 C from a range of benthic foraminifera during the
last 65 Ma. From Zachos et al. (2001)

The ideal palaeoproxy recorder is found globally, present over long time scales, short
lived, and easily preserved in the fossil record. Foraminifera and coccolithophores are
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microscopic marine calcifying organisms that fulfil all of these criteria, and have therefore
received much attention and have been widely utilised in palaeoclimate records. However,
many factors affect the information recorded and preserved in the fossilised remnants of
organisms, namely biomineralisation and diagenesis. Elucidating the relationships between
the chemistry of biologically precipitated carbonates and past environmental factors that have
undergone secular– and longer–term variation requires understanding and interpretation of
how environmental variables affect biological calcites and how these signatures are preserved
over time. Not only is there ‘biological overprint’ in terms of the vital effect, but there may
also be physical overprint in terms of diagenesis. Such factors may affect the trace and
minor element isotope chemistry recorded. Given this interplay of processes, the conclusions
that may be drawn from empirical relationships alone are limited in extent without further
understanding.

1.3

Marine Calcifying Organisms

Foraminifera and coccolithophores are unicellular organisms which have been ubiquitous in
the oceans for over 500 million years. These calcifying microorganisms are responsible for
oeanic CaCO3 production (Schiebel, 2002), and have yielded a near continuous archive of
planktonic and benthic conditions throughout the Cenozoic and before. As these organisms
secrete their biominerals, trace elements and isotopes are incorporated into their calcitic
strctures in proportion to the chemical and physical conditions that they live in. These tests
are preserved as part of the seafloor sediment strata, offering an unparalleled archive of past
oceanographic conditions. However, the mechanisms of biomineralisation can influence trace
element incorporation, and significantly influence geochemical paleoclimate records. Though
well documented, the precise mechanisms of biomineralisation are poorly constrained, and
the influence of these processes on trace element incorporation are not yet well understood
e.g. Bentov and Erez (2006); Bentov et al. (2009); de Nooijer et al. (2014); Erez (2003);
Nehrke et al. (2013). The mechanisms used by organisms to preciptate CaCO3 from seawater
require attention. This has provided motivation to understand the biomineralisation processes
occurring in these organisms (Bentov and Erez, 2006; de Nooijer et al., 2014; Erez, 2003;
Fehrenbacher et al., 2017; Toyofuku et al., 2017).

1.4

Minerals and Biominerals

Minerals are naturally occurring inorganic structures with ordered internal structure and
characteristic chemical composition, crystal form, and physical properties. Crystals may
contain defects such as vacancies, dislocations, phase and grain boundaries, and other planar
faults.
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1.4 Minerals and Biominerals

Many organisms use biomineralisation to produce hard structures such as bones, teeth,
and shells. During biomineralisation, highly regulated biochemical processes control organic
and mineral components to give highly organised and specific crystalline forms and textures
(Böggild, 1930; Weiner et al., 1997). Biominerals often exhibit extraordinary material
properties such as increased resistance to damage and the ability to regenerate (Atlan et al.,
1997; Li et al., 2015).
The three crystalline polymorphs of calcium carbonate structures commonly found in
order of decreasing abundance and stability are calcite, aragonite, vaterite, as well as an
Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) precursor, see Table 1.1. Despite its name, ACC has
been found to have short range order (Addadi et al., 2003). Both aragonite and vaterite are
metastable and hence will eventually transform to calcite on geological time scales.
Name
Crystal system
Calcite
Trigonal
Aragonite Orthorhombic
Vaterite
Hexagonal

Point group
3–m
mmm
6/mmm

Space group
R3–c
2/m
P63/mmc

Unit cell a, b, c
4.9896, 4.9896 , 17.0611
4.9611, 7.9672, 4.7407
4.13 , 4.13 , 8.49

Table 1.1 Carbonate polymorphs. All data from mindat.org. check 3–m, R3–c and Hexagonal.

In order to know how biomineralisation proceeds it is necessary to understand how
crystals grow inorganically. The final formed product may be affected by nucleation, growth
rate and mechanisms and the solution chemistry from which the mineral is precipitating.
For example, nucleation has multiple pathways, but only occurs in supersaturated solutions;
crystallisation may occur by ion–by–ion attachment from solution (De Yoreo et al., 2015);
surface kinetics may affect the final trace element and isotopic signatures of a crystallised
material (DePaolo, 2011). The nature of the crystal structure will affect the quantities of
trace elements that can be incorporated into the crystal lattice and vice versa, the chemistry
of the compound will affect the structure formed. For example, aragonite can accommodate
more Sr into its structure than calcite can, whereas the reverse is true for Mg (Reeder, 1983).
Though marine organisms live and grow in supersaturated seawater, CaCO3 cannot
be spontaneously precipitated from seawater due to the presence of inhibitors such as
Mg2+ and PO4 3- . Hence, organisms must modify seawater chemistry to precipitate CaCO3 .
Biominerals are produced under biological control, and hence there are no simple organic
counterparts of inorganic precipitation. Such biological control has been termed the ‘vital
effect’ (Addadi et al., 2003; Urey et al., 1951). Vital effect encompasses all processes that
separate a biomineral from an inorganic crystal, and may encompass biological and crystal
growth processes. This can have effects on the stable crystals that will be precipitated, their
morphology which regularly deviates from inorganic counter parts, and the isotopic and trace
element compositions.
Although crystal lattice structure and partition coefficients may account for some of the
variation in chemical composition observed in biominerals, these two factors cannot fully
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explain the diverse structures that arise in nature (Lorens, 1981; Lorens and Bender, 1977).
Some instances of such differential partitioning are known to occur due to the partition
coefficients being different in organically grown and inorganically precipitated carbonates.
Such difference is typically attributed to ‘vital effect’ (Langer et al., 2018).

1.5

Foraminifera

Foraminifera may be classified into four groups: the first two groups are with organic
tests and with agglutinated tests. Agglutinated tests are composed of particles collected
and inserted by the organism which may then be cemented together by organic matter or
CaCO3 . Each of the four groups of foraminfera have different textural properties at the
microscopic level, Fig. 1.2. The remaining two groups of foraminifera precipitate CaCO3
and are known as either miliolid imperforate (porcelaneous) or perforate (calcitic radial or
hyaline) calcite. These two groups biomineralise calcite tests, though aragonitic species also
exist, e.g. Hoeglundina elegans. Porcelaneous species precipitate needle–shaped calcite
crystals, typically high Mg calcite, in intracellular vacuoles (Angell, 1980; Erez, 2003;
Hemleben et al., 1986). Crystals are then deposited within an organic matrix, which forms
the shape of the chamber, at the site of chamber formation with no preferred orientations.
The orientated crystals seen in miliolid foraminifera may either be precipitated then passed
through the cell membrane by exocytosis (Berthold, 1976), or pre–formed and accreted on

Fig. 1.2 Microscopic texture of foraminifera (a) Agglutinated foraminifera may have test wall consisting of calcite or silica particles cemented together (b) Microgranular texture composed of granular
calcite crystals (c) Porcelaneous texture made of three distinct layers of calcite, characteristic of
imperforate foraminifera (d) Hyaline radial calcite (or aragonite) texture, characteristic of perforate
foraminifera. Edited from British Geological Survey.
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extra–cellular surfaces together with matrix materials (Hemleben et al., 1986). Perforate
foraminifera are the dominant type of foraminifera in modern oceans and are a large focus of
this thesis, hence their biomineralisation is discussed further depth.
Some terms may be used and referred to here and throughout and are hence defined as
such. The test and shell are synonymous terms referring to the hard part of the organism
that is typically preserved in the sedimentary record, Fig. 1.3. The tests considered here are
composed of calcite, though other forms exist including aragonite and agglutinated forms.
Chambers are named so that the final chamber grown is labelled F, the penultimate chamber
F-1, and the chamber before F-2 etc. The aperture of the planktonic foraminifera is the main
opening of the last chamber into the surrounding environment.

Fig. 1.3 Tomographic projections of the hyaline benthic foraminifera Uvigerina peregrina. Data were
collected and reconstructed at DLS I–13 using a pink beam at 7–13 keV and 8001 projections over
180 . Length of specimen 800µm. U. peregrina has an elongate morphology with a hyaline calcite
test. (a) Section showing the internal structure of chambers and the changing position of the aperture
throughout ontogeny as chamber addition has proceeded. The first chamber to have formed it the
top most, with chamber F at the bottom of the section view. (b) Apertural view (c) Section through
foraminifera (d) External morphology of a costate U. peregrina.
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Perforate Foraminifera Biomineralisation

Perforate foraminifera tests are typically composed of low Mg calcite, ⇠ 1 10 mmol mol-1 ,
though some tests may reach 6 7 mole % Mg (de Nooijer et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al.,
1997). The test texture of perforate foraminifera may also be known as calcitic radial due
to the multi–layered radially–orientated calcite crystallites with c–axes perpendicular to the
test (Bellemo, 1974; Erez, 2003; Hansen, 1972). Microscopic pores, microns to 10 µm in
diameter, perforate the test and are sealed by an organic plug. A laminated shell structure is
characteristic of many perforate calcitic–radial foraminifera. This laminated structure may
be a result of either a secondary layer of calcite covering pre–existing shell each time a new
chamber is added (Erez, 2003; Reiss, 1958), or shell wall thickening after the final chamber
has been formed (Fehrenbacher et al., 2017), Fig. 1.4.

Fig. 1.4 Laminated structure in perforate foraminifera, for example N. pachyderma (Chapter 5). Two
competeing hypotheses for how this stricture arises are presented, after Reiss (1958) and Erez (2003)
and Fehrenbacher et al. (2017). (a) As each new chamber is added a new layer of primary calcite
is added, and a new layer of secondary calcite is added across the whole specimen. This secondary
calcite covers the inner lamella and the pre–existing shell (Reiss, 1958). Newly–formed chambers
account for only a small fraction of CaCO3 deposited, with an estimated 90% of newly deposited
CaCO3 in each chamber addition event pertaining to the secondary layer (Erez, 2003). (b) Initially
test chambers are relatively thinly calcified as calcification proceeds on both sides of the Primary
Organic Sheet (POS). After the final (F) chamber forms, calcite is added to the outer surface of all
chambers during day/night cycles. Low–Mg calcite is precipitated during the day and high–Mg calcite
is precipitated at night (Fehrenbacher et al., 2017).
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During biomineralisation, firstly a space is delineated using ectoplasmic pseudopods
to partially isolate the organism from its environment (Bé et al., 1979; Erez, 2003; Spero,
1988). Secondly, a cytoplasmic bulge forms to serve as a mould (anlage) for the organic
matrix, which in turn acts as a template for nucleation. This allows the formation of an
organic template in the shape of the newly forming chamber. The organic matrix has been
mapped in cultured specimens of O. universa and has been shown to be enriched in Mg
and Na (Branson et al., 2016). In perforate hyaline foraminifera the site of calcification is
separated from surrounding seawater with carbonate chemistry at the site of calcification
controlled by the organism (Evans et al., 2018; Nagai et al., 2018; Toyofuku et al., 2017). The
nucleation of calcification in foraminifera may occur via multiple pathways with nucleation
inhibited by SO4 2- and Mg2+ ions present at the site of calcification (Fernández-Díaz et al.,
2010; Reddy and Nancollas, 1976; Zeebe and Sanyal, 2002). Hence physicochemical
conditions in the foraminifera must be tightly controlled (Bentov and Erez, 2006; Bentov
et al., 2009; de Nooijer et al., 2009; Toyofuku et al., 2017; Zeebe and Sanyal, 2002). Thirdly,
CaCO3 precipitates on both sides of the organic layer, which may be referred to as the
Primary Organic Membrane (POM) or POS (de Nooijer et al., 2009; Erez, 2003). The new
precipitated layer of primary calcite forms a new chamber wall. After crystal nucleation,
calcification proceeds by calcite addition on both sides of the POM. In O. universa during the
first stage of chamber formation a thin–walled chamber is produced in 1–3h, with subsequent
thickening occurring in the next 24–48h, after which a new chamber is formed (Spero, 1988),
Fig. 1.3. These time scales may vary in other species of foraminifera.
To achieve the necessary volumes and ratio of Ca2+ and CO3 2– for calcification, both
SWV (Bentov et al., 2009; de Nooijer et al., 2009) and TMT have been hypothesised
(de Nooijer et al., 2009; ter Kuile and Erez, 1987; ter Kuile et al., 1989b). SWV assumes
the transport of Ca2+ and dissolved inorganic carbon occurs in modified seawater vacuoles,
i.e. in a partially open environment, whereas TMT assumes ions for calcification are actively
transported across pseudopodial membranes. TMT models may also include proton pumping
and Mg2+ transport to the site of calcification. Such transport may occur accidentally via Ca–
channels or pumps, Fig. 1.5 (Toyofuku et al., 2017). The relative importance of intracellular
reservoirs due to SWV and direct transport of ions via TMT in perforate foraminifera remains
an active area of research (de Nooijer et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2018; Nehrke et al., 2013).
In some species calcite layer is added during each new chamber formation event, giving
rise to thickened chambers formed early during the ontogeny of the foraminifera (Bé and
Hemleben, 1970; Bentov and Erez, 2005; Erez, 2003; Nehrke et al., 2013; Reiss, 1958).
Other observations suggest that shell–wall thickening occurs after all chambers have formed
(Fehrenbacher et al., 2017). Calcite biomineral precipitation processes differ significantly
from inorganic mineral precipitation, for example O. universa and Globigerina bulloides
have been found to calcify via a vaterite precursor phase (Jacob et al., 2017). In perforate
foraminifera the primary and secondary layers of calcite formed during chamber growth and
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Fig. 1.5 Proton pumping–based model of foraminiferal calcification, from Toyofuku et al. (2017). A
new calcite layer (CL) calcifies on a POS. The protective envelope (PE) separates the growing calcite
from the surrounding seawater. H+ is actively pumped from the site of calcification (SOC) across
the PE to surrounding seawater. The foraminiferal microevnironment pH is therefore reduced, and
changes inorganic carbon speciation. pCO2 directly outside the PE is therefore increased, creating
a large pCO2 gradient across the PE, resulting in CO2 diffusion to the SOC. CO2 at the SOC reacts
to form CO3 2- which reacts with Ca2+ to form CaCO3 . pH reduction is observed over the entire
foraminifera suggesting the model applies to the complete surface of the shell when producing a new
chamber.

addition are referred to as ‘ontogenetic’ or ‘lamellar’ calcite (Erez, 2003). In the idealised
case each time a new chamber is added the previous chambers are covered by a further layer
of calcite (secondary calcite), resulting in a laminated structure, Fig. 1.4 (a) (Erez, 2003;
Hemleben et al., 1976). Calcite ornamentations may be present, for example as pustules,
spines, and ridges, or as layers of calcite that cover the whole test, such as gametogenic calcite
or crust. Gametogenic calcite is added to planktonic foraminifera after the last chamber is
formed prior to the release of gametes (Hemleben et al., 1976). In some planktonic species a
calcite crust may be added after the final chamber has formed (Bé et al., 1969). This crust
has a different morphology, and may have different elemental and isotopic compositions,
from ontogenetic and gametogenic calcite due to the differing environmental conditions in
which the calcites are formed. Calcite crust Mg/Ca is generally lower than that of ontogenetic
calcite (Branson et al., 2015b; Duckworth, 1977; Jonkers et al., 2012). These differences
have been attributed to temperature conditions deeper in the water column where the crust is
formed, however, Mg partitioning suggests that crust calcification is biologically controlled
(Nürnberg et al., 1996). Authigenic phases, i.e. those that are formed in the present position,
may also form. Though such phases may not be formed by biological processes and are
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hence not biominerals, authigenic Fe-Mn crusts are utilised in palaeoproxy reconstructions
and so understanding their formation is vital to the continued use and development of the
palaeoproxy, see Chapter 5. Diagenetic processes may occur post–life which can overprint
the chemical and physical signatures of biominerals, e.g. Branson et al. (2015b), and so must
also be considered when selecting specimens for palaeoproxy reconstructions.
There are competing and complementary theories to describe how each of these aspects
of biomineralisation proceeds. The variability in the morphologies and the types of CaCO3
found in foraminifera may indicate there there is no one single way by which foraminifera
grow and form their biominerals, but rather that parts of the biomineralisation processes
are common across multiple taxa, with variations present both within and between species
resulting in different biogeochemical signatures (Evans et al., 2018).

1.5.2

Trace Element and Isotopic Composition

The trace element and isotopic composition of foraminiferal calcite differs from that of
the seawater in which the organisms grow and from calcite precipitated inorganically from
seawater of the same composition, Fig. 1.6. The trace element and isotopic composition of
foraminifera is affected by physical and chemical conditions and biological processes during
biomineral formation. Physical factors include temperature (Erez and Luz, 1982; Hastings
et al., 1998; Nürnberg et al., 1996) and depth conditions (Emiliani, 1954; Rippert et al., 2016),
whereas chemical factors include salinity, pH, and nutrient availability (Broecker et al., 1985;
Rickaby and Elderfield, 1999; Rostek et al., 1993; Sanyal et al., 1995, 2001). Biological
factors which affect the chemical composition and form of biominerals are often attributed to
the ‘vital effect’. This term describes biological mechanisms that influence the calcification
process and may encompass the use and role of polysaccharides, organic layers, symbiotic
relationships and may account for inter– and intra– species and intra–specimen variations
(Weiner and Dove, 2003). For example, intra–test variations have been measured using Laser
Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LAICPMS) and have shown
correlated variations of Mg/Ca, Mn/Ca, Ba/Ca and Zn/Ca in the test walls of Globigerinoides
sacculifer, Globigerinoides ruber, Neogloboquadrina pachyderma and Neogloboquadrina
dutertrei (Eggins et al., 2003). Although such ‘vital effects’ may seem an insurmountable
barrier to palaeoproxy development and reconstruction, as long as the biological offsets are
systematic and remain consistent within a species, biological variability can be overcome by
robust calibration studies (Anand et al., 2003; Elderfield et al., 2006; Nürnberg et al., 1996).
Biomineral precipitation processes may introduce an isotopic fractionation effect with
the final elemental composition of foraminiferal calcite affected by SWV and TMT (Bentov
and Erez, 2005; Bentov et al., 2009; Erez, 2003; Nehrke et al., 2013). SWV and TMT are
competing and complementary models which may account for some, but not all, elemental
and isotopic variations in foraminiferal calcite. Additional processes such as Rayleigh
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Fig. 1.6 Minor and trace element compositions of foraminiferal and inorganically precipitated calcite
precipitated from seawater, from de Nooijer et al. (2014). Values are given in parts per million (ppm).
Concentrations of minor and trace element compositions vary between and within species and depend
on environmental conditions, for example temperature.

fractionation, may play a part in controlling the final trace element and isotopic composition
of biominerals. pH regulation (de Nooijer et al., 2009; Glas et al., 2012; Toyofuku et al.,
2017), seawater vacuolisation (Bentov and Erez, 2006), the presence of organic matrices
(Branson et al., 2016), varying precipitation rates (Erez, 2003; Evans et al., 2015), and
micro–environment involvement (Holland et al., 2017; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 1999; Zeebe
and Westbroek, 2003) have also been posited to explain observed discrepancies between
inorganic and organically precipitated calcites.
Micron–scale trace element variations within foraminifera have been characterised and
linked to the presence of organic linings (Branson et al., 2016; Eggins et al., 2004) and
diurnal cycles (Branson et al., 2013). Observations of organic linings in foraminiferal calcite
differ in composition and structural characteristics between species (Ní Fhlaithearta et al.,
2013; Toyofuku et al., 2017). Diurnal cycles have been linked to symbiont photosynthesis
(Jørgensen et al., 1985; Köhler-Rink and Kühl, 2000, 2005; Rink et al., 1998) and to light
which promote calcification directly (Erez and Luz, 1983; Spero et al., 2015; ter Kuile et al.,
1989a). Observations around the POS in O. universa suggest that mitochondria may play a
role at the site of calcification and therefore affect trace element incorporation by pumping
cytosolic Ca2+ and Mg2+ (Carafoli et al., 2001; Spero, 1988). Similar suggestions have
been made in other species of foraminifera (Bé et al., 1979; Bentov et al., 2009) indicating
that there may be some conserved processes across the broad mechanisms of foraminifera
calcification. Incorporation of trace elements may depend on the precipitation rate (DePaolo,
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2011), which has been observed to vary on a diurnal timescale, and throughout the lifespan
of individual foraminifera. The myriad of possible biological processes that may occur,
and hence affect the chemical and isotopic composition of (foraminiferal) biominerals, are
commonly placed under the umbrella term of ‘vital effects’.

1.6

Summary of Thesis

In this thesis I seek to provide mechanistic understanding of the biomineralisation processes which underlie the recording of climatic variables in biologically mediated calcites.
Throughout this thesis I structure the chapters to follow the processes a marine calcifying
organisms will experience over the course of its life, from growth and biomineralisation
and the incorporation of chemical signals, through to the acquisition of post life signals in
diagenesis.
In Chapter 2 I develop a toolbox for the analysis of data collected via EBSD on carbonate
biominerals. I then apply this toolbox in Chapter 3 to a suite of recent foraminifera to
draw conclusions about biomineralisation. In Chapter 4 I test the conjecture that Na in
foraminiferal material is hosted within the CaCO3 lattice. I do this by employing STXM to
characterise the distribution and coordination of Na in foraminifera, and I discuss the results
in context of the nascent Na/Ca salinity proxy. In Chapter 5 I employ ptychographic imaging
to provide the first direct observations of the spatial distribution of Nd in foraminifera to test
the long-held assumption that Nd is hosted in the Fe-Mn crust and hence is an authigenic
phase. In Appendix A I explore two competing hypothesised biomineralisation models in
coccolithophores, SWV and TMT, and propose an experiment to distinguish between them.
I apply novel high energy techniques to provide information which allows us to understand
how biominerals are formed, and how climate signals have been recorded in the past, with
the ultimate aim of improving past palaeoclimate reconstructions for use in future climate
predictions.

Chapter 2
Tool for Textural Analysis of EBSD of
Calcite Biominerals
In this Chapter I develop a freeware for the textural analysis of calcite biominerals using
data collected by Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD), an electron microscopy based
technique for micro–textural analysis. EBSD combines the collection of crystallographic
data with imaging of crystalline and polycrystalline samples. The technique is widely utilised
in materials science and is now being further employed in geological sciences and biomineral
studies. Here, analysis and statistical methods are presented and shown in a tutorial format on
an example set of data. This analytical methodology can be applied to EBSD data collected
on calcite biominerals, e.g. Chapter 3, and extensions to other materials are outlined.

2.1

Introduction

Structure at the micron–scale is often thought of in terms of the size and shape of grains.
But the study of texture, crystallography, crystal orientation and distribution, as well as
bulk and micro chemistry is also vital to understanding material properties. Texture can
be defined as the distribution of crystallographic orientations of a polycrystalline sample.
Properties of biomaterials are controlled by the diversity of biomineral structures, chemical
compositions, and their combinations with a vast variety of organic compounds. Many
important material properties relate to texture, which is often controlled by crystal growth
processes. Understanding texture and microstructure can elucidate biological function in
biominerals.
Systematic texture is a feature of many polycrystalline solids. It can occur through the
preferred alignment of grains due to external stress (for example in drawn metal wires),
topotactic phase transitions, or templated crystal growth. Texture can be described and
quantified in terms of the distribution of crystallographic orientations of a polycrystalline
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sample. One objective of textural analysis is to inspect the relative orientation of crystallites
in a polycrystalline material with reference to possible growth mechanisms or functional
properties. Textural analysis also encompasses description of the size and shape of grains
in a polycrystal. Texture can be categorised into three lengthscales: macro–, meso–, and
microtexture (Randle and Engler, 2014). Macrotexture describes the texture of many grains
without reference to the location of individual grains; mesotexture describes relationships
between grains, e.g that of grain boundaries; and microtexture relates to orientation measurements linked to their location within the sample (Randle and Engler, 2014). There are
various ways of representing texture in materials and selecting the most appropriate method
of representation depends on which aspect of the material is of interest. Representations of
texture include pole figures and inverse pole figures, depicted in terms of stereographic projections; Orientation Distribution Functions (ODFs) and the Mackenzie distribution depicted
in Euler space, or by using Rodrigues–Frank vectors. A combination of these representations
is used here to represent the richness of the data.
Techniques and approaches for investigating crystallographic and textural relationships
commonly studied in materials science are becoming increasingly applied to biomaterials in
order to understand the growth and development. Texture of materials can be investigated by
a number of methods in both SEM and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), Table 2.1.
EBSD gives orientation data with spatial resolutions on the order ⇠ 10–100s nm, depending
on the material and the instrumental setup. This is much higher than obtainable by X–ray
Diffraction (XRD), ⇠ cm resolution in conventional laboratory settings and ⇠ 50µm in
synchrotron experiments, e.g. Bassinot et al. (2004). Employing EBSD in this study will
allow inferences about texture in biomaterials that have previously eluded the community.

2.1.1

Texture of Biominerals

Biominerals are structurally and chemically distinct from their inorganic counterparts. Studies
of biomineralisation have previously been conducted using EBSD e.g. in avian eggshell
(Dalbeck and Cusack, 2006), in the bivalve mollusc Mytilus edulis (Dalbeck et al., 2006),
in other molluscs (Checa et al., 2006; Dalbeck and Cusack, 2006; Dalbeck et al., 2006),
in trilobites (Cusack et al., 2007; Torney et al., 2009), in corals (Cusack et al., 2008), and
coccoliths (Saruwatari et al., 2006). Other studies have focused on optimising the use of
EBSD in the study of carbonate biominerals (Pérez-Huerta and Cusack, 2009). Crystallinity
may vary in calcitic organisms depending on the mode of biomineralisation or the preservation
state (Bassinot et al., 2004; De Yoreo and Vekilov, 2003; Erez, 2003; Weiner and Dove,
2003).
The structure, texture, and arrangement of biominerals can impact the strength of materials, providing survival advantages (Barthelat and Zhu, 2011). Textural studies of echinoderm
spines have shown that the calcite c axis is orientated along the long direction of the spine
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Technique
Atomic Force
Microscopy

Micro Kossel
X–ray Diffraction

SEM/TEM Resolution
N.A.

SEM

Description

< nm

Cantilever passes over sample surface
and then deflects according to surface
topography.

1–10µm

Backscattered X–rays form Kossel
patterns. Large background as most
X–rays do not diffract (Dingley, 1978).

Selected Area
Channelling

SEM

<10µm

Backscattered electrons and rocking
configuration gives electron channelling
patterns (Kamaladasa and Picard, 2010).

EBSD

SEM

<100 nm

Backscattered electrons form Kikuchi
patterns.

Transmission
Kikuchi
Diffraction

SEM

⇠10 nm

Similar to EBSD but in transmission
geometry.

High Resolution
TEM

TEM

⇠0.1 nm

Direct imaging of atomic structure.

<10 nm

Diffraction pattern reconstructed from
pixels in dark field images (Dingley,
2006).

1–10 nm

Focussed electron beam (<10 nm) and
small convergence angle. Determine local 2D strain.

<10 nm

Incident electron beam precesses about
central axis. Integrate over a collection
of diffraction conditions to give quasi–
kinematical diffraction pattern.

Automated
Crystallography
for TEM
Nano Beam
Diffraction
Scanning
Precession
Electron
Diffraction

TEM

TEM

TEM

Table 2.1 Texture Measurement Techniques
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making them incredibly strong, and even after breakage and regeneration the c axis orientation is maintained (Dubois and Ameye, 2001; Märkel and Röser, 1983; Pilkington, 1969;
Politi et al., 2004). Nacre is composed of polygonal aragonite tablets ⇠5–15µm in diameter
and is found on the inner layer of many mollusc shells (Watabe, 1965). The aragonite
tablets are arranged in parallel continuous lamellae ⇠ 0.5µm thick with alternating layers
of inter–lamella organic matrices, Fig. 2.1 (Grégoire, 1957, 1972; Wada, 1968). The c axis
of aragonite is aligned perpendicularly to the organic matrix surface, and new crystals grow
rapidly along this direction (Wada, 1968). In bivalve nacre the crystal tablets typically have
a ‘brick wall’ structure, whereas in gastropods and some cephalopods the nacre may be
composed of stacks of hundreds of aragonite tablets (Grégoire, 1962; Wise, 1970). The composite structure of small nacre tablets and organic molecules results in a strong material with
a Young’s modulus of ⇠70 GPa, much higher than that of ‘mono–lith’ aragonite (Jackson
et al., 1988; Mohanty et al., 2008; Sun and Bhushan, 2012; Wang et al., 2012).

Fig. 2.1 Structure of nacre, modified after Tushtev et al. (2008) and Sun and Bhushan (2012). (a)
SEM image of nacre, scale bar 10µm (b) schematic of the ‘brick wall’ structure of nacre.

The objective of this Chapter is to develop and present a freeware script for the textural
analysis of calcite biomineral EBSD data using MTex (Bachmann et al., 2010). Other toolboxes for textural analysis of EBSD data exist (e.g. HKL CHANNEL5, Bruker QUANTAX
CrystAlign, and OIM by EDAX), however, here the fundamental region is employed as a
form of data representation to display aspects of orientation data that are not commonly
represented. The developed analytical script is used in Chapter 3 to draw conclusions about
texture and biomineralisation of foraminifera. Understanding textural and structural properties at the micron–scale will allow inferences on the underlying processes responsible for
calcite biomineralisation in a wide range of calcifying organisms.

2.2

Electron Backscatter Diffraction

Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) is an electron microscopy based technique for
micro–textural analysis. EBSD is sometimes more accurately named Backscatter Kikuchi
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Diffraction (BKD) or Backscatter Electron Kikuchi Diffraction (BEKD). It combines the
collection of crystallographic data with imaging of crystalline and polycrystalline phase
samples. EBSD encompasses not only the process of electron backscatter diffraction but also
automated detection and indexing of Electron Backscatter Patterns (EBSPs). The technique
gives information on structure, phase, and crystal orientation, along with the usual capabilities
of an SEM, such as the capacity for large specimens, and options for simultaneous chemical
analysis. EBSD is a commonly used technique in materials science to reveal textures, defects,
grain morphology, and deformations. EBSD has been applied to a wide range of materials to
investigate how crystallographic texture may influence material properties. Studying texture
also provides insights into understanding how crystal growth evolves in polycrystalline
materials: this is an essential step to understanding biomineralisation phenomena. Full
automation of the data collection process, spatially resolved point by point over a sample
surface, has given way to Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) (Adams et al., 1993;
Schwartz et al., 2009; Wilkinson and Britton, 2012; Wright et al., 2015).
EBSD data acquisition is rapid, unlike TEM, and provides spatial resolution that is
unavailable using XRD methods even when using a point collimator. Microstructural features
can be correlated with crystallographic orientation when EBSD is carried out in an SEM.

Fig. 2.2 Schematic of EBSD detector system in an SEM, after Maitland and Sitzman (2007). An
incident electron (e ) beam is generated from the pole piece using an accelerating voltage and
impinges on the sample surface under vacuum at a tilt angle, generally a = 20 . The working distance
is the path length of the electrons exiting from the pole piece to the sample surface. Electrons are
backscattered off the sample and form Kikuchi patterns on the phosphor screen of the detector.
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Specimens for EBSD should be conductive, not decompose in vacuum or under the electron
beam, and have a flat surface, free from ‘foreign’ layers.
An incident electron beam is generated (from the pole piece) using an accelerating
voltage. The beam impinges on a flat, highly polished, tilted, crystalline, sample surface
placed under vacuum, Fig. 2.2. A number of processes may occur, including transmission of
electrons, retardation of electrons (which may damage the sample), pass through diffraction
(also known as forward scattering which creates the diffraction spots seen in TEM) and
backscattering of electrons. Atoms in the sample inelastically backscatter some incident
electrons which then radiate spherically from the interaction point, typically 0.05–1µm in
diameter. Backscattering of electrons may be modelled as reflections of electrons off lattice
planes, Fig. 2.3 (b). Some electrons are backscattered at the Bragg angle, qB , to form a set of
paired, large–angle cones that correspond to each diffracting plane, Fig. 2.3 (a). The electron
cones intersect with a phosphor screen and regions of enhanced electron intensity generate
Kikuchi bands, Fig. 2.3 (c). The backscattered electrons are recorded on the detector, a
Charge–Couple Device (CCD) chip illuminated by a phosphor screen, typically 5–30 mm
from the sample.
The incident electron beam makes a small angle, ⇠ 20°, to the specimen surface in order
to have sufficient signal:noise in the EBSD pattern (this incident angle, a, is conventionally
reported as 90 a). The diffracting planes act as reflectors that generate an EBSD pattern
and are specific to the crystal structure of the sampled volume. Therefore an EBSD pattern is
indicative of the crystal structure and its orientation. Collected BKDs must be compared with
simulated patterns so that only visible Kikuchi bands are used when solving the diffraction
pattern.
Kikuchi Patterns
Kikuchi diffraction patterns may also be referred to in the literature as EBSPs or BKD
patterns. All the angular relationships in a crystal, i.e. interzonal and interplanar angles, can
be determined from Kikuchi patterns, therefore implicitly containing the crystal symmetry.
Kikuchi patterns depend on the wavelength, l , of the incoming electron beam, which in
turn is proportional to the accelerating voltage and the sample–detector distance. Angular
relationships within a crystal are therefore unique to a particular crystal structure and lattice
orientation of the crystal.
Kikuchi patterns have inherently low signal:noise. This limitation can be circumvented
by integrating Kikuchi patterns with the beam in a stationary position, i.e. by increasing
the exposure time. Zero solution Kikuchi patterns are points in the scan where no indexing
solution could be found for the collected pattern. Zero solution Kikuchi patterns may occur
for many reasons: if overlapping Kikuchi patterns cannot be resolved e.g. at grain boundaries
when the electron beam diameter is sufficiently large to produce Kikuchi patterns from
two or more adjacent grains; if a new phase is encountered; if the phase encountered is
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Fig. 2.3 Overview of processes occurring during EBSD. (a) Incident electrons from the pole piece
are diffracted from the diffracting planes (red) of the tilted sample, producing two cones of intense
electrons (blue). (b) Multiple parallel lattice planes (red) cause diffraction of incident electrons. (c)
The cones of intense electrons are projected onto the phosphor screen, forming a BKD pattern. After
Maitland and Sitzman (2007) and Schwartz et al. (2009).

non–crystalline and so does not diffract; or if the sample surface is sufficiently deformed that
no coherent diffraction occurs.
Indexing
Indexing is the process by which 2D screen coordinates (i.e. pixels) are transformed into
3D angles in the specimen. The process requires the identification and selection of Kikuchi
bands above the background noise, which can be carried out using the Radon or Hough
transformations (Hough, 1962; Radon, 1917). While it is usually trivial for the trained
human eye to locate the Kikuchi bands on an EBSD pattern, it is not straightforward for
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a computer algorithm. Tools have been developed to make this task possible, automatic,
and fast for computers (Duda and Hart, 1972; Lassen, 1994). In a typical parametrisation
of a line by its slope and intercept, y = mx + b, m goes to infinity for vertical lines. In a
Hough transform each line is parametrised using its shortest distance from the origin (rH )
and its angle with the horizontal axis (qH ), which corresponds to the Hesse normal form:
rH = x cos(qH ) + y sin(qH ). For the set of all the straight lines going through a single point,
there is a corresponding sinusoidal curve in the Hough space. In this way the EBSD pattern
is transformed into the Hough space. The average intensity of the pixels on a line of the
EBSD pattern analysed acts as a third dimension. The resulting Hough space peaks have a
characteristic diamond shape: a bright center and four wings extending in the qH direction
(Pinard et al., 2011).
Kikuchi bands are then sorted according to their intensities and width. Measured interplanar angles (corresponding to angles between the Kikuchi bands) and interplanar spacings
(represented by the bandwidths) are compared with theoretical values calculated in advance
for crystal structures and can be found in reference tables. To uniquely solve a BKD pattern
in high crystal symmetries, such as cubic and hcp, typically only requires consideration of
the first three to four families of {hkil} planes. To solve BKD patterns for crystals of lower
symmetries and pseudosymmetries, more bands and {hkil} families must be checked. The
number of indexed bands can be compared with the maximum number of theoretical bands
considered in an indexing pattern to measure the probability that the correct solution has
been found.
Detection of Kikuchi bands using Hough or Radon transformations is expected to improve
as mathematical models describing the sharpness of Kikuchi bands improve over time and
includes estimations of error. Pattern quality (which measures the contrast between the
Kikuchi bands and the background) or image quality is a measure of the quality of the EBSD
pattern, and depends on the material and the conditions under which it is measured. Image
quality also depends on the function and technique used to index the pattern and other factors
of video processing. Therefore, while sensitive to lattice defects, deformations, and grain
boundaries, image quality must not be considered an absolute indicator of microstrain or
‘perfectness’ of a crystal.
Calibration
Calibration of the EBSD system involves measuring the sample–detector distance and the
pattern–centre position on the phosphor screen. The pattern centre is the position on the
phosphor screen closest to the point on the sample from where the diffracted signal is
generated. Several diffraction patterns from a known crystalline phase are collected in order
to accurately determine the sample–detector distance and the centring of the phosphor screen.
Image correlation software identifies the pattern centre, and together with measured zoom
factors of the multiple images, calculates the sample–detector distance. Although this process
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is fully automated, it is not without its problems. Calibration conventionally requires reliable
pattern indexing and therefore requires a large number of identifiable bands to give a high
pattern quality. A standard, such as a silicon chip or a piece of aluminium foil can be attached
to the surface of the specimen block for calibration purposes. Problems with calibration
may occur if there is difficulty in collecting diffraction patterns, e.g. if the sample does not
diffract well because it is an imperfect crystal, if the sample surface is not perfectly flat or if
there are surface impurities. Once the EBSD system has been calibrated, it is then possible
to automatically index the diffraction patterns and calculate crystal orientations.
The intensity distribution of the background can change during digital beam scans. Such
changes may be due to the changing position of the beam spot on the specimen surface, or
local specimen density (phase), and surface relief. Further fluctuations may be caused by
variations of the probe current due to instabilities of the emission current of the gun, drift in
the alignment of the column, specimen charging, or build–up of carbon contamination. The
quality of diffraction patterns is improved significantly by ‘flat fielding,’ whereby the raw
pattern is normalised to a flat field image that contains the background and image artefacts
(e.g., scratches on the screen, blind or bright dots on the camera chip), but no features of the
Kikuchi pattern (Schwartz et al., 2009).
Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution of EBSD is determined by the excitation volume, the part of the interaction
volume from which electrons are backscattered, Fig. 2.4. Spatial and depth resolution depend
on the tilt of the specimen, the density of the sample, the accelerating voltage, and the beam

Fig. 2.4 Interaction volume and spatial resolution in EBSD, modified from Schwartz et al. (2009).
Electron beam (red) impinges on the sample surface and interacts giving backscattered electrons. The
interaction volume is the volume from which electrons are backscattered. Spatial, Dx, Dy and depth,
Dz resolution depend on the tilt of the specimen, a, the density of the sample, accelerating voltage
and the beam spot size.
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spot size. Using a small spot size and low accelerating voltage improves the spatial resolution.
However, these conditions also require a small working distance to prevent any stray magnetic
field effects. A small working distance may not be possible due to instrumental geometry. A
low beam current is frequently used to minimise sample damage and the charging of non–
conductive materials. Spot size, accelerating voltage, working distance and beam current
must be balanced so that there is sufficient beam current to produce a detectable EBSD
pattern. Spatial resolution of EBSD also depends on the ability of software to deconvolve
overlapping patterns. Overlapping patterns may occur, for example, if the incident beam
straddles a grain boundary. If computer software cannot deconvolve two or more overlapping
Kikuchi patterns an indexing failure may occur (Schwartz et al., 2009).
To generate Kikuchi patterns with sufficient signal:noise the specimen surface must be
steeply inclined to the incident beam, at ⇠ 70 . Consequently, the incident electron beam
spot (footprint) on the specimen is elongated, and hence spatial resolution in the vertical is
less than in the horizontal direction, and may lead to image distortions. Additionally, when
scanning the specimen vertically the incident electron beam ‘footprint’ increases towards the
bottom of the specimen and the focus of the beam changes, decreasing the spatial resolution
towards the bottom of the specimen. Pattern quality (of the Kikuchi patterns) is a sensitive
indicator of incorrect focus because as the focus decreases, the Kikuchi patterns become
more diffuse.

2.3

Tutorial

The first step in any EBSD experiment is to select, clean, set samples into resin, and polish as
is standard for petrographic slide preparation, Section 2.3.1. Data in this study were collected
using EBSD at the Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge. The toolbox
for analysis was developed using MTex, a freeware toolset for the commercial software
package MATLAB (Bachmann et al., 2010). MTex was manipulated to produce an analytical
toolbox which represents multiple aspects of texture of interest in biominerals. The toolbox
is intended to be used for the analysis of EBSD data collected on calcite biominerals, with
possible future extensions to aragonitic biominerals and textural analysis of other calcite–
based materials. The capabilities of data analysis are discussed along with the current
limitations. Here the toolbox is presented in a tutorial format on a sample of Orbulina
universa, Fig. 2.5.

2.3.1

Sample Preparation

Samples described in this Chapter and Chapter 3 were cleaned using a standard procedure to
remove clay material. The sample was placed onto carbon tape and mount into epoxy resin.
Once the resin hardened, the tape residue was removed using acetone. The set block was
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Fig. 2.5 Flow chart of the steps followed for data sample preparation, data collection and analysis. A
sample is prepared, Section 2.3.1, and EBSD data is collected, Section 2.3.2. Before data analysis and
visualisation, the orientation frame of reference must be defined and the data treated, Section 2.3.3.
Orientations and misorientations can then be plotted and visualised using pole figures (Section 2.3.5),
IPFs (Section 2.3.6), and ODFs (Section 2.3.9). Axis distributions (Section 2.3.8), and fibre relationships can also be plotted. Misorientation relationships including grain boundaries and twins can also
be plotted and displayed in these ways, Sections 2.3.10 - 2.3.12. Both orientation and misorientation
data can be projected into the fundamental region, Section 2.3.14.

polished using diamond polishing pads down to 0.25µm following standard procedure for
preparation of petrographic slides. In initial studies, samples were subject to polishing with
colloidal silica. However, this polishing step was found to amorphise the surface somewhat
and obscure the nature of the crystallinity under investigation, therefore samples were re–
polished using 0.25µm diamond polishing pads to expose a fresh surface. Care must be
taken when polishing not to polish through samples completely. Coat samples with carbon
coat to ⇠ 3nm and apply silver paste to the perimeter of the specimens in order to optimise
conductivity in the SEM machine (Pérez-Huerta and Cusack, 2009).
An investigation into the preparation of biological carbonates for analysis by EBSD
suggested using epoxy resin and a uniform carbon coating of 2.5nm thickness to provide
sufficient conductivity (Pérez-Huerta and Cusack, 2009). Too thick a coating, about ⇠ 5nm,
reduces diffraction intensity. In this study it was not possible to uniformly carbon coat
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samples, which instead have been subject to sputter carbon coating to the same thickness. It
is assumed that the sputter coating will have provided a layer of uniform thickness over each
investigated area, i.e. each foraminifera, and hence not imparted variable conductivity during
each sample run.

2.3.2 EBSD Data Collection
EBSD data were collected with a ThermoFischer–FEI Quanta 650FEG SEM equipped with
a Bruker e–FlashHR EBSD detector. Polished and carbon coated samples were mounted
on a sample holder tilted at 70° to the incident electron beam. Instrument settings for
data collected here and in Chapter 3 are 15 – 20 kV accelerating voltage, 100µm column
aperture and spot size of 5.5 corresponding to a beam current ⇠10 nA, chamber pressure
0.3 – 0.6 mbar, sample – detector distance 8 – 14 mm, and working distance of 17 – 23 mm.
These settings were optimised for each sample run. In each experiment, a quick initial EBSD
scan was performed over a large area to locate an area of interest with good EBSD pattern
quality. This initial scan was conducted quickly with low exposure time and large spot size
to minimise sample surface damage which inhibits later data collection. Crystallographic
information file 0000098 (calcite) from the American Mineralogist crystal structure database
was used for detector calibration and indexing. The detector calibration, data collection,
and Kikuchi pattern indexing were then performed with Bruker QUANTAX CrystAlign
software. The beam spot size was considered to be between 10 and 20 nm. The step size
between adjacent spots in the collected maps (⇠ pixel size) was 0.1–0.5 µm, depending on
the scale of interest. For each indexed pattern at least 6 Kikuchi bands were detected with a
maximum mismatch threshold of < 1.5 using a Hough transformation with a resolution of
70. Orientation data were then exported from Bruker QUANTAX CrystAlign software and
saved to a .ct f file for importation and analysis using the developed toolbox.
The sample analysed and presented in this Chapter as an example is Orbulina universa,
Fig. 2.6. The sample is from core MD08–3169 ( 23.4 N, 11.7 W , 2975 m water depth) from
a depth of 31–32 cm in the core and with an age during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)
(Skinner et al., 2017). O. universa was chosen here as the species is commonly used in
biomineralisation studies. Data were collected using 20 kV accelerating voltage and 1.7µm
spot size.

2.3.3

Importing

Grains < 5 pixels are removed and grains are smoothed. The critical angle threshold within
a grain is 10 by default, though this can be changed. This angle defines the spread of
permissible orientation variations within a single grain. Grains can also be filled but this
stage has been omitted: comparison of the same data set with filled and unfilled grains shows
that filling grains creates new grain boundaries which are not present in the sample, Fig. 2.6.
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The ‘fill’ command interpolates missing data using the methods of nearest neighbours. Filling,
or ‘de noising’, of data is time intensive, though it may be reasonably applied if the whole
data collection area contain crystallites with no free space. Smoothing of grains is applied to
remove the ‘staircase’ effect. Orientation directions are defined in the next Section.
1 %% Define Crystal System
2 cs = crystalSymmetry ( ' -3 m1 ') ;
3 CS = {...
4
' notIndexed ' ,...
5
crystalSymmetry ( ' -3 m1 ' , [4.99 4.99 17.061] , 'X || a ' , 'Z || c
* ' , ' mineral ' , ' Calcite ') };
6
7 %% Plotting Convention
8 setMTEXpref ( ' xAxisDirection ' , ' east ') ;
9 setMTEXpref ( ' zAxisDirection ' , ' intoPlane ') ;
10
11 %% Specify File
12 pname = '/ Users / DataLocation ';
13 fname = [ pname '/ FileName . ctf ' ];
14
15 %% Import Data and Clean
16 % Grain orientations treated as Euler angles
17 ebsd = loadEBSD_ctf ( fname , '
c o n v e r tS p a t i a l 2 E u le r R e f e r e n c e Fr a m e ') ;
18 [ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;
19 % Remove small grains
20 ebsd ( grains ( grains . grainSize < 5) ) =[];
21 % Repeat grain computation
22 [ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;
23 % Smooth Grains
24 grains = smooth ( grains ) ;
25 % Repeat grain computation
26 [ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;

2.3.4

Rotations and Orientations

Description of texture is effectively a description of the relative orientations of crystals
(grains) in a sample. Crystal orientations are related to one another via rotations of the
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Image of polished O. universa from which data was collected. (b) IPF colour key for
EBSDdata. (c) Data before any treatment, showing many small and pixelated grains. (d) Grains are
smoothed, filled, and small grains of < 5 pixels are removed. Filling of grains has filled previously
‘non–indexed’ grains to calcite and created calcite–calcite grain boundaries where there are none. (e)
Recommended data treatment with small grains < 5 pixels removed and smoothing applied.
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crystal frame. A rotation is an operation or the sum of operations necessary to transform
one coordinate system to another. To define a rotation it is necessary to specify two sets of
axes, or coordinate systems. The coordinate systems are typically an external coordinate
system, Cs , and the crystal coordinate system, Cc , with (orthogonal) axes x, y, z and x0 , y0 , z0
respectively. Cs is defined here by the SEM/EBSD with the x axis pointing east and the
z axis into the plane. It is of utmost importance to correctly align the orientation of the
sample with those in the EBSD experiment and in data analysis: there is no single unique
way for orienting Cs ; there are multiple equivalent orientations for Cc in trigonal systems;
and different conventions may be applied by different data collection softwares (e.g. HKL
CHANNEL5, QUANTAX). Typically, the reference frames are orthonormal, right handed,
and have the same origin to simplify their mathematical description.
A rotation may be either active or passive: in active rotations, the object, Cc (crystal or
grain), is displaced and the external frame is kept fixed, Cs (sample or software defined). If
the object remains fixed whilst the reference frame rotates, the rotation is passive. The passive
convention is used in representing crystallographic textures (Morawiec, 2004). Rotations
may be described mathematically in several different, but equivalent ways, and may vary
depending on the software used. Mathematical descriptions include rotation matrices, Miller
notation, angle–axis notation, and Euler and Neo–Eulerian parametrisation, e.g. Rodrigues–
Frank vectors.
Miller indices are a commonly used option for representing crystallographic planes (IUCr
Online Dictionary). (hkl) denotes a plane that intercepts the a, b, c axes at a/h, b/k, and c/l
respectively, i.e. each Miller index is proportional to the inverse of the intercept of the plane,
in the basis of the lattice vectors. An index with value 0 does not intercept the axis (the
intercept is said to be ‘at infinity’). Each set of parallel planes, (hkl), has one perpendicular
direction, [hkl] (IUCr Online Dictionary). For hexagonal and trigonal structures the equivalent
4–index Miller–Bravais notation is often used, (hkil)[uvtw]. i ⌘ (h + k) in this system and
therefore i index is redundant. In this body of work the four–digit Miller–Bravais index
(hkil) is used to make clear that it is the hexagonal unit cell being described rather than the
rhombohedral cell. Miller indices are advantageous because, generally, important crystal
directions tend to have Miller indices with small integer numbers (Randle and Engler, 2014).
An orientation is the result of a sequence of rotations between the sample reference
system, Cs , and the crystal reference system, Cc . Crystalign and MTex used here describe
each grain/pixel orientation using Euler angles, Section 2.3.7. A sequence of rotations along
specific reference axes can also be expressed as a single rotation about a direction in space.
An orientation is defined as the position of the crystal coordinate system with respect to the
specimen coordinate system.
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Stereographic Projections and Pole Figures

A stereographic projection plots a sphere onto a plane and is a way of representing 3D data
in 2D. Stereographic projections are used in crystallography to represent poles (normals
to planes). A normal to the crystallographic plane is projected onto Northern hemisphere
great circles and serves as a representation of the pole. Due to this 2D representation of
3D data some information is lost; angles are preserved but distances and areas are not. The
angular distribution between poles to crystal planes is determined by the crystal symmetry,
and the spatial arrangement between poles will depend upon the projection. A plot of poles
is called a pole figure. Note that pole figures display the orientation of crystal planes. In
representing data using only pole figures a significant amount of orientation information
is lost (Frank, 1988). Each pole figure represents a set of equivalent planes, e.g. {001},
showing the orientation of this direction in space. If grains within the specimen are randomly
orientated, and hence have randomly orientated poles, there will be an apparent, albeit at
times slight, clustering of poles at the centre of the pole figure. This apparent caveat arises
because distances representing equal angles are much smaller in the centre of the pole figure
than in other regions. If there is a preferred orientation, poles will cluster in certain areas
of the projection, leaving other areas of the projection empty. Pole figures can be plotted as
points or as contour diagrams, Fig. 2.7. Cs is evident in pole figures whereas IPFs refer to
Cc . Orientation of individual crystals can be gathered from crystal Orientation Distribution
Functions (ODFs).

Fig. 2.7 Contour pole figures of O. universa showing the poles of the {1010} and {0001}. The colour
bar shows the Multiples of the Uniform Density (MUD). There is preferred texture with respect to
both {1010} and {0001} directions.
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1 plotPDF ( orientation ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation ) ,
Miller ({1 ,0 , -1 ,0} ,{0 ,0 ,0 ,1} , grains ( ' Calcite ') .
meanOrientation . CS ) , ' contourf ')

2.3.6

Inverse Pole Figures

An Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) displays orientations by defining poles of the (generally) sample
coordinate system with respect to the crystal coordinate system in a stereographic projection,
Fig. 2.8. This is in contrast to pole figures which plot orientations of specific {hkl} of grains
or pixels with respect to an external frame of reference. The axes of the projection sphere
are aligned with crystal directions. An IPF is thus represented with respect to a reference
direction generally associated with the specimen coordinate system. IPFs are used when it is
important to display orientation information with respect to one specific specimen coordinate
system/direction, and therefore are helpful in visualising certain textures.

Fig. 2.8 Normal direction IPFs for a cubic texture modified after Schwartz et al. (2009). (a) The IPF
is divided into twenty–four stereographic triangles, with the standard stereographic triangle outlined
and shown in (b) Miller indices in the figure refer to directions in the local crystallographic frame.

Since symmetrically equivalent orientations may exist in a crystal, plotting the entire IPF
is redundant and so a subset is typically plotted. The sample crystal symmetry determines
the shape of the region of the stereographic projection used for the IPF. Any of the crystallographically symmetrical equivalent directions can be assigned to a particular sample
direction and the shape of the inverse pole figure is such that the direction appears only once,
Fig. 2.8 (b). No distinction is made between families of related directions, and so an IPF of
the stereographic projection plots only one pole from a family of related poles.
EBSD data are plotted in the form of colour coded phase and orientation maps. Orientation maps (also termed IPF maps) describe and display the crystallographic orientation at
each position in the sample, Fig. 2.9 (a) by using a colour as described by the IPF colour key,
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Fig. 2.9 (b). All orientation maps shown here and in Chapter 3 are plotted with the z axis
into the plane of the page. Crystals with high symmetry may have multiple orientations that
can be described in the same way, though the orientation with minimum rotation angle is
conventionally used. This is also the case for calcite which has 3m point symmetry. Fig. 2.9
shows the orientation map of EBSD data collected from O. universa and the orientation
colour map for calcite in this EBSD experiment. Grain boundaries are plotted in black, and
it can be seen how orientation of individual grains varies across the sample.

Fig. 2.9 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected in O. universa. Grain boundaries are shown in
black (maximum angular deviation with each grain of 2 ) and each grain is colour coded according
to its average crystallographic orientation along specimen x direction and shown in (b) orientation
colour key for calcite.

1 figure
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2 plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation ) %
Plot grains colour coded by mean orientation
3 figure
4 plot ( ipfHSVKey ( CS {2}) ) % Plot colour key for orientation
The absolute crystal orientation may also be visualised by superimposing the 3D crystal
shape onto the orientation map, Fig. 2.10.
1 ori = orientation ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation ) ;
2 shape = crystalShape . hex ( ori2 . CS ) ; % define the 3 D crystal
shape
3 ShapesMap = grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation * shape * 0.7
* sqrt ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . area ) ; % 1.5 is a scaling
factor for the size of the 3 D crystal
4 figure
5 plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation )
6 hold on
7 plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . centroid + ShapesMap )

Fig. 2.10 Hexagonal prisms representing the unit cell of calcite are orientated and overlain over each
grain to show crystal orientation. (a) Orientation map of O. universa overlain by orientated crystals
and (b) a zoomed in subset. The calcite crystals are shown to be orientated with the c axis point in/out
the plane of the page and the {1010} basal plane almost in line with the plane of the page.
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Relative Orientations
Orientations can be expressed as a single rotation operation about a direction in space, therefore IPFs can be used to show such directions of misorientation (Section 2.3.10) between one
grain/pixel and another. Because a misorientation can be expressed as a single rotation operation along an [uvw] vector, IPF plots can be exploited to display grain–grain misorientation
axes as a type of orientation map. Here the orientations of all grains are displayed relative to
one selected grain in the specimen to show how orientation varies across the sample. Any
grain may be selected as the reference grain without yielding different results in later analysis,
only the relative orientations will change.
1 disp ( ' ')
2 disp ( ' Select reference grain with cursor and one mouse
click ')
3 disp ( ' ')
4 [x , y ]= ginput (1) ;
5 RefGrain = findByLocation ( grains ,[ x , y ]) ; % Reference grain
is selected by user clicking on grain
6 hold off
7 RefGrainOri = orientation ( grains ( RefGrain ) . meanOrientation )
% The selected reference grain orientation is found
8 ori2 = orientation ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation ) ; %
All other grain orientations assigned to ori2
9 RelativeAngle = angle ( RefGrainOri , ori2 , ' anitpodal ') / degree ; %
Relative misorientation angle of all ori2 grains
relative to the reference grain found
10 figure
11 plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , RelativeAngle ) % Grains plotted
coloured according to their relative angle
12 hold on
13 mtexColorbar % Colour key
The relative orientations of all measured calcite grains in O. universa are shown relative
to one selected grain, Fig. 2.11. From the colour scale it can be seen that grains close to
the selected grain have a small angle of relative orientation (relative orientation angle of
0 , dark blue, bottom left), whereas grains further away have a larger angle of orientation
relative to the selected grain. The variation in angle of relative orientation is gradual across
the specimen measured.
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Fig. 2.11 Calcite grains in O. universa colourised according to their orientation relative to one selected
grain (bottom left). From the colour scale it can be seen that grains close to the selected grain have a
small angle of relative orientation (relative orientation angle of 0 , dark blue, bottom left), whereas
grains further away have a larger angle of orientation relative to the selected grain. The variation in
angle of relative orientation is gradual across the specimen measured.

2.3.7

Euler Space

Euler space is used here to describe the orientation of a crystal, rather than of a plane as is the
case for a pole figure, and so require a 3D representation (Bunge, 1982; Randle, 1995; Wenk,
1985). In Euler angle representation the reference axes are Cartesian and right–handed. One
frame is transformed onto another by a sequence of rotations about different axes through
the three Euler angles, f1 , F, f2 , Fig. 2.12. Bunge and Roe angles are different conventions
of Euler angle representations. Bunge angles rotate the sample frame into the crystal frame
(passive), whereas Roe (Matthies) angles rotate the crystal frame into the sample frame
(active). Bunge angles are the most commonly used representation for crystallographic
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texture and are used throughout this thesis. This convention corresponds to a rotation f1
about z, F about x, and f2 about the new z or z0 . Euler space is convenient for representing
ODFs.

Fig. 2.12 Euler angle rotations according to Bunge’s convention, modified from Maitland and Sitzman
(2007) after Day (2001). The figure shows the most common way to use the Bunge notation where
the three Euler angles characterise the following rotations: rotate f1 about the z axis, rotate F about x
axis and rotate f2 about the new z axis.

2.3.8

Axis Angle Representation

Displacement of a sphere with a fixed centre is equivalent to some rotation of the sphere about
an axis through an angle (Euler, 1776). This description of a rotation requires four parameters:
three for the coordinates of the unit vector, n, pointing along the axis of rotation and one for
the angle w. These four parameters can be reduced to three without loss of information due
to the constraint on the length of n. n can be expressed in terms of the spherical coordinates
q and f , by introducing asymmetry into the parameters which is inherent in the spherical
coordinate system. This axis–angle representation of an orientation can be further simplified
using Neo–Eulerian mapping (Frank, 1988). The simplest of the Neo–Eulerian functions
relates a vector, a, pointing in the same direction as the axis of rotation, and scales linearly in
length with the rotation angle, w.
a = nw
(2.1)
The crystal coordinate system, Cc , is rotated through an angle (w) about a specific
axis with a unit vector n parallel to the axis. Rotations can also be represented by the
axis and angle of rotation. Hence, (mis)orientation distributions can be displayed in these
terms (Mason and Schuh, 2008, 2009). One caveat is the complexity introduced when
calculating a single rotation equivalent to two rotations performed in succession. Hence, this
parametrisation is rarely used for the representation of texture due to the existence of more
attractive alternatives.
This axis–angle representation of data is useful for quick and simple interpretations. The
misorientation relationships can be defined in terms of a crystallographic [uvw] direction
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with rotation angle w. The angle w can then be plotted in the 1D misorientation histogram,
Fig. 2.18, and the axis of orientation can be plotted in the axis plot in point or contour form,
Fig. 2.13.
1 % Plot Axis Distribution
2 figure
3 plotAxisDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation , ' MarkerSize ' ,1) % Points
4 figure
5 plotAxisDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation , ' contourf ') % Contours
6 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Axis Distribution Contour ')

Fig. 2.13 Misorientation axes between adjacent grains in O. universa (a) from all measured points
and (b) contours for all measured points. In this specimen a strong preference for misorientations
around the {0001} axis is evident.

The misorientation axes between adjacent grains in O. universa are plotted in the standard
stereographic triangle in Fig. 2.13. Fig. 2.13 (a) shows the axes for all measured misorientations in the sample and Fig. 2.13 (b) displays these data in the form of a contour plot,
highlighting the concentration of misorientation axes close to the [0001] pole.
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2.3.9

Orientation Distribution Functions

Pole figures do not contain information about the orientation of individual crystals relative to
one another. Such information is given by crystal ODFs, which are constructed by combining
data from a set of pole figures. The ODF can be defined as the volume fraction of grains with
a certain orientation, where the orientation is typically identified using three Euler angles.
Each Euler angle describes the operation needed to transform the sample reference frame
into the crystallographic frame of the crystal for each grain in the sample. Hence, the ODF
describes the orientation of each individual grain in the polycrystal. The distribution of
the large set of Euler angles is described by the ODF. The ODF thus is a 3D format for
displaying 3D orientation information and can be a useful quantitative way of assessing
structure–property relationships.
ODFs displayed in Euler space are represented by 3 orthogonal axes, with the length of
the axes dependent upon the specimen crystal symmetry. The ODF is typically displayed by
plotting the Euler angles, f1 , F and f2 , as Cartesian coordinates, and the density function
(describing the frequency of crystals having specific orientations described by said Euler
angles) is projected perpendicular to one of the angular coordinates. ODFs may be displayed
as a series of cross sections, with contours on the sections making up part of a 3D surface in
Euler space. The full 3D representation of crystallographic texture can therefore be given by
the ODF, and conversely all pole figures can be derived from the ODF. However, there are
limitations when using ODFS:
1. Equivalent orientations are represented multiple times for certain crystal systems
because there is no reduction in area.
2. It is difficult to characterise random distributions due to geometric distortion.
3. Fibre textures may lie on a curve and not be easily identified, though this is of little
relevance here.
By using other orientation representations, these geometric distortions can be circumvented.
This highlights the importance of using multiple representations of orientation data concurrently.
The ratio of the observed density of poles compared to the density of poles expected from
a random distribution can be expressed using ‘times random values’ or MUD. These can be
used to show the density of texture components by plotting contours in the times random
values, usually plotted in section layers of Euler space as contour plots.

2.3.10

Misorientations

Relative orientations may be qualified in terms or misorientations or disorientations. Though
these terms are often used interchangeably, they are distinct from each other. Misorientations
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are a type of relative orientation that express how to transform from one crystal reference
system to another crystal reference system. Misorientations can be used to describe the
orientation relationships between grains adjacent to one another or to describe the orientations of multiple grains relative to one reference grain. This allows characterisation of the
misorientation relationships between phases or between two grains of the same phase (Lange,
1967; Santoro and Mighell, 1973; Schwartz et al., 2009). A misorientation between two
grains of the same phase gives rise to grain boundary crystallography, an important subset of
EBSD investigations (Randle, 1993).
Many crystallographically equivalent misorientations may exist due to crystal symmetry
but the conventionally chosen one has the smallest angle in axis–angle representation, known
as the disorientation. The corresponding axis to the smallest misorientation angle is the
disorientation axis (Randle et al., 2001). Disorientations may therefore be considered as the
‘symmetry reduced’ versions of misorientations. A disorientation describes the minimum
rotation required to bring together two lattices with the misorientation rotation axis located in
the unit triangle in axis–angle representation (Warrington, 1975). A disorientation is therefore
the misorientation with the smallest angle chosen in axis–angle space. In Rodrigues–Frank
space, Section 2.3.14, the disorientation is the misorientation projected into fundamental
zone as defined by the crystal symmetry.
Grain boundaries, misorientations, and orientations can be described using the same
orientation descriptors, though it may be advantageous to use different descriptors for each.
Miller indices are useful when describing the misorientation axis; Euler angles can be used
but are atypical (but may be useful when using ODFs). The reference frame is usually the
crystal lattice of one grain rather than the sample frame of the specimen. Misorientations
(and disorientations) may be further reduced from three parameters to one using axis–angle
representations. This one angle can be plotted in the one dimensional Mackenzie distribution
histogram, a way to easily visualise and interpret data.

2.3.11

Grain Boundaries

Grain boundaries exist as a planar defect where crystals or grains meet and there is a mismatch
of the crystal lattices. Grain boundary disorientations exist between two neighbouring grains
of the same phase, and include twin boundaries. Grain boundaries are widely studied
in materials science as a primary factor controlling material properties, such as energy,
diffusivity, and mobility (Randle et al., 2001). The grain boundaries in O. universa are shown
in Fig. 2.14.
1 gB = grains . boundary ;
2 gB_CalCal = gB ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') ; % Grain boundaries
between calcite and calcite grains
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3 gB_CalNI = gB ( ' Calcite ' , ' notIndexed ') ; % Grain boundaries
between calcite and non - indexed grains

Fig. 2.14 All grain boundaries in O. universa. Here grain boundaries exist between calcite–calcite
grain interfaces and calcite–space interfaces, scale bar 100µm.

Five parameters are needed to describe a grain boundary fully: three to describe the
disorientation, and two parameters to describe the bounding plane (Morawiec, 1997, 2000;
Neumann, 1996; Patala et al., 2012; Sutton and Bulluffi, 2007; Sutton et al., 2015). The
grain boundary plane is commonly neglected in studies of polycrystals and typically only the
axis–angle pair is recorded. Bounding planes may not be flat and curvature may change from
pixel to pixel. There are experimental challenges in recording the bounding plane; however,
the plane has a major effect on boundary properties (Takashima et al., 2000). Though it is
valuable to measure grain boundary plane orientations it may not always be possible, and in
such cases it is advisable to take into account the missing information (Randle, 1994, 1999).
Grain boundaries are commonly reported using axis–angle notation, though Rodrigues–Frank
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representation in the fundamental zone can also be used. In materials science when looking
at disorientations of a single phase, e.g. grain boundaries between calcite and calcite phases,
it is common to reduce the number of parameters needed to describe the disorientation from
five to one, the disorientation angle. The frequency of the disorientation angles in a dataset
can be plotted as a Mackenzie distribution (Grimmer, 1979).
The grain boundaries in O. universa are shown in Fig. 2.15: Fig. 2.15 (a) shows grain
boundaries colour coded according to misorientation angles and Fig. 2.15 (b) shows grain
boundaries segmented and coloured according to the misorientation angle. There are 1,977
calcite–calcite grain boundary segments. 48.9% grain boundary segments have a misorientation angle 0 50 , 51.0% 50 60 , and the remaining 0.1% have misorientation angles
> 60 . The colour scale is forced in Fig. 2.15 (b) to show this distribution of grain boundary
relationships in the sample, with misorientation angles 0 50 in blue, 50 60 in red, and
60+ in green.
1 figure
2 plot ( gB_CalCal , gB_CalCal . misorientation . angle ./ degree , '
linewidth ' ,2) % Grain boundaries colour coded according
to the angular misorientation
3 hold on
4 mtexColorbar % Colour scale bar autoscales between lowest
and highest angular misorientation
5 hold off
6 %% Segment grain boundaries
7 misoAngle = gB_CalCal . misorientation . angle ./ degree ; % each
grain boundary segment has a misorientation angle
8 [~ , id ] = histc ( misoAngle ,0:10:120) ; % Assign
misorientations to segmentation ID . Start angle (0) ,
angle bin width (10) , end angle (120)
9 plot ( gB_CalCal , ' linecolor ' , 'k ')
10 hold on
11 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==1) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ') % 0 -10 blue
12 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==2) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ') % 10 -20 blue
13 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==3) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ') % 20 -30 blue
14 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==4) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ') % 30 -40 blue
15 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==5) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ') % 40 -50 blue
16 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==6) , ' linecolor ' , 'r ') % 50 -60 red
17 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==7) , ' linecolor ' , 'g ') % 60 -70 green
18 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==8) , ' linecolor ' , 'g ') % 70 -80 green
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Twins

A crystal aggregate is a twin if it contains two or more structural parts which do not have
the same orientation but are related by a geometric operation. Geometric operations include
reflection across a plane or rotation about an axis, but importantly, do not include symmetry
operations that are part of the crystal’s symmetry. This is because such symmetry operations
reflect or rotate any chosen part of the structure in such a way that it remains in the same
orientation as the rest of the structure.
Twins can originate in three ways: by growth, mechanical deformation, and by transformation (for example by cooling through a temperature). Mechanical and transformation
twins are unimportant in this body of work and shall not be discussed further. Growth
twinning occurs as an accident of crystal growth. One part of the crystal has a twinned
orientation relative to the rest of the crystal, and both orientations are preserved in later
growth. Growth twinning typically occurs in the early stages of the growth of the crystal,
note that the early stages of growth does not refer to the same processes as nucleation, which
will not be discussed further here. Both parts of the twin then essentially share the same
growth history, and will be approximately the same size and shape.
Calcite twin laws
Here presented and added to the toolbox are the four currently accepted twin laws of
calcite. Though others have been discovered and proposed, these have been proven to be
specialised cases of the four generalised twin laws reported here. For a full review of the
twin relationships in calcite see Richards (1999). The four twin laws of calcite are found on
planes parallel to {0001}, {0118}, {0114}, and {0112}, Fig.2.16. The twin laws are usually
described as contact by reflection or rotation by 60 about the (0001). The surface across
which the two twins are joined is referred to as the composition surface or the plane of the
twin law, and defines the geometric relationship between the two twinned parts (Richards,
1999). The four twin laws of calcite have been defined in MTex, note that twinning on the
planes parallel to {0118} is equivalent to twinning on planes parallel to {1018} in the trigonal
crystal system of calcite.
1 cs_Cal = ebsd ( ' Calcite ') . CS ;
2 twinning001 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,0 ,1 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
3 twinning102 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,2 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
4 twinning104 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,4 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
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Fig. 2.15 Grain boundaries and their relationships in O. universa. (a) Grain boundaries between
adjacent calcite grains are colour coded according to the misorientation angle in degrees. Grain
boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space) shown in black, scale bar
100 µm. (b) Grain boundaries between calcite grains colourised to enhance the differences in
misorientation angle: 0 50 in blue, 50 60 red, 60+ green.
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5 twinning108 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,8 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;

Fig. 2.16 Schematic showing a hypothetical calcite crystal modified from Richards (1999). The four
twin types can form on the coloured planes. Green plane {0001}, pink {0118}, orange {0114} and
blue {0112}.

It is possible to check whether a grain boundary relationship is a twinning one. All twins
of any one type can be plotted.
1 isTwinning001 = angle ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , twinning001 )
<5* degree ; % The angle must be within 5 degrees of the
defined twin law angle
2 twinBoundary001 = gB_CalCal ( isTwinning001 ) ; % The twin
boundary must be between two grains of the same material
3 twin001 = unique ( gB_CalCal ( isTwinning001 ) . grainId ) ; %
Verified as a twin parallel to {001}
4 plot ( twinBoundary001 ) % Plots only {001} twin boundaries
5 plot ( twin001 ) % Plots only {001} twins
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Mackenzie Distribution

The ‘Mackenzie distribution’ gives the probability density of observing a particular disorientation angle between randomly orientated (cubic) crystals (Handscomb, 1958; Mackenzie,
1958). Randomly orientated is defined as a material with a perfectly uniform ODF. It is therefore an extension of the more generalised Misorientation Distribution function (MDF) which
gives the probability of measuring a particular relative misorientation to adjacent grains.
The Mackenzie distribution has since been extended to give the ‘generalised Mackenzie
distribution,’ which includes non–cubic crystal systems, Fig. 2.17 (Grimmer, 1979).

Fig. 2.17 The density function for the misorientation (disorientation) angle, showing the density
(relative frequency) as a function of angles in degrees for each of the seven crystal systems. Here the
density function shows the ‘idealised Mackenzie distribution’ for randomly orientated crystals of the
same crystal system. See Mackenzie (1958) and Grimmer (1979).

The Mackenzie distribution is used here to study the disorientations between neighbouring
crystals. It has been used to compare the experimental disorientation angle distributions to
the random case. Such comparisons can be used to interpret the behaviours and properties
of grain boundaries in light of the magnitude of the disorientation angle (Hilgenkamp and
Mannhart, 2002; Roberts et al., 2007). The misorientation angles at calcite grain boundaries in
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O. universa are shown in Fig. 2.18 and are compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution
for randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. It is clear that the measured distribution of
misorientation angles is not the same as the random or ‘idealised’ case.
1 figure
2 plotAngleDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation ) % measured calcite grains ; to change bin
width go to source code for plotAngleDistribution and
change resolution
3 hold on
4 plotAngleDistribution ( CS {2}) % randomly orientated calcite
grains
5 hold off

Fig. 2.18 Distribution of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries in O. universa
compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated
3m1 calcite crystals. The distribution of measured misorientation angles between calcite grains in the
sample deviates from that predicted by randomly orientated crystals.

2.3.14

Rodrigues–Frank Vectors

The Rodrigues–Frank vector, R, is a single vector that can be used to express orientation
relationships and misorientations in 3D (Rodrigues, 1840). It combines an axis, [uvw], and
angle, (q ), of rotation into one mathematical entity, Equation 2.2, see for example Frank
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(1988) and He and Jonas (2009):
R = tan(q /2)[uvw]

(2.2)

Rodrigues–Frank representations are a type of Neo–Eulerian parametrisation, providing a
different but useful approach when describing crystallographic textures due to the ability
to connect sample and crystal geometry. Rodrigues–Frank representations describe the
axis–angle pair necessary to relate an orientation of two related objects to one another.
Rodrigues–Frank vector space is near homochoric, meaning that space is nearly uniform,
suffering from only minor distortions, and is bounded by flat surfaces (Schwartz et al.,
2009). This contrasts with stereographic projections (pole figures and IPFs) which are 2D
representations and subject to geometrical distortions.
The 3D shape of the fundamental zone in Rodrigues–Frank space is a complex polyhedra
defined by the endpoints of the maximum vectors of (mis)orientation in any direction,
Fig. 2.19. Due to crystal symmetry, there may exist multiple equivalent vector representations
of relationships; the correct vector to select to represent the orientation relationship is the
one with the smallest angle, q . Hence, the shape of the fundamental zone is inherently
dependent upon, and reflects, the crystal symmetry (and depends on the number of symmetry
elements of the crystal lattice). The fundamental zone contains each symmetrically equivalent
orientation only once. Definitions for the fundamental zones for all crystal symmetries can
be found in Krakow et al. (2017).
For a material with no preferred orientation there will be a uniform distribution of points
in the fundamental region, without the apparent clustering around the centre present in Euler
space representations. If there are preferred crystallographic orientation relationships, these
will be visible as clusters in the fundamental zone. This allows preferential texture to be easily
visualised in Rodrigues–Frank space based on distribution of points in the fundamental region.
For example, fibres1 in Rodrigues–Frank vector space will always lie along a straight line,
in comparison to fibres in stereographic projections (or stereographic triangles) where their
shape will depend on the chosen observation perspective. Orientations clustering randomly
around a fixed relationship appear as one ‘cloud’. When plotting the fundamental zone in 3D
space it is important to consider orientations lying on the boundaries of space, and how such
orientations might appear as they cross the boundary. For example, low angle boundaries can
be seen clustering about the origin. Preferred crystallographic relationships may arise due to
Coincidence Site Lattices (CSLs) in non–cubic materials (Bonnet et al., 1981; Gratias et al.,
1979; Grimmer, 1974, 1989; Kelly and Knowles, 2012), twinning relationships (Bevis and
Crocker, 1968, 1969; Kelly and Knowles, 2012), and transformation pathways in inorganic
materials and (Dahmen, 1982; Zhang and Kelly, 2009; Zhang and Weatherly, 2005).
1 Here

a fibre is defined as a collection of crystallites with a common orientation along a defined axis, where
the length of the collection of crystallites along the axis is significantly longer than it is wide, and there is no
clearly defined crystallite orientation in the plane perpendicular to the axis.
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Fig. 2.19 Fundamental regions for misorientations between two crystals of the same crystal symmetry
(a) cubic m3m (b) orthorhombic mmm (c) tetragonal 4/mmm (d) hexagonal 6/mmm (e) trigonal 31m
(f) monoclinic 112/m and (g) triclinic 1.

Misorientation data can be visualised in Rodrigues–Frank space to reveal crystallographic
orientation relationships. Due to crystal symmetry, some (mis)orientations are physically
indistinguishable, however, these equivalent (mis)orientations are represented by different
points in 3D vector space when expressed as Neo–Eulerian values. It is necessary to use
only a single region of the vector space containing each physically distinct (mis)orientation
only once, i.e. the fundamental zone (Callahan et al., 2017; Frank, 1988; Morawiec, 1997;
Sutton and Bulluffi, 2007). Misorientations on the boundary of the fundamental zone have
other equivalent misorientations with the same rotational angle (Frank, 1988). Clusters
that cross the boundary will reappear at the symmetry equivalent point, and may present,
for example, as a cluster appearing on the opposite face or at a different corner (Krakow
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et al., 2017). Symmetrically equivalent misorientations may have the same misorientation
angle. By placing constraints on the axis and angle of rotation, all symmetrically equivalent
misorientations can be represented by unique selection of a misorientation, termed the
disorientation. The disorientation angle is the smallest misorientation angle and has a
rotational axis with the IPF sector corresponding to the point group of common symmetries.
1 frm_ori = fundamentalRegion ( cs ) ; % For orientations
2 frm_miso = fundamentalRegion ( cs , cs , ' antipodal ') ; % For
misorientations define the two crystal systems , here
both of calcite
Fundamental zones for orientations involve only one set of symmetry operators, whereas
fundamental zones for misorientation (disorientations) involve two sets of symmetry operators
(Morawiec, 1997). In this body of work, the adjacent crystals sharing a grain boundary are of
the same phase and hence of the same crystal symmetry. Because the crystals are of the same
symmetry, this effectively introduces additional symmetry, known as the grain exchange
symmetry, which halves the fundamental zone (Krakow et al., 2017; Morawiec, 1997; Patala
and Schuh, 2011, 2010; Patala et al., 2012).
Orientations of calcite crystals and misorientations between adjacent calcite grains are
projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 2.20. Fig. 2.20 (a) and Fig. 2.20 (b) show the
orientations of calcite crystals in O. universa projected into the fundamental region, showing a
strong orientation preference. Fig. 2.20 (c) Fig. 2.20 (d) show grain boundary misorientations
between adjacent calcite crystal grains plotted in black and the calcite twin relationships are
also projected into the fundamental region: {0001} in yellow, {0112} in magenta, {0114} in
red, and {0118} in blue.
1 plot ( frm_ori )
2 plot ( ebsd ( ' Calcite ') . orientations , ' axisAngle ') %
orientations
3 miso = gB_CalCal . misorientation ;
4 plot ( frm_miso ) % misorientations
5 plot ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , ' MarkerSize ' ,3 , ' points '
,10000 , ' MarkerColor ' , 'k ') % Calcite disorientations
6 hold on
7 plot ( twinning001 , ' markerColor ' , 'y ' , ' markerSize ' ,20) % 001
twin , for example
Define a fibre and display in Rodrigues–Frank space to investigate twinning relationships.
Grain boundary misorientations within 10 of a fibre orientation defined parallel to the {0001}
plane of calcite, i.e. about the [0001] twin axis are plotted in Fig. 2.20 (d).
1 %% Define 001 twin as a fibre parallel to [001]
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Fig. 2.20 (a) and (b) show the orientation of calcite crystals in O. universa projected into the fundamental region for orientations.The evident orientation clustering is a consequence of the radial arrangement
of calcite crystals within the wall of the spherical chamber. (c) and (d) show the misorientations
between adjacent calcite grains projected into the fundamental region for misorientations between
crystals with 3m1 symmetry. (c) Grain boundary misorientations from O. universa are projected into
the fundamental region space for two crystals of symmetry 3m1. Misorientations of O. universa are
shown in black and twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {0112}, blue {0114},
and red {0118}. (d) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships with
10 of this were plotted, along with twinning relationships for (c).

2 m1 = orientation ( ' Euler ' ,[0 0 0] , cs , cs ) ; % origin
3 m2 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 , cs ) , ' angle ' ,60*
degree , cs , cs ) ; % Define the orientation and a 60 degree
rotation about (001)
4 f1 = fibre ( m1 , m2 ) ; % Define the fibre as a misorientation
between the origin and the defined (001) orientation
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figure
plot ( fR )
hold on
plot ( miso ( angle ( f1 , miso ) <10* degree ) , ' points ' ,15000) % Plot
all points that are within 10 degrees of the fibre

2.4
2.4.1

Discussion
Errors of Orientation

There is currently no way to quantify the error on orientations in EBSD studies. The inability
to discuss errors of orientation data in 3D is due to the lack of both language and the
appropriate mathematical descriptions. The development of error models are beyond the
scope of work here but the EBSD community would benefit from such considerations. This
is important because errors in orientation may propagate throughout analysis, for example in
the calculation of misorientations and grain boundaries.

2.4.2

Preparation

Initially, samples were subject to polishing with colloidal silica, as recommended for the
preparation for biological carbonates to be investigated using EBSD (Pérez-Huerta and
Cusack, 2009). However, this polishing step was found to amorphise the surface somewhat
and obscure the nature of the crystallinity under investigation. Due to the amorphisation,
samples were re–polished using 0.25µm diamond polishing pads to expose a fresh surface.
The removal of surface signal by colloidal silica polishing may be due to various factors;
it could be that the small size of the crystallites, and hence the high proportion of grain
boundaries in foraminifera, that fine scale structure is easily obliterated. Additionally, semi–
nacre texture seen in brachiopods which provides a harder and stiffer structure, is absent
in the O. universa (Pérez-Huerta et al., 2007b). It may also be that any remnant organics
present render the grains prone to amorphisation during polishing using colloidal silica. The
abundance of grain boundaries together with the relatively low stiffness of the microstructure
may contribute to the easy destruction of the surface signal during colloidal silica polishing.
It is possible that the polishing preparation step induced deformation and caused deformation twins in the calcite of the foraminiferal test. Deformation twins in calcite form on
{0118} plane and result in a misorientation angle of 52.5 which would be present as a peak
in the Mackenzie distribution histogram (Barber and Wenk, 1979; Richards, 1999). Twins
forming on the {0118} account for < 1% of the twin boundaries in the data collected here
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and hence the effect of the polishing preparation step on the formation of deformation twins
is considered negligible.

2.4.3

Grain Boundaries and Twins

An obvious, but often overlooked issue, is that grain boundaries are described and discussed
in EBSD as 2D entities when they are 3–dimensional. Grain boundaries may be curved rather
than flat planes and it is possible that in polished 2D sections the same grain boundary crosses
the observation plane, in a non–congruous fashion, in more than one place. Though the issue
of possible non–planar grain boundaries cannot be overcome in 2D EBSD, certain aspects
may be mitigated by employing techniques such as serial sectioning or 3D tomography.
Grain boundary descriptions could be improved by incorporating error estimates into the
planar models that are currently used to describe grain boundary planes. Such models may
provide interesting results on biominerals where grain boundaries may be influenced by vital
effects which complicate the shape and morphology of crystallites.
Twins which form parallel to the {0001} plane will have axes which plot on the [0001]
pole, as can be seen in Fig. 2.13. Therefore the many poles plotting close to the [0001]
axis are interpreted as being due to a twinning relationship on the {0001} plane. It is clear
that a grain boundary with a misorientation angle of 60 corresponds to a twin boundary
on the {0001} plane. Of the 1,977 grain boundary segments, 1,580 (79.9%) have a misorientation of 30 60 , 395 (20.0%) have misorientation of 0 30 , and only 2 (<0.01%)
have a misorientation of > 60 . The almost complete lack of angles > 60 means that the
distribution of misorientations measured in this sample is distinct from a random distribution
of crystals, as indicated by the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution. The colour scale is forced
in Fig. 2.15 (b) to show the distribution of grain boundary relationships in the sample, with
misorientation angles 0 50 in blue, 50 60 in red and 60 + in green. Hence many of the
grain boundaries in this specimen are twin boundaries.

2.4.4

Mackenzie Distribution

It is worth noting the Mackenzie distribution, generalised or otherwise, assumes equal grain
boundary lengths for all orientation relationships. Hence, it may be susceptible to spuriously
small or mis–indexed grains. Further improvements to the Mackenzie distribution could
involve extension to a weighted distribution which takes into account grain boundary lengths
or areas of the adjacent grains. The ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution does not take into
account the grain size distributions, and the consequent distribution of boundary lengths. The
misorientation distribution can be disproportionately affected by grains and grain boundary
features, for example small or mis–indexed grains, especially when the sampled area is small.
The misorientations between calcite grains in O. universa have a mode and maximum of
⇠ 60 , compared to the theoretical Mackenzie distribution which has a mode at ⇠ 90 and a
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maximum of ⇠ 104 . There is a second smaller peak in the distribution of misorientations
between adjacent calcite grains in O. universa at ⇠ 30 . The measured misorientations do
not match those of the idealised Mackenzie distribution confirming that the grains are not
randomly distributed in space and that some preferred orientation of grains exists. There
are more grain boundaries with misorientation angle 0 60 than predicted by inorganic
growth and the Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 2.18. The higher than predicted occurrence
of such misorientation angles may not necessarily be fully explained by inorganic growth.
Instead, the distribution of misorientation angles may be better explained by the influence of
vital effects.
Coronado et al. (2015) studied misorientations in fossil coral calcite and commonly found
misorientations < 5 with a mode of ⇠ 2.5 . In this study the maximum angular deviation
permitted within in a single grain is 2 , and so misorientations, m, in the range 2 < m < 5 are
included in the misorientation calculations and histogram plots. Therefore, a mode of > 2
would be observed here if present. In this body of work, small misorientations m < 5 may
be explained by angular variations within a single grain greater than the 2 threshold. Such
angular deviations may be possibly caused by point defects within a crystal or by curvature
of the nucleation substrate upon which the calcite crystals have grown.
In fossil coral calcite common misorientations were reported at ⇠ 15 , 24 , 33 , 40 and
⇠ 60 depending on the taxon of coral being investigated (Coronado et al., 2015). The
presence of misorientations at angles other than 60 suggest crystal relationship governed
by factors other than the {0001} twin law, e.g. vital effects. Though these angles vary, it
suggests vital effects are present in controlling crystal growth in many different taxa of corals,
even if the details of the control mechanisms or pathways differ between taxa. This could be
true for many taxa of marine calcifying organisms.

2.4.5

Fundamental Regions and Cluster Analysis

A critical issue with fundamental region representations is the difficulty with which data
can be interpreted. This method of data display is an active area of research and refinement.
Though the methods of displaying the data are mathematically understood, such representations are not widely utilised by the community and therefore application remains in its
infancy. When correctly applied, the fundamental region of data representation is beneficial
for examining data during analysis: the volume can be manipulated and manoeuvred in
3D. However, difficulty arises when portraying this method of data representation in 2D
for journals etc., as the representation is best suited to display in the 3D space to which it
pertains. Displaying fundamental regions in 2D therefore remains problematic as the richness
of the orientation information is not accurately portrayed. Nevertheless, 2D display could
cease to be an issue with the advent of increased data sharing via online repositories.
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Clusters (of orientations and misorientations) in the fundamental region are defined as
regions of 100 points (Krakow et al., 2017). This definition is arbitrary because it does
not consider the size of the dataset. 100 points in a dataset of 200 points may logically be
considered a cluster, however in a data set of 1,000,000 points, it may not be reasonable to
assume that 0.1% of the data constitutes a cluster.
A cluster may be misidentified if misorientations forming part of the cluster originate from
a few spuriously mis–indexed grains, or a grain boundary lying almost in the experimental
plane. Such a grain boundary may appear and disappear at many different locations and
therefore contribute to more than one point in the fundamental region. Atypical grains may
be caused by sample preparation, rather than representing biomineralisation phenomena. 3D
cluster representation is also being developed with colour segmentation, however, again these
suffer from difficult interpretation as clusters may overlap in 3D space.
Fig. 2.20 shows orientations and misorientations projected into the fundamental region.
Fig. 2.20 (c) shows grain boundary misorientations between adjacent calcite crystal grains
plotted in black and the calcite twin relationships are also projected into the fundamental
region: {0001} in yellow, {0112} in magenta, {0114} in blue, and {0118} in red. The way
in which fibres are displayed in Rodrigues–Frank space has been exploited to investigate
twinning relationships. Fig. 2.20 (d) shows grain boundary misorientations within 10 of a
fibre orientation defined parallel to the {0001} plane of calcite, i.e. about the [0001] twin
axis. Of the 1,977 misorientation data points, 8 (< 0.01%) do not fall within 10 of the
defined [0001] fibre relationship, and 1,808 (91.5%) fall with 5 of the defined [0001] fibre
relationship. This strongly suggests that the majority of grain boundaries observed at this
resolution are twin boundaries on the {0001} plane. One thing to consider is the permitted
angular deviation of grains that will fall into the category of the defined fibre orientation;
changing the permitted angular deviation between 1 10 may significantly change the
percentage of grains that belong to a defined fibre orientation. Such limit is inherently
arbitrary and ideally different angular deviations should be tested. However, the lack of
statistics makes the reliability of such tests difficult to assess.

2.5
2.5.1

Further Work
Extension to Other Biominerals

Aragonitic biominerals include corals, the foraminifera Hoeglundina, and molluscs such as
the seawater clam Mercenaria spp. Aragonite biominerals are of great interest for various
reasons: the nacre fabric of molluscs has texture and structural properties resulting in
mechanical strength ⇠ 3000⇥ that of inorganically precipitated CaCO3 (Meyers et al., 2008);
and corals represent a large source of biodiversity in our oceans, currently greatly affected by
ocean acidification. Coral Sr/Caaragonite has also been used to reconstruct past Sea Surface
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Temperatures (SSTs) (Beck et al., 1992; Guilderson et al., 1994; McCulloch et al., 1994;
Smith et al., 1979; Weber, 1973). Understanding of the micron–scale aragonitic structure in
biominerals could therefore provide valuable insights for materials science and the effects of
ocean acidification.
A worthwhile extension to the created toolbox could import files from crystal maker, using
stored data on the crystal system, cell parameters, and any twin laws present. This would
allow the toolbox extension to include a wide variety of biominerals including aragonite
and apatite. Aragonite has an orthorhombic structure a = 4.9611(4) Å, b = 7.9672(6) Å,
c = 5.7407(4) Å and a morphological twin law with reflection on (110), also acting as the
composition plane of the twin (Makovicky, 2012). On–going work on this project involves
the modification of the current toolbox to include capabilities for the analysis of aragonite
biominerals. The fidelity of the use of this toolbox on non–biomineral calcite is yet to be
explored. However, twins formed on the calcite {0118} plane are known to be deformation
twins and can be easily segmented using this toolbox (Richards, 1999).

2.5.2

Increased Spatial Resolution and 3D Studies

High resolution TEM imaging of individual grain boundaries with spatial resolution ⇠
0.2 nm is now possible (Spence, 2013). However, the extension of this technique to calcite
biominerals is not simple: the technique requires thin samples (⇠ 20 nm) and though such
sample preparation is feasible, it is resource intensive and not always successful (Branson
et al., 2016).
3D EBSD, which may also be referred to as EBSD tomography, is also feasible. The
technique combines 2D EBSD data collection with serial sectioning using FIB or sequential
layer ablation by laser to give a 3D–orientation microscopy method (Schwartz et al., 2009;
Zaefferer et al., 2008). This 3D method allows new microstructural information to be
collected, such as the full crystallographic characterisation of interfaces, including the
morphology and crystallographic indices of the interface planes. This could remove the long
held assumption of planar grain boundaries in analysis textural data. 3D EBSD could be
conducted after high phase contrast tomographic imaging; tomography data would provide
visualisation of grain shapes and their boundaries. Because tomography is a non–destructive
technique, it is feasible to collect such a priori data of shapes of grains and x, y, z dimensions
which may otherwise become distorted due to differential planar and depth resolution in
EBSD and FIB.
Whilst high resolution studies and 3D collection of crystallographic orientation information is possible and may yield attractive information about the 3D nature of grain interfaces,
preparation of samples for such data collection is time– and resource–intensive. Perhaps a
more beneficial investigation route would be towards the issues facing the EBSD community
of correct quantification and reporting of errors in orientation data.
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Conclusions

A script and framework for the analysis of calcite biomineral data collected using EBSD is
developed in MTex. The toolbox is presented in a tutorial format using data collected on the
foraminifera Orbulina universa. Polishing sections using colloidal silica was found to amorphise the surface of microcrystalline grains. Therefore, the use of colloidal silica polishing
for the preparation of foraminiferal specimens for EBSD analysis is not recommended. Tools
for statistical analysis and discussion of errors of collected EBSD data are lacking; perhaps
the most important issue facing the EBSD community at present is the correct quantification
of uncertainties in orientation data.

Chapter 3
Texture of Modern Clades of
Foraminifera
Though numerous biomineralisation and growth models exist for foraminiferal shells, the
crystallography of foraminifera remains largely unexplored. Here, the microstructure of
foraminiferal shells is explored as part of a wider study on their growth and formation.
Contextual crystallographic data of the test of foraminifera was collected using Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD), an electron microscopy based technique for micro–textural
analysis. EBSD combines the collection of crystallographic data with imaging of crystalline
and polycrystalline samples and is increasingly employed in geological sciences and biomineral studies. Data are coupled with novel analytical tools outlined in Chapter 2 to draw
conclusions about processes occurring during biomineralisation.

3.1

Crystallographic Studies of Biominerals

Knowing how mineral producing organisms precisely control their crystallography is fundamental to understanding biomineralisation (Towe, 1972; Towe and Weiner, 2006). Understanding crystallography gives insights into crystal nucleation and growth in the shells
of these organisms (DeYoreo and Vekilov, 2003; Weiner and Dove, 2003). EBSD has been
conducted on other calcite biominerals and yielded conclusions on biomineralisation and
preservation processes. EBSD has been conducted in the analysis of Paleozoic corals (Coronado et al., 2013, 2015), brachiopods (Cummins et al., 2014; Pérez-Huerta et al., 2007a),
molluscs (Harper and Checa, 2017), dinosaur eggshells (Eagle et al., 2015; Grellet-Tinner
et al., 2011; Moreno-Azanza et al., 2013, 2017), calcitic lenses of trilobites (Lee et al., 2007,
2012; Torney et al., 2014), and in aragonitic remains in brachiopods (Balthasar et al., 2011)
and scleractinian corals (Janiszewska et al., 2015).
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Crystallographic Studies of Foraminifera

The structure of foraminiferal tests plays a fundamental role in their taxonomy. Studies of
test architecture have so–far been restricted to light and electron microscopy, neglecting the
underlying crystallography of the test structure. Pristine structures of fossil foraminifera
have been used as evidence for preservation of original isotopic and chemical signatures
(Sexton et al., 2006; Wendler et al., 2012). Studying the crystallography of foraminifera
is challenging due to their small size. Standard polishing methods for the preparation of
petrographic slides must be carried out with care in order not to polish through individual
foraminiferal samples entirely. Other costly preparation techniques involve the use of FIB or
microtome (Casella et al., 2018). However, both of these methods are known to create a layer
of amorphous surface damage which would be detrimental to the collection of EBSD data
(Volkert and Minor, 2007). Hence there are currently no known studies on the crystallography
of foraminifera using EBSD.
Here EBSD is used to investigate the crystalline structure of a suite of modern foraminifera.
Subsequent analysis and interpretation is carried out using the script outlined in Chapter 2
with the objective of determining the degree of control on crystal orientation. The c– axis
is known to be radially orientated in Rotaliid foraminifera, but questions remain about the
degree of control of the a–axis. Employing EBSD in this study will allow inferences about
texture in biomaterials that have previously eluded the community.

3.2

Methodology

Samples were selected and prepared for data collection as detailed in Chapter 2, Section 3.2.
The specimens were chosen to represent different orders of foraminifera to compare and
contrast different crystallographic textures. Collected data were analysed using the toolbox
developed in Section 2.3.

3.3

Results

Orientation maps, grain boundaries, and misorientation plots are presented for each of the
foraminiferal sections measured. The results are synthesised in Section 3.4.
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Sample

Location

Notes

Orbulina universa

Iberian Margin

Rotaliid, Globigerinina, spinose, perforate

Globobulimina
affinis

Iberian Margin

Rotaliid, Buliminoidea, benthic,
non–spinose.

Cibicides spp.

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, spinose, usually epibenthic

Nodosaria spp.

Gulf of Eilat

Lagenida, benthic.

Heterostegina spp.

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, Nummilitoidea

Amphistegina spp.

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, finely perforate, shallow
epibenthic

Ammonia spp.

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, benthic, spinose, perforate

Globigerina
bulloides

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, globigerinidae, macroperforate,
spinose, planktic.

Globigerina ruber

Gulf of Eilat

Rotaliid, spinose, perforate, planktic,
carnivore.

Table 3.1 Samples Measured by EBSD
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3.3.1 Orbulina universa
EBSD data were collected from a section of the Orbulina universa presented in Chapter 2.
Data were collected at a higher spatial resolution, pixel size of 0.46µm (1.69µm in Chapter 2).
The IPF colour key is shown alongside the EBSD orientation map, Fig. 3.1 (a) and Fig. 3.1 (b).
Orientations of all measured calcite grains are shown relative to one selected grain, Fig.
3.1 (c). Grains close to the selected grain have a small angle of relative orientation, whereas
grains further away have a larger relative angle of orientation. The variation in angle of
relative orientation is gradual across the specimen measured. This is in agreement with
previous observations of hyaline foraminifera, which have twinned calcite fibres with radially
aligned c axes.
Grain boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent
calcite grains, Fig. 3.1 (d), and segmented to highlight any patterns, Fig. 3.1 (e). Of the 8,443
calcite–calcite grain boundary segments, 893 (10.6%) have grain boundary misorientation
angles 0 30 , 7,494 (88.6%) have misorientations of 30 60 , and very few (56,  0.01%)
have misorientations of 60 +. A grain boundary with a misorientation angle of 60 and a
misorientation axis about the [0001] pole corresponds to a twin boundary on the {0001} plane.
Hence, many of the grain boundaries in this specimen are twin boundaries. This relationship
between misorientation angles, axes, and twin laws applies not only to O. universa but to
all biological calcitic organisms. The twinning is likely to be an error during the crystal
growth process. There is a concentration of grain boundaries with misorientation angles of
⇠ 25 40 a few µm from the inner boundary, typically where the organic layer is found
in O. universa, Fig. 3.1 (d). The colour scale is forced in Fig. 3.1 (e) to emphasise the
distribution of grain boundaries with misorientation angles < 50 .
Misorientation angles at grain boundaries are shown, Fig. 3.2 (a) and compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. Misorientations between calcite grains in O. universa have a mode and maximum of ⇠ 60 , compared
to Mackenzie distribution which has a mode at ⇠ 90 and a maximum of ⇠ 104 . There is a
second smaller peak in the distribution of misorientations angles at 25 40 . Measured
misorientations do not match the Mackenzie distribution, providing corroborative evidence
that the grains are far from randomly distributed in space. This suggests that the c axis
and to a lesser extent the a axis are controlled during biomineralisation. The higher than
predicted occurrence of grain boundaries misorientations in the range 25 40 , together
with the distribution of such grain boundaries, cannot be fully explained by inorganic growth.
The observations presented here suggest that there is some biological control on the the
orientation of calcite crystals and grain boundaries.
Misorientation axes between adjacent grains in O. universa are plotted in the standard
stereographic triangle, Fig. 3.2 (b). The frequency of misorientation axes is also displayed as
a contour plot, highlighting the concentration of misorientation axes close to the [0001] pole,
Fig. 3.2 (c). Twins which form parallel to the {0001} plane plot with axes at the [0001] pole.
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Fig. 3.1 (a) IPF colour key with z into the page. (b) orientation map of EBSD data collected in
Orbulina universa. Grain boundaries are shown in black (maximum angular deviation with each
grain of 10 and each grain is colour coded according to its averaged orientation. Scale bar 50µm
and pixel size 0.46µm. (c) Calcite grains in O. universa colourised according to their orientation
relative to one selected grain Grain boundaries and their relationships in O. universa. (d) Grain
boundaries between adjacent calcite grains are colour coded according to misorientation angle in
degrees. Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space) shown in black.
(e) Grain boundaries between calcite grains colourised to enhance the differences in misorientation
angle: 0 50 in blue, 50 60 red, 60+ green.
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Distribution of misorientation angles at calcite grain boundaries in O. universa compared
to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1
calcite crystals. (b,c) Axes points for misorientations between adjacent grains in O. universa (b)
from all measured points and (c) contours for all measured points. (d,e) Fundamental region plot for
misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry 3m1. (d) Grain boundary misorientations
of O. universa are projected into the fundamental region space; misorientations of O. universa are
shown in black and twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014},
and red {1018}. (e) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships within
10 of this were plotted, along with twinning relationships for (d). These represent rotations around
axes that make an angle of  10 with [0001].

Therefore the poles plotting close to the [0001] axis are due to a twinning relationship on
the {0001} plane. Grain boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region,
Fig. 3.2 (d). The way in which fibres are displayed in Rodrigues–Frank space has been
exploited to investigate twinning relationships in Fig. 3.2 (e). A fibre is defined parallel to
the {0001} plane of calcite, i.e. about the [0001] twin axis. Grain boundaries that fall within
10 of this defined fibre orientation are plotted in Fig. 3.2 (e). Of the 8,443 misorientations,
121 (⇠ 1.4%) lie outside 10 of the defined [0001] fibre relationship. Therefore, 98% of
the misorientation axes make an angle of  10 with [0001].
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Globobulimina affinis

EBSD data were collected on the hyaline benthic foraminifera Globobulimina affinis with
a pixel size of 2.08µm. Orientations of all measured calcite grains are show in Fig. 3.3 (a)
colourised according to the standard IPF colour key, Fig. 3.3 (e). Orientations of all measured
grains relative to one selected grain (bottom right) are shown colourised according to their
relative angular orientation, Fig. 3.3 (b). Grain boundaries between calcite grains are
colourised according to the misorientation angle between the grains, Fig. 3.3 (c). The colour
scale is forced to enhance patterns, Fig. 3.3 (d), with all grain boundaries with misorientation
angles < 60 in blue and 60 + in red. Absolute orientation data is displayed in the form of a
pole figure, Fig. 3.3 (f), and projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.4 (a).
Fig. 3.3 (b) shows the relative angle of orientation of all calcite grains in the sample
with respect to one selected grain. The relative orientation varies across the sample, as with
O. universa (Fig. 3.1 (c)) but is less pronounced. The colour scale extends up to 100 , with
the highest relative angle of orientation located near the junction of foraminiferal chamber
walls with the rest of the test. The variation in the relative angle is confined to ⇠ 60 except
at the junctions between the chamber walls and the outer test. This suggests that there is
a high degree of radial control over the calcite c axis, which breaks down at the junctions
where the chamber walls meet the outer test.
Grain boundaries between adjacent calcite grains are colour coded according to misorientation angle between them, Fig. 3.3 (c). The colour scheme is forced in Fig. 3.3 (d) to show
the distribution of grain boundaries with misorientations 60 + in red. Grain boundaries with
misorientation angles 60 + appear to be concentrated at the junctions where the foraminifera
chamber walls meet the outer test. Misorientation angles 60 + can not be subject to control
on the c axis alone, suggesting that there must be some additional control on the orientations
of the a axis. Note that the scale in Fig. 3.3 is large compared to the O. universa presented in
Section 3.3.1 and the pixel size is much larger. As such, it is possible that many grain boundary relationships have not been fully captured, as was shown to be the case in O. universa
measured here and in the previous Chapter. It may be that grain boundary misorientations of
certain angles are confined to small or specific areas.
The Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries of G. affinis is shown in Fig. 3.4 (b).
Misorientations occur across the whole possible range of angles up to ⇠ 104 . Of the 2,133
grain boundary segments between calcite grains, 203 (9.5%) are above 60 . Though there
are grain boundaries with misorientation angles 60 + in the Mackenzie diagram here, the
distribution does not follow the general shape of the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution. This
is evidence that some processes are involved that control the orientation of grains at grain
boundaries.
174 (8.2%) of the 2,133 calcite–calcite grain boundaries are {0001}twin boundaries.
There appears to limited preference for grain boundary relationships forming on the {0001}
twin plane, confirmed in Fig. 3.4 (c) and Fig. 3.4 (d) which show a wider spread of grain
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected in Globobulimina affinis. Grain boundaries are
shown in black, with a maximum angular deviation within each grain of 2 . Each grain is colour coded
according to the standard IPF colour key in (e). Scale bar 125µm. (b) Calcite grains in G. affinis
colourised according to their orientation relative to one selected grain (bottom left corner). (c) Grain
boundaries between adjacent calcite grains are colour coded according to the misorientation angle
between adjacent calcite grains. Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e.
free space) shown in black. (d) Grain boundaries between calcite grains colourised to enhance the
differences in misorientation angle; 0 60 blue, 60+ red. (e) Standard IPF colour key with z into
the page. (f) Pole figure orientations data. The colour scale bar shows the MUD values.
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boundary orientations around the [0001] axis than O. universa (Fig. 3.2 (b) and Fig. 3.2 (c)).
The misorientation axis distribution is skewed towards the [0110] in the IPF.This skew may
be related to a chiral feature of the organic layer upon which the calcite crystals grow. Grain
boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.4 (e). Though
misorientations occupy almost the whole area they are not evenly distributed. Grain boundary
misorientations 65 + are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.4 (f) to highlight the
distribution and relative paucity of these misorientation relationships.

Fig. 3.4 (a) Orientation data for G. affinis projected into the fundamental region. (b) – (f) Grain
boundary relationships in G. affinis. (b) Histogram of misorientation angles at the boundaries between
adjacent calcite grains in G. affinis compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain
boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. (c) Axes of misorientations for all
measured calcite–calcite grain boundaries and (d) contours for all measured calcite–calcite grain
boundaries. (e) Grain boundary misorientations from G. affinis projected into the fundamental region
space for two crystals of symmetry 3m1. Misorientations of G. affinis are shown in black and twinning
relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red {1018}. (f) Grain
boundary relationships with misorientation angle 65 + projected into the fundamental region.
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3.3.3 Cibicides spp.
EBSD data were collected on the whole cross section of a Cibicides spp., note the 100µm
scale bar and step size of 0.52µm, Fig. 3.5 (a). The Rotaliida order of foraminifera are
characterised by multilocular tests, composed of bilammelar, perforate, hyaline, lamellar
calcite (Sen Gupta, 2003). Fig. 3.5 is an example of an EBSD data set with high pattern
quality. Orientations of calcite grains relative to one selected grain in the far left of the
collection are shown, Fig. 3.5 (b). There appears to be gradual change in orientation, with
grains near each other having low angles of relative orientation. 16,671 calcite–calcite grain
boundary segments are colourised according to the misorientation angle between adjacent
grains, Fig. 3.5 (c). Misorientations between adjacent calcite grains extend up to ⇠ 100 .
Absolute orientations are displayed in the pole figure, Fig. 3.5 (e), and projected into the
fundamental region, Fig. 3.6.
The distribution of misorientation angles between adjacent calcite grains is plotted and
compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for randomly orientated 3m1 calcite
grains, Fig. 3.7 (a). There are two things of note
1. the misorientation distribution function differs from the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution
2. the frequency of misorientations in the range 20
18%).

60 is fairly homogeneous (13%-

Together these observations suggest that there may be some control on both the a and c
axis. If orientations were permitted about the c axis of calcite only, all misorientation angles
would fall in the range 0 to 60 . If orientations occurred randomly and homogeneously
about the a axis only, then there would be a homogeneous distribution of misorientation
angles between 0 and 90 . The lack of misorientations < 10 suggests that there may be
a minimum permitted misorientation angle. Not only does this exclude misorientations
< 10 is also limits the amount of misorientations in the range 50 to 60 . Imposing such a
minimum misorientation angle ensures that there is a minimum degree of mismatch, which
could prevent small grains from coalescing and growing together as one larger grain. This
could be achieved by controlling not only the c axis but also notably the a axis.
Axes of misorientation between adjacent grains in Cibicides spp. are plotted as points in
the IPF, Fig. 3.7 (b), and as contour values, Fig. 3.7 (c). A slight skew in the contour values
can be seen, Fig. 3.7 (c). This suggests that misorientations about the [0001] axis, i.e. the c
axis, is not the only misorientation relationship present. Misorientations are projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.7 (d). The misorientation axes plotted for this foraminifera
occupy more volume of the fundamental region that for other foraminifera presented in this
study. A fibre was defined parallel to the [0001] twin axis and all points that fall within 10
of this relationship are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.7 (e). Misorientations
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected in Cibicides spp. Grain boundaries are shown in
black and the average orientation of each grain is colour coded according to the standard IPF colour
key for calcite, (d). Scale bar 100µm and step size 0.52µm. (b) Orientation of calcite grains is shown
relative to one selected grain, far left. (c) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries are colour coded according
to the misorientation angle between adjacent grains. (d) IPF colour key for calcite, z into page. (e)
Absolute orientations displayed as a pole figure, the colour bar shows MUD values.
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Fig. 3.6 Orientation data for Cibicides spp. projected into the fundamental region space for 3m1
symmetry.

can be seen to be plotting near the {1018} twin relationship, Fig. 3.7 (d). Although these
misorientations may be due to deformation (Richards, 1999), the homochoric nature of
the fundamental region demonstrates that much of the misorientation space is near evenly
populated. Therefore it is plausible that the misorientations plotting near the {1018} twin
relationship are orientated this way without being due to deformation.

Fig. 3.7 Cibicides spp. misorientation plots. (a) Histogram of misorientation angles between adjacent
calcite grains in Cibicides spp. compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries
between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite grains. (b) Axes of grain boundary misorientations in
Cibicides spp. plotted in the standard IPF for calcite (c) contour of (b) showing a slight skew. (d)
Grain boundary misorientations of Cibicides spp. projected into the fundamental region in (black).
Twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red {1018}.
(e) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships within 10 of this were
plotted, along with twinning relationships described in (d).
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Nodosaria spp.

This benthic Lagenida species is characterised by uniserial or rarely biserial coiling chambers,
with tests that are straight to slightly arcuate. The elongate tests have terminal apertures. Septa
divide the chambers and are typically unilamellar, whereas outer walls may be multilamellar
(Eiland and Gudmundsson, 2004).

Fig. 3.8 Nodosaria spp. overview (a) SEM image (b) PQ image. Scale bar 200µm. The boxes
indicate the aperture and the septa from which the data were collected.

Nodosaria spp. Apertural
EBSD data was collected on the aperture (terminal) end of a cross section of Nodosaria spp.
foraminifera, Fig. 3.9 (a), scale bar of 50µm and step size of 0.76µm. Orientation of all
grains relative to one selected grain in the top left of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.9 (b).
There are 3,445 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.9 (c). 421
(12.2%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries, Fig. 3.9 (c). Absolute
orientations are displayed as MUD values in the pole figure, Fig. 3.9 (e), and projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.10.
The frequency of misorientation angles is shown and compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for the misorientation angles between randomly orientated calcite grains,
Fig. 3.11 (a). The histogram follows the general shape of the idealised Mackenzie distribution
up to ⇠ 55 then has misorientations present covering the whole range on the order < 5%.
Axes of misorientations between adjacent calcite grains are plotted in the standard IPF,
Fig. 3.11 (b). Grain boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region
along with the twinning relationships for calcite, Fig. 3.11 (c). In both the IPF and the
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Fig. 3.9 Nodosaria spp. apertural orientation data. (a) Orientation map of EBSD data in Nodosaria
spp. colour coded according to the standard IPF colour key for calcite, (d). Scale bar 50µm and
pixel size of 0.76µm. (b) Calcite grains are colour coded according to their misorientation relative to
one selected grain, top right (c) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries are colour coded according to the
misorientation between adjacent grains. (d) IPF colour key for calcite, z into page. (e) Pole figure of
absolute orientations, colour coded according to MUD values.

fundamental region there is some clustering near the [0001] pole, represented by the peak in
the misorientation distribution at ⇠ 55 . Misorientations populate a lot of the space in the IPF
and are also distributed fairly evenly in space in the fundamental region. These observations
are in agreement with the distribution of misorientations, Fig. 3.11 (a); the peak at ⇠ 55
is due to misorientations close to the [0001] pole and the spread of misorientations can be
viewed easily in the fundamental region due to the homochoric nature of the Rodrigues–Frank
space.
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Fig. 3.10 Orientations of calcite crystals in Nodosaria spp. (apertural) projected into the fundamental
region space for orientations of crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

Fig. 3.11 Nodosaria spp. (apertural) Misorientation Data (a) Histogram of misorientation angles
between calcite grain boundaries in the apertural section of Nodosaria spp. compared to the ‘idealised’
Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. (b)
Axes of misorientations of calcite–calcite grain boundaries plotted in the standard IPF triangle (c)
Fundamental region plot for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry 3m1. Grain
boundary misorientations of Nodosaria spp. are projected into the fundamental region space and
shown in black. Twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014},
and red {1018}.

Nodosaria spp. Septa
EBSD data were collected on a septa of Nodosaria spp., Fig. 3.12 (a), 75µm scale bar and
0.41µm step size. Some drift can be seen on the left hand side of the collection. Orientation
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of all grains relative to one selected grain in the top left of the collection area is shown,
Fig. 3.12 (b). The selected grain has a high misorientation angle with the adjacent grains,
⇡ 90 . This may be an artefact of spurious misindexing or a real signal. If it is a real signal it
must be due to orientations about a axis because orientations about the c axis have maximum
values of 60 . Absolute orientation data are displayed as pole figures, Figs. 3.13 (a) and (b),
and as orientations projected into the fundamental region, Figs. 3.13 (c) and (d).

Fig. 3.12 Nodosaria spp. (septa) orientation data. (a) Orientation map of EBSD data in Nodosaria
spp. colour coded according to (c) the IPF colour key for calcite, z into page. Scale bar 75µm and
step size 0.41µm. (b) Calcite grains are colour coded according to their misorientations relative to
one selected grain, top left.

There are 13,009 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.14 (a).
2,125 (16.3%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries, Fig. 3.14 (b). 3
of the 13,009 segments are [0118] twin boundary segments. Twins on the {0118} plane are
typically associated with mechanical deformation (Richards, 1999), however these represent
a very small proportion of the grain boundaries.
The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.15 (a). The general shape of the distribution is comparable . 55 , though frequencies differ by approximately a factor of three. Misorientations
are present at angles of 60 +, though at lower frequencies than predicted than predicted by
the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, and lower frequencies than all angles  60 .
Axes of misorientation between adjacent calcite grains are plotted in the standard IPF
triangle for calcite, Fig. 3.15 (b). There is some clustering near the [0001], in agreement
with the peak in misorientations ⇠ 55 , Fig. 3.15 (a). The IPF space is populated across
almost the entire space, consistent with observations of misorientation angles across almost
the entire range of possible angles (0 104.5 ), Fig. 3.15 (a). In both datasets presented
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Fig. 3.13 Absolute orientation data for Nodosaria spp. (septa) as (a) and (b) pole figures and (c) and
(d) projected into the fundamental region space for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

Fig. 3.14 Grain boundaries in a septa of Nodosaria spp. (a) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries colourised
according to the angle of misorientation between adjacent grains (b) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries
colourised according to the angle of misorientation between adjacent grains and overlain with [0001]
twinned grains (purple). 2,125 (16.3%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries.

from Nodosaria misorientation angles 60 + appear to be localised at the junction between
adjacent chambers, as is the case in G. affinis, Section 3.3.2.
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Fig. 3.15 Misorientation plots collected on a septa of Nodosaria spp. (a) Histogram of misorientation
angles between calcite grain boundaries in Nodosaria spp. compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie
distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. The general
shape of the distribution follows that of the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution up to ⇠55 , but at
misorientation angles 60 + the observed distribution shape varies greatly from that of the ‘idealised’
Mackenzie. (b) Axes of misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the IPF.

3.3.5 Heterostegina spp.
EBSD data were collected on a planar section of Heterostegina spp., Fig. 3.16 (a), scale bar
50µm and step scan size of 0.27µm. Though there is drift in the EBSD collection, inferences
can still be drawn from information on the number of grain boundary segments. The drift
will have occurred during the latter portion of the EBSD scan. Such drift may be caused by
a build up of charge on the specimen during data acquisition. Due to the drift, conclusions
cannot be drawn on areas of grains or on relative lengths of grain boundaries. Absolute
orientation data of calcite crystals is displayed in pole figures, Fig. 3.17 (a), and projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.
Grain boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent
grains, Fig. 3.16 (c). There are 18,994 calcite–calcite grain boundaries, of which 261 (1.4%)
are [0001] calcite twins. Misorientation angles between adjacent calcite grains are plotted
as a function of frequency, Fig. 3.18. The histogram resembles the shape of the ‘idealised’
Mackenzie distribution at 20 55 , but there are few misorientations at 60 +. There are no
grain boundaries with misorientation angles  10 and there is a pronounced peak at ⇠ 50 .
A pronounced peak at 60 would suggest a large amount of twins on the [0001] twin plane,
which is not seen here. The peak at 50 could suggest that there is something preventing
calcite grains from growing with misorientations angles of 60 . If misorientation angles
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Fig. 3.16 Heterostegina spp. (a) Orientation map of EBSD data in Heterostegina spp. colourised
according to (b) IPF colour key for calcite viewed down z. Scale bar 50µm and pixel size 0.27µm.
(c) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between
adjacent grains.

are controlled by imposing orientations about the a axis, crystals could be prevented from
growing above a certain size because the enforced misorientation angle would mean that
crystals have to grow as separate crystals and cannot grow as a large composite crystal. This
is likely to be due to some control on the a axis.
Misorientations axes between adjacent grains are projected into the standard stereographic
triangle for calcite, Fig. 3.19 (a). The misorientation axes are also plotted as contour values
showing slight skew towards [0110], Fig. 3.19 (b). The skew may suggest that grain boundary
misorientations on the [0001] calcite twin plane are not the only dominant grain boundary
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Fig. 3.17 Absolute orientation data in Heterostegina spp. displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) and (c)
orientations projected into the fundamental rgion for calcite crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

Fig. 3.18 Histogram of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries in Heterostegina spp.
compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated
3m1 calcite crystals.
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relationship in the organism. This may be due to the radial nature of Heterostegina. This
suggests a chiral nature in the templating mechanisms, as in G.affinis, Section 3.3.2. Grain
boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.19 (c). A fibre is
defined parallel to the [0001] twin law in calcite and only misorientations that fall within 10
of the fibre are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.19 (d).

Fig. 3.19 Heterostegina spp. graphs (a) Axes of misorientation for grain boundary relationships in
Heterostegina spp. projected into the standard IPF triangle for calcite. (b) Axes of misorientation
for grain boundary relationships in Heterostegina spp. projected into the standard IPF triangle for
calcite shown as contours. (c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with
crystal symmetry 3m1. Twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue
{1014}, and red {1018}. Grain boundary misorientations of Heterostegina spp. are projected into
the fundamental region and shown in black. (d) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only
misorientation relationships with 10 of this were plotted, along with twinning relationships for (c).
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3.3.6 Amphistegina spp.
Orientation data collected on Amphistegina spp. are presented, with 10µm scale bar and
0.35µm step size, Fig. 3.20 (b). Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain in the
top left of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.20 (c). Absolute crystal orientation data is
displayed in Fig. 3.21. There are 2,529 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite
grains, Fig. 3.22 (a). 2,176 (86%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries,
and calcite [0001] twinned crystals occupy 95.5% of the calcite crystal area, Fig. 3.22 (b).
[0001] twin boundaries are shown, Fig. 3.22 (c).

Fig. 3.20 (b) Orientation map of EBSD data in Amphistegina spp. colourised according to (a) IPF
colour key for calcite viewed down z. Scale bar 10µm and pixel size 0.35µm. (c) Orientation of all
grains relative to one selected grain, top left.

The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.23 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 and a smaller
peak at ⇠ 30 . It is unclear what the underlying reasons for the small peak in misorientations
at ⇠ 30 may be due to. There are no misorientations beyond 60 . Axes of misorientation
plot close to the [0001] pole in the standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.23 (b), confirming that the
dominant peak in Fig. 3.23 (a) is due to the presence of [0001] twins. The [0001] calcite
twins have grown perpendicularly to the test wall, consistent with previous observations of
hyaline foraminifera. It is likely that the calcite c axis has grown perpendicularly to the POS,
and has controlled external morphology of the test.
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Fig. 3.21 Absolute orientation data in Amphistegina spp. displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

Fig. 3.22 Grain boundary relationships in Amphistegina spp. Scale bar 10µm and pixel size 0.35µm.
(a) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between
adjacent grains. Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space) shown in
black. (b) [0001] twins (c) [0001] calcite twin boundaries plotted in red overlaying calcite–calcite
grain boundaries colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent calcite grains.
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Fig. 3.23 Misorientation relationships in Amphistegina spp. (a) Histogram of misorientation angles
between calcite grain boundaries in Amphistegina spp. compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie
distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. (b) Axes of
misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF for calcite.

3.3.7 Ammonia spp.
EBSD data were collected on a planar section of Ammonia spp. Orientation data are presented,
with 50µm scale bar and 0.47µm step size, Fig. 3.24 (a). Some drift can be seen towards the
bottom of the collection area. Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain in the top
left of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.24 (b). There are 28,348 grain boundary segments
between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.24 (c). 20,149 (70%) of the grain boundary segments
are [0001] twin boundaries, Fig. 3.24 (e). 80 ( 0.01%) of the grain boundary segments are
[0118] twin boundaries. Absolute orientation data is presented in pole figures and projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry, Fig. 3.25.
The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.26 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 and a
smaller peak at ⇠ 30 . There are few misorientations beyond 60 , which must be due to
orientations about axes other than [0001]. Many axes of misorientation plot close to the
[0001] pole in the standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.26 (b), confirming that the peak at 60 in
Fig. 3.26 (a) is due to the presence of [0001] twins. Grain boundary misorientations are
projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.26 (c). A fibre is defined parallel to the [0001]
twin law in calcite and only misorientations that fall within 10 of the fibre are projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.26 (d). Because the majority of misorientations are about the
[0001] axis, the peak at ⇠ 30 is evidence of a degree of control involved in orientating the a
axis.
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Fig. 3.24 Orientation map of EBSD data from planar section of Ammonia spp. colourised according
to (d) standard IPF colour key for calcite viewed with z into the plane. Scale bar 50µm and pixel size
0.47µm. (b) Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain, top left. (c) Calcite–calcite grain
boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent grains. Grain
boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space) shown in black. (e) [0001] twin
001 boundaries plotted in red overlaying calcite–calcite grain boundaries colour coded according to
the misorientation angle between adjacent calcite grains.

Fig. 3.25 Absolute orientation data in Ammonia spp. displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.
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Fig. 3.26 a) Histogram of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries in Ammonia spp.
compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated
3m1 calcite crystals. (b) Axes of misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF
for calcite. (c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry
3m1. Twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red
{1018}. Grain boundary misorientations of are projected into the fundamental region and shown in
black. (d) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships with 10 of this
were plotted, along with twinning relationships for (c).

3.3.8 Globigerina bulloides
G. bulloides Overview
EBSD data were collected on a cross section of a chamber of Globigerina bulloides,
Fig. 3.27 (a), scale bar 100µm and step size of 2.9µm. Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain in the top left of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.27 (b). There
are 531 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.27 (c). 219 (41%)
of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries. [0001] twinned calcite crystals
cover 67.5% of the area, Fig. 3.27 (e). Absolute orientations of crystals in the specimen are
show in Fig. 3.28.
The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.29 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 and a
smaller peak at ⇠ 30 . There are few misorientations beyond 60 . Many misorientation
axes plot close to the [0001] pole in the standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.29 (b), confirming that
the peak at 60 in Fig. 3.29 (a) is due to [0001] twins. Grain boundary misorientations are
projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.29 (c). A fibre is defined parallel to the [0001]
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twin law in calcite and only misorientations that fall within 10 of the fibre are projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.29 (d).
The peak in the misorientation histogram at ⇠ 30 is evidence of a dominant relationship
about [0001] which is likely subject to biological control. However, due to the large step
size, many grain boundaries will not have been captured in this data collection and hence a
relatively low number of grain boundaries have been measured here (531). This may imply

Fig. 3.27 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected on a cross section of a chamber of G. bulloides
colourised according to (d) IPF colour key for calcite with z into the page. Scale bar 100µm and pixel
size 2.9µm. (b) Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain, top left. (c) Calcite–calcite
grain boundaries are colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent grains.
Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space) shown in black. (e)
[0001] twinned calcite crystals are plotted.
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Fig. 3.28 Absolute orientation data for G. bulloides displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

that the peak at ⇠ 30 is more significant than it would be if imaged at a higher spatial
resolution.

Fig. 3.29 Misorientation data from an overview section of G. bulloides. (a) Frequency of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution
for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. (b) Axes of misorientations
for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF for calcite. (c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry 3m1. Twinning relationships are plotted in
yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red {1018}. Grain boundary misorientations of
this dataset are projected into the fundamental region and shown in black. (d) A fibre was defined
parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships with 10 of this were plotted, along with
twinning relationships.
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G. bulloides High Resolution
G. bulloides presented in Section 3.3.8 was measured again at a higher spatial resolution of
0.29µm, Fig. 3.30 (b). Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain in the top left
of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.30 (c). There are 10,641 grain boundary segments
between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.32 (a). 9,353 (88.1%) of the grain boundary segments
are [0001] twin boundaries, Fig. 3.32 (d). 45 ( 0.01%) of the grain boundary segments are
[0018] twin boundaries. Absolute crystal orientations are displayed in Fig. 3.31.

Fig. 3.30 (b) Orientation map of EBSD data collected on a cross section of a wall of G. bulloides
colourised according to (a) standard IPF colour key for calcite viewed with z into the page. Scale bar
25µm and pixel size 0.29µm. (c) Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain, bottom right.

Fig. 3.31 Absolute orientation data for G. bulloides displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.33 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 . Many
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Fig. 3.32 (a) Grain boundaries in G. bulloides are colour coded according to the misorientation angle
between adjacent grains. Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed crystals (i.e. free space)
shown in black. (b) [0001] calcite twin boundaries plotted in red.

axes of misorientation plot close to the [0001] pole in the standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.33 (b),
confirming that the peak at 60 in Fig. 3.33 (a) is due to the presence of [0001] twins. Grain
boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.33 (c).

Fig. 3.33 Misorientation data from a high resolution cross section of G. bulloides chamber wall. (a)
Histogram of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries in G. bulloides compared to
the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite
crystals. (b) Axes of misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF for calcite.
(c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry 3m1. Twinning
relationships are plotted in yellow {0011}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red {1018}. Grain
boundary misorientations of G. bulloides are projected into the fundamental region and shown in
black.
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G. bulloides High Resolution
EBSD data were collected on a wall cross section of G.bulloides. Orientation data are
presented, with 25µm scale bar and a step size of 0.26µm, Fig. 3.34 (b). Orientation of all
grains relative to one selected grain in the top left of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.34 (c).
There are 9,182 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.34 (d). 7,990
(87%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] calcite twin boundaries, Fig. 3.34 (e). 61
(1%) of the grain boundary segments are [0118] calcite twin boundaries. Absolute crystal

Fig. 3.34 (b) Orientation map of EBSD data in G. bulloides colourised according (a) to the standard
IPF colour key for calcite viewed down the z axis. Scale bar 25µm and pixel size 0.26µm. (c)
Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain, top left. (d) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries
colourised according to the misorientation angle between adjacent calcite grains. Grain boundaries
between calcite and non–indexed grains (i.e. free space) shown in black. (e) [0001] calcite twin
boundaries plotted in red.
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orientation data are displayed in pole figures, Fig. 3.35 (a), and as orientations projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.35 (b).

Fig. 3.35 Absolute orientation data for G. bulloides displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

Fig. 3.36 (a) Histogram of misorientation angles between calcite grain boundaries in G. bulloides
compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated
3m1 calcite crystals. (b) Axes of misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF
for calcite. (c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry
3m1. Twinning relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {102}, blue {1014}, and red
{1018}. Grain boundary misorientations of G. bulloides are projected into the fundamental region and
shown in black. (d) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships with
10 of this were plotted, along with twinning relationships for (c).

The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.36 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 . Many
axes of misorientation plot close to the [0001] pole in the standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.36 (b),
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confirming that the peak at 60 in Fig. 3.36 (a) is due to the presence of [0001] calcite twins.
Grain boundary misorientations are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.36 (c). A
fibre was defined parallel to the [0001] twin law in calcite and only misorientations that fall
within 10 of the fibre are projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.36 (d).
G. bulloides Pore Hole
EBSD data were collected close to a pore hole in G. bulloides, Fig. 3.37 (a), scale bar 5µm,
pixel size 0.11µm. Calcite grains are colour coded according to their relative orientation to
one selected grain and show gradual changes in orientation across the portion of the specimen
measured, Fig. 3.37 (c). This may seem contradictory to the reported 60 misorientation
angles between adjacent grains. However, this can be explained by the less than perfect pattern
quality. It may be that some non–60 misorientation angle boundaries have not been captured.
Calcite–calcite grain boundaries are shown in red, Fig. 3.37 (c). 1,026 of the 1,207 grain
boundaries have misorientation angles of 60 and plot at the [0001] pole, and are therefore
twin boundaries on the [0001] twin plane of calcite. The poor pattern quality may be due to
over exposure and subsequent sample damage whilst trying to optimise collection conditions,
which may become increasingly prevalent at such high spatial resolutions. Absolute crystal
orientation data are displayed in pole figures, Fig. 3.38 (a), and as orientations projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.38 (b).

Fig. 3.37 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected close to a pore hole in G.bulloides. Grain
boundaries are shown in black and each grain is colour coded according to its averaged orientation
according to (b) the standard IPF colour key for calcite with the z axis into the page. Scale bar 5µm
and step size 0.11µm. (c) Calcite grains colour coded according to the orientation relative to one
selected reference grain (far left). Grain boundaries between adjacent calcite grains are shown in red,
all with misorientations of 60 , and all are twins on the [0001] plane of calcite.
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Fig. 3.38 Absolute orientation data for G. bulloides (pore hole) displayed as (a) pole figures and (b)
projected into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.

G. bulloides Pattern Quality
EBSD data were collected on an angled section of G. bulloides, Fig. 3.40, scale bar 20µm and
pixel size 0.25µm. The position of data collection is thought to straddle the POS, Fig. 3.39.

Fig. 3.39 SEM and PQ image of a section of G. bulloides. (a) SEM image (b) PQ image (c) Overlay
of positions of possible organic layers on PQ image (d) PQ image overlain by collected orientation
data, presented in Fig. 3.40 (b).
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Fig. 3.40 G. bulloides (low PQ) orientation data. (b) Orientation map. Grain boundaries are shown in
black and grain orientations are colour coded according to (a) the standard IPF colour key for calcite
with z into the plane of the page. Scale bar 20µm and step size 0.25µm. (c) Calcite grains with grain
boundaries colour coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent calcite grains. [0001]
calcite twin boundaries are overlain in red.

Grain size decreases towards the inner side of the organism (top left of the collection
area), Fig, 3.40 (b). This observation is clear despite the less than ideal PQ of the collection,
Fig. 3.39. Absolute crystal orientation data are displayed in pole figures, Fig. 3.41 (a),
and as orientations projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.41 (b). There are 3,399
calcite–calcite grain boundary segments of which 2,757 (81.1%) are [0001] calcite twin
boundaries, Fig. 3.42 (a). Grain boundaries with misorientation angles of 60 plot at the
[0001] axis and are hence twin boundaries, Fig. 3.42 (b). There are no grain boundaries with
misorientation angles > 60 , suggesting that there are no misorientations involving rotations
around both the c and the a axis. Grain boundaries with misorientation angles < 60 appear
to follow somewhat the MacKenzie distribution, in shape though not in magnitude.

Fig. 3.41 Absolute orientation data for G. bulloides displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected
into the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.
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Fig. 3.42 G. bulloides (low PQ) misorientation plots. (a) Histogram of misorientation angles between
adjacent calcite grains in G. bulloides compared to the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for randomly
orientated 3m1 calcite crystals. A large peak at 60 can be seen, corresponding to the [0001] twin law
of calcite. Fewer grain boundaries show misorientation angles < 60 , though they may follow the
general shape of the idealised Mackenzie distribution. Almost no grain boundaries have misorientation
angles > 60 . (b) Points of axes of misorientations between adjacent calcite grains plotted in the
standard IPF.

3.3.9 Globigerina ruber
EBSD data were collected on Globigerina ruber, 15µm scale bar and a step size of 0.24µm,
Fig. 3.43 (a). Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain in the top left of the
collection area is shown, Fig. 3.43 (c). Absolute crystal orientation data are displayed in pole
figures, Fig. 3.44 (a), and as orientations projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.44 (b).
There are 2,428 grain boundary segments between adjacent calcite grains, Fig. 3.43 (d).
2,297 (97.9%) of the grain boundary segments are [0001] twin boundaries, Fig. 3.43 (e).
The frequency of misorientation angles between adjacent grains is compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution, Fig. 3.45 (a). There is a dominant peak at 60 . There are
few misorientations at other angles. Misorientation angles of 60 + must involve orientations
about the calcite a axis. Many axes of misorientation plot close to the [0001] pole in the
standard IPF triangle, Fig. 3.45 (b), confirming that the peak at 60 in Fig. 3.45 (a) is
due to the presence of [0001] twins. Grain boundary misorientations are projected into
the fundamental region, Fig. 3.45 (c). A fibre was defined parallel to the [0001] twin law
in calcite and only misorientations that fall within 10 of the fibre are projected into the
fundamental region, Fig. 3.45 (d).
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Fig. 3.43 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data in Globigerina ruber colourised according to (b) the
standard IPF colour key for calcite with z into the plane of the page. Scale bar 15µm and pixel size
0.24µm. (c) Orientation of all grains relative to one selected grain, bottom of collection area. (d)
Calcite–calcite grain boundaries colourised according to the misorientation angle between adjacent
calcite grains. Grain boundaries between calcite and non–indexed grains (i.e. free space) shown in
black. (e) [0001] calcite twin boundaries plotted in red.

Fig. 3.44 Absolute orientation data for G. ruber displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected into
the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.
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Fig. 3.45 G. ruber misorientation plots. (a) Misorientation angle distribution compared to the
‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for grain boundaries between randomly orientated 3m1 calcite
crystals. (b) Axes of misorientations for grain boundaries projected into the standard IPF for calcite.
(c) Fundamental region for misorientations between two phases with crystal symmetry 3m1. Twinning
relationships are plotted in yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue {1014}, and red {1018}. Grain
boundary misorientations of G. ruber are projected into the fundamental region and shown in black.
(d) A fibre was defined parallel to [0001] and only misorientation relationships with 10 of this were
plotted, along with twinning relationships for (c).

G. ruber
EBSD data were collected on a section of G. ruber, Fig. 3.47 (a), scale bar 20µm, pixel size
0.21µm. Absolute crystal orientation data are displayed in pole figures, Fig. 3.46 (a), and as
orientations projected into the fundamental region, Fig. 3.46 (b). Orientation of calcite grains
relative to one selected grain in the top right of the collection area is shown, Fig. 3.47 (c).
8,758 calcite–calcite grain boundary segments are plotted and colourised according to the

Fig. 3.46 Absolute orientation data for G. ruber displayed as (a) pole figures and (b) projected into
the fundamental region for crystals with 3m1 symmetry.
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misorientation angle between adjacent grains, Fig. 3.47 (d). 8,027 (91.7%) of the boundary
segments have misorientation angles of 60 , Fig. 3.48 (a), and plot at the [0001] axis, and
are hence [0001] twins, Fig. 3.48 (b). 16 (0.2%) of the grain boundary segments are [0118]
twins, Fig. 3.48 (c), which may be due to mechanical deformation (Richards, 1999).

Fig. 3.47 (a) Orientation map of EBSD data collected in G. ruber. Grain boundaries are shown in
black and grain orientations are colour coded according to (b) the standard IPF colour key for calcite
viewed down the z axis. Scale bar 20µm and step size 0.21µm. (c) Orientation of calcite grains
relative to one selected grain, top right. (d) Calcite–calcite grain boundaries colour coded according
to the misorientation angle between adjacent grains.

Fig. 3.48 G. ruber misorientation plots. (a) Histogram of misorientation angles between adjacent
calcite grains in G. ruber and the ‘idealised’ Mackenzie distribution for randomly orientated 3m1
calcite grains. (b) Axes of orientations for grains of calcite in G. ruber plotted in the standard IPF
triangle for calcite. (c) Fundamental region plot for calcite–calcite grain boundary relationships.
Misorientations between adjacent calcite grains are plotted in black. Twinning relationships are
projected into the fundamental region (and in Fig. 3.48 (d)): yellow {0001}, magenta {1012}, blue
{1014}, and red {1018}. Some grain boundary relationships can be seen to plot at the {1018}. (d)
Fundamental region plot for calcite–calcite grain boundary relationships with a fibre defined parallel
to the {0001}axis. All grain boundaries within 10 of the defined fibre relationship are plotted.
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Discussion

Results are discussed in the context of existing literature on foraminifera biomineralisation.
A model for templated hierarchical growth is presented.

3.4.1

Resolution

The coincidence of grain boundaries with misorientation angles  50 in locations close to
the position of organic material can only be seen at high resolution maps, Fig. 3.49. This
highlights the importance of resolution, which enables different features of texture to be
investigated at different length scales.

Fig. 3.49 Grain boundaries colour coded according to their misorientation angle in O. universa. (a)
Data presented in Chapter 2 collected with a pixel size of 1.69µm. (b) Data collected from the inset
portion of (a) presented in Section 3.3.1 with a pixel size of 0.46µm. Grain boundaries are colour
coded according to the misorientation angle between adjacent calcite grains. [0001] calcite twin
boundaries are overlain in red.

For example, G. bulloides was measured at different spatial resolutions, with each
collection yielding different information, Section 3.3.8. In the high resolution data (0.29µm
pixel size, Section 3.3.8) the hyaline structure of the sample can be clearly seen with calcite
crystals orientations perpendicular to the outer test wall (Fig. 3.30) which is not evident in
the low resolution data. Secondly, the misorientation data presented on the low resolution
data (2.9µm pixel size, Section 3.3.8) shows a more prominent peak at 30 than the high
resolution data (Fig. 3.29 (a) vs. Fig. 3.30 (b)). However some features persist regardless
of resolution: EBSD data were collected around a pore hole in G. bulloides with a step size
of 0.11µm, Section 3.3.8. The misorientation relationships seen at this spatial resolution
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are similar to those collected at 0.29µm: the prominent misorientation relationship is at 60
about the [0001] axis. This may be due to the scale of measurement or it may be an artefact
of the relatively low PQ of data collected around the pore hole. These results highlight the
importance of spatial resolution when determining grain boundary relationships.

3.4.2

Diagenetic Signals

Diagenesis encompasses the low pressure and temperature processes which may alter lithified
rocks and fossils. Specimens that have undergone diagenesis may exhibit recrystallised material or deformation textures. Deformed or non–recrystallised materials contain dislocations
(Schwartz et al., 2009). Evidence for dislocations may be visible as low angle misorientations,
either present as the spread of misorientations within a grain or as low angle misorientations
between neighbouring grains (Schwartz et al., 2009). This classification depends on the
definition of ‘low angle’. Twins forming on the {0118} plane of calcite are deformation twins
(Richards, 1999). These are not numerous in the work presented here, nor are low angle
misorientations. Such lack of diagenetic textures is as expected for recently alive and/or
cultured specimens.

3.4.3

Grain Boundaries

Grain boundary orientation relationships have been measured on a suite of foraminifera.
Grain boundary data collected around a pore hole in G. bulloides, Fig. 3.37, contrast those
collected in G. affins, Fig. 3.3. Both these foraminifera are classified in the family Buliminidae
(d’Orbigny 1864) and are hence thought to be taxonomically close relatives. Grain boundaries
at the junction between chambers and the outer most test wall in G. affinis appear to have
high misorientation angles, whereas those collected in G. bulloides do not show such patterns.
Such discrepancies in observations of grain boundaries may be caused by a few things:
1. Scale of measurement
2. Pattern Quality (PQ) differences, i.e. the low PQ in G. bulloides, Section 3.3.8. This
could be checked for by re–polishing and measuring the section again. It is not possible
to collect on exactly the same area because collection with such dwell time damages
the sample surface and impedes further data collection
3. Species–specific effects will be present at the cellular level and may therefore produce
differences in calcification processes and subsequent crystalline architecture.
Grain boundaries, including twin boundaries, may act as pinning points to impede
dislocation propagation and hence strengthen the calcite biomineral. An increase in the
number of grain boundaries, and a resultant decrease in the grain size down to ⇠ 10 nm,
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may strengthen the material (Conrad and Narayana, 2000). However, increased strength is
unlikely to be the sole driver of the observed grain boundary relationships; cellular control
over morphology and biomineralisation efficiency likely also play a large role in controlling
inter–grain relationships.

3.4.4

Misorientations

The most common misorientations in the foraminifera reported here are around the [0001]
axis, i.e. the c axis of calcite. This is evident when axes of misorientation are projected
into the standard IPF triangle and in fundamental region plots, e.g. Fig. 3.23 (a). Many of
these are close to 60 and are hence twins. These are characteristic of hyaline foraminifera.
Biological control over crystallographic texture is reflected in the frequency distribution
of the misorientations histogram (Maier et al., 2014; Päßler et al., 2018). Many other
misorientations are confined within the range 0 60 , some even exhibiting peaks at ⇠ 30 .
Such orientations are thought to be controlled by rotations almost entirely about the c axis.
Misorientations homogeneously distributed about the c axis only would give a flat distribution
of misorientation angles in the range 0 60 , which is not what is seen. Flat misorientation
angle distributions are not observed even if all misorientations at 60 are discounted, e.g.
Fig. 3.18, Fig. 3.11 a and Fig. 3.15. This may not seem evident in data some collections, e.g.
Fig. 3.36, but note that these contain a relatively small quantity of misorientations points
which may affect interpretation. This suggests that there is some control on the permitted
misorientation angles around the c axis, i.e. control of the orientation of the a axis. There
may be some misorientations occurring about the < 1010 > axes, which can occupy the
range 0 90 . Misorientations involving both the c and the a axes can occupy the full angular
range of 0 104 .
The histogram of misorientation angles for each specimen is displayed, Fig. 3.50. The
distribution of misorientation angles differs between specimens, but common to all is the
pronounced peak at 60 or a frequency that exceeds the value predicted by the theoretical
Mackenzie distribution. The misorientation relationships are projected into the fundamental
region space, Fig. 3.51, with most of the specimens displaying a concentration of misorientation relationships about the < 0001 >. These observations suggest that the predominant
misorientation relationship is due to (0001) reflection twinning for 3m (crystal class for
calcite), equivalent to a 60 rotation around the c–axis in 3̄m (Laue class for calcite). Such
twins are likely a mistake produced in crystal growth.
A study on fossil coral calcite found many misorientations < 5 with a mode of ⇠ 2.5
(Coronado et al., 2015). Small misorientations, < 5 , between crystallites have been reported
other calcium carbonate biominerals (Dalbeck et al., 2006). This evidence has been used
to suggest common nucleation strategies exist in carbonate biominerals (Coronado et al.,
2015). The threshold misorientation angle used to define a grain boundary and in grain
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Fig. 3.50 Misorientation histograms. Note the y axes changes between plots. a) O. universa (whole
organism) b) O. universa (section) c) G. affinis d) Cibicides spp. e) Nodosaria spp. (apertural)
f) Nodosaria spp. (septa) g) Heterostegina spp. h) Amphistegina spp. i) Ammonia spp. j) G. bulloides
(overview) k) G. bulloides (high resolution) l) G. bulloides (high resolution) m) G. bulloides (pore
hole) n) G. bulloides (low pattern quality) o) G. ruber
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Fig. 3.51 Misorientation relationships projected into the fundamental region. a) O. universa (whole
organism) b) O. universa (section) c) G. affinis d) Cibicides spp. e) Nodosaria spp. (apertural)
f) Nodosaria spp. (septa) g) Heterostegina spp. h) Amphistegina spp. i) Ammonia spp. j) G. bulloides
(overview) k) G. bulloides (high resolution) l) G. bulloides (high resolution) m) G. bulloides (pore
hole) n) G. bulloides (low pattern quality) o) G. ruber
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reconstruction is 10 . Hence, misorientations < 10 are not documented here. This threshold
value can be changed in the MTex code, but resolution in these analyses proved too low to
allow for such detail in the datasets presented here.
Polarisation Dependent Imaging Contrast (PIC) mapping (a mode of PhotoEmission
Electron Microscopy (PEEM)) of hexagonal vaterite spicules in tunicates shows 0 30
misorientation angle spread between adjacent crystals (Pokroy et al., 2015). This observation
was used to suggest that (i) new crystals do not nucleate with random orientations and (ii)
crystallinity does not propagate between crystals. No organic layers were observed at the
interfaces between crystals and so the mechanisms controlling crystal mineralisation and
low angle misorientations (< 30 ) at grain boundaries are still unclear (Pokroy et al., 2015).
Crystal interfaces with similar orientations and small misorientations angles ( 15 ) have
been termed low angle grain boundaries or mosaicity (Asenath-Smith and Estroff, 2014;
Hull and Bacon, 2011; van Swygenhoven et al., 2000). Mosaicity is not well defined in
different carbonate minerals. It is possible that mosaicity in calcite occurs at low angle grain
boundaries < 10 in calcite. Such misorientations are not reported here because the permitted
angular deviation within a single grain is 10 . For example, single composite–crystal calcite
‘super–grains’ have been reported on the submillimetre length scale in Mytilus edulis (Maier
et al., 2014). Misorientations are mainly around the c axis with a mean misorientation of 9.4 ,
which would not be captured here. Observations of similar relationships reported in other
calcite precipitation organisms may suggest that some aspects of calcite biomineralisation
processes are conservative.

3.4.5

Control on Axes

Misorientations in calcite (3̄m) can occur over the angular range 0 104.5 . Misorientations
around the a–axis occur in the angular range 0 90 , whereas misorientations around the
c–axis occur in the angular range 0 60 . In all specimens investigated here almost all
misorientations are sub–parallel to the c–axis. If the misorientations angles varied randomly,
i.e. homogeneously, about the c–axis then this distribution would be flat in the range 0 60 .
This is not the case here, indicating that there is a degree of control on the a–axis. Moreover,
though misorientations are predominant in the range 0 60 , they are present across the
whole range 0 104.5 , e.g. Fig. 3.50 (c) - (f). This indicates that in the foraminifera studied
here there are rotations around crystallographic directions other than [0001].
Flat misorientation angle distributions lying almost entirely within the range 0 60 have
been observed in trilobites (Päßler et al. (2018), Fig. 4e). This has been interpreted as control
mainly around the c axis, giving precipitation of parallel calcite crystals with highly ordered
and controlled orientations. Such control on the c axis has also been observed previously in
brachiopods, where calcite crystals are found to nucleate with the c axis almost parallel to
the shell surface at the start of shell growth (Pérez-Huerta and Cusack, 2008). Observations
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were interpreted to give a common mechanism of crystal nucleation with most crystals likely
nucleating on the {0001} plane, as is the case in coccoliths and sea urchin calcite (Mann
et al., 1988; Politi et al., 2004). However, without further information on the nucleation
substrate and its orientation, knowing the orientation of crystals does not conclusively tell us
about the plane of crystal nucleation.

3.4.6

Mineralisation: Biologically Induced or Biologically Controlled?

Biomineralisation can be described in terms of the degree of biological control on the
formation of minerals (Lowenstam, 1981; Weiner and Dove, 2003). In Biologically Induced
Mineralisation (BIM) organisms have no– to minor– control over mineral formation. This
mode of biomineralisation is typical of the extracellular calcareous structures formed by
cyanobacteria (Lowenstam, 1986; Obst et al., 2009). BIM results in heterogeneous mineral
compositions, with poor crystallinity, large crystal size variations, poorly defined crystal
morphologies, and the possible inclusion of impurities (Banfield and Hamers, 1997; Frankel
and Bazylinski, 2003; Weiner and Dove, 2003). In contrast, in Biologically Controlled
Mineralisation (BCM) organisms have extensive control over mineral formation, resulting in
well–ordered mineral structures, with small variations in size, and species–specific crystal
habits (Bazylinski and Frankel, 2003).
However, problems exist in identifying the level of biological control that results in
the observed structures: structures may be formed which are indistinguishable from those
produced by BIM even if no organisms are present; and highly organised minerals may form
in the presence of organic, yet abiotic, substrates (Benzerara et al., 2010; Bosak et al., 2004;
Gower, 2008; Oppenheimer-Shaanan et al., 2016). The range of crystallographic properties
and structures that can form in biological and abiotically induced calcitic structures overlap
greatly (Päßler et al., 2018). Hence, a strict criteria to distinguish between biological and
abiotically produced calcitic structures is lacking.
Misorientation relationships between adjacent crystals have been suggested as a proxy
for the degree of control exerted by an organisms on its mineralised structures (Päßler et al.,
2018). Strong misorientation relationships between adjacent crystals with clustering around
the c axis has been suggested to indicate a high level of control on biomineralisation. Fibre
textures around the c axis have been observed in the microproblematica Allonema. Small
variations in orientation up to 30 have been used to indicate a high degree of biological
control and exclude BIM as the primary mineralisation mechanism (Päßler et al., 2018).
This raises the question of ‘what is a small angle?’ Nevertheless, in the data presented
here it is clear that there are strong misorientation relationships between adjacent calcite
crystals with clustering around the c axis. This is indicative of a high level of control.
Hence, mineralisation in foraminifera is not simply biologically induced, but is biologically
controlled.
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BCM results in strong crystallographic control and it is argued that strong crystallographic
relationships exist between adjacent crystals with misorientations axes clustering around the
c axis (Päßler et al., 2018). Such relationships have been demonstrated before in various
calcitic organisms including gastropods (Suzuki et al., 2010), bivalve nacre (Maier et al.,
2014), and sea urchin teeth (Griesshaber et al., 2012). Higher–angle misorientations up to
⇠ 40 have been reported in brachiopods (Cusack et al., 2007). Though the mechanisms
controlling the range of observed misorientation angles are not well understood, functional
advantages for controlling misorientations around the calcite a axis have been suggested in
octocorals (Floquet and Vielzeuf, 2012; Vielzeuf et al., 2017). It is thought that controlling
the distribution of misorientations around the a axis allows the c axis of individual crystals to
grow perpendicularly to the growth front on curved and corrugated surfaces (Floquet and
Vielzeuf, 2012; Vielzeuf et al., 2017). Misorientations may also be controlled by placing
constraints on the permitted misorientation angles; by ensuring minimum misorientations
between adjacent crystals, small adjacent crystals are prevented from coalescing and growing
as large single crystal units.

3.4.7

Templated Growth

From the observations presented in this Chapter a model for biomineralisation in hyaline
foraminifera is proposed. The model explains the observed structures by multi–scale hierarchical templating, Fig. 3.52.
1. The calcite c axis is perpendicular to the chamber wall surface in hyaline foraminifera.
This orientation is defined by the nucleation of calcite crystals with [0001] axes perpendicular to the organic layer, Fig. 3.52 (d). This defines the orientation of each grain
with respect to the chamber itself. Crystallisation of calcite crystals with c axes perpendicular to an organic matrix with a curved 3D shape may explain small misorientations
(< 5 ) between c axes, as observed in other biomineral calcite (Coronado et al., 2015;
Dalbeck et al., 2006).
2. Misorientations between adjacent grains are defined by rotations around the [0001]
axis or crystallographic directions close to this. If misorientations with rotation angles
⇡ 60 are excluded, i.e. twins on the {1010} plane of calcite, there often remains a
pronounced peak in the misorientation angle histogram at ⇠ 20 30 . This control on
crystal growth may be due to rotations around the calcite a axis rather than the c axis,
defining the main inter–grain relationship, Fig. 3.52 (e). By controlling misorientations
in this way the organic template ensures that crystals grow as separate entities. In this
way the organic template may limit crystal growth.
3. In some data sets there is a skew in the axes of misorientations in the IPF. Such skew
may be a direct consequence of the chiral folding of the organic layers, Fig. 3.52 (g).
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Fig. 3.52 Schematic of proposed hierarchical model of templated growth. (a) Overview of foraminifera
G. affinis presented in Section 3.3.2 with orientations colour coded according to the IPF key in (c). (b)
Hexagonal prisms scaled according to size of grains are orientated to display the orientation of [0001]
and [1010] faces of calcite in G.affinis (c) IPF colour map (d) Organic template shown in black. The
c axis of calcite (red, [0001]) grows perpendicular to the organic template and hence the chamber
wall surface in hyaline foraminifera. (e) View down [0001] axis showing directions of a and a0 axes
([1010] and [0110] in solid and dashed lines respectively). The yellow rhombi represent the {0001}
planes of calcite crystals, not specific crystallite shapes. Misorientations form between adjacent grains
by rotations about the c axis. There is mismatch of the directions of the a axes at adjacent grains,
preventing them from growing as a single crystal unit. (f) Hexagonal prism representing the unit cell
of calcite with (0001) and (1010) faces marked (g) Chiral folding of the organic layer (black). (h)
Control at junctions between walls and chambers cannot be due to misorientations solely about the c
axis, and must involve rotations about crystallographic directions other than [0001]
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4. At the junctions between the outer test and chamber walls there are misorientation
angles above 60 , Fig. 3.52 (h). Misorientation angles 60 > cannot be due to control
about the [0001] axis alone, and must involve control on other axes. This observation
is consistent with the presence of independent organic templates, either different in
nature and/or spatial orientations, hence caused by organic layer frameworks rather
than by intra–layer templating.
Such hierarchical control suggests that growth occurs via BCM, and could be produced
by either of the two current models of foraminiferal test ontogeny (Erez, 2003; Fehrenbacher
et al., 2017). In both models biomineralisation begins with the creation of a cytoplasmic
envelope that serves as a mould for the POM, Section 1.5.1 and Erez (2003). This acts as
a template for nucleation and calcite precipitates on both sides of the POM. The growth
models differ in how the test thickens after initial chamber formation through test ontogeny.
Erez (2003) proposes that a new layer of secondary calcite is added to the outer and inner
surface of the entire pre–existing test structure as each new chamber is added. Fehrenbacher
et al. (2017) suggests that a series of thin–walled chambers are produced throughout the life
of the foraminifera and then gradually thickened together when the foraminifera reaches
its final size. In both cases the templated growth model proposed here would apply to the
initial calcification of chambers, after which shell thickening may occur by epitaxial growth.
However, in some species of foraminifera a vaterite precursor has been observed (Jacob et al.,
2017). In foraminifera where this is the case, it is possible that it is the vaterite nucleation and
growth which is templated and controlled. Calcite crystal orientation would then depend the
orientation of precursor vaterite and the transformation mechanism. From the data collected
here it is not possible to say whether foraminifera that calcify via a vaterite precursor would
follow the suggested templated growth model.

3.5

Conclusions

EBSD data was collected on a suite of foraminifera. The resolution of data collection affects
the detail of grain boundaries measured: not only the 2D form but also in the subsequent
misorientations assigned to adjacent grains. Twinning occurring on the {0001} plane of
calcite is common, and is likely a mistake produced in crystal growth. There are strong
misorientation relationships between adjacent calcite crystals with clustering around the c
axis in the data presented here. At the junctions of chamber walls grain boundaries have
high misorientation angles. These observations are indicative of a high level of control. I
therefore suggest that mineralisation in foraminifera is not simply biologically induced, but
is biologically controlled. Based on these observations I present a model of hierarchical
templated growth in hyaline foraminifera.

Chapter 4
Sodium in Foraminifera
Synchrotron–based Scanning Transmission X–ray Microscopy (STXM) has been used to
probe the sub–µm scale distribution and chemical coordination (local chemical environment)
states of Na in the benthic foraminifera Amphistegina lessonii. It is found that trace Na
in the test of A. lessonii is incorporated in a spatially heterogeneous manner, showing
banding in a manner comparable to that seen previously for B and Mg. The periodicity and
heterogeneous nature of Na incorporation suggests a strong control over the uptake for Na
into the foraminiferal test within the calcification space of the organism. Distributions of
Na, Mg and B follow similar periodicities, but exhibit distinct patterns in the nature of their
micro–scale banding. The Near Edge X–ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectra at
the Na–edge do not appear consistent with Na directly substituting for Ca within the calcite
test of A. lessonii. A broad Na edge is observed, with a discernible peak at ⇠ 1080 eV, which
does not correspond to any known crystalline coordination state of Na. This observation may
suggest that Na is incorporated in two distinct chemical environments, with both an ordered
and disordered coordination. The ordered Na may be hosted in interstitial sites within the
calcite, and the disordered Na is likely hosted in organic material. If the Na/Ca salinity
proxy is to be further developed and employed in palaeosalinity reconstructions it is vital
that the incorporation mechanisms responsible for the observed Na chemical environments
be considered.

4.1

Introduction

Understanding links between variations in thermohaline circulation and changes in climate is
of critical importance in developing robust models for the coupled ocean–atmosphere system.
The Earth’s climate is influenced by the movement and circulation of the oceans’ water, the
heat stored, and chemicals and gases they contains, and their subsequent exchange with
the atmosphere (Broecker, 1982b; Denton et al., 2010; Houghton et al., 1995; Macdonald
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and Wunsch, 1996; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984). For example, changes in Atlantic
thermohaline circulation have been implicated in abrupt climate changes in the last glaciation
(Clark et al., 2002). However, quantifying past thermohaline circulation and its impacts
on past climate is challenging, relying on the use of indirect methods and proxies. Such
proxies include estimates of ocean circulation changes from the eNd of manganese coatings
on planktonic foraminifera, or temperature and ice–volume–corrected salinity estimates
derived from foraminiferal d 18 O (Elderfield and Ganssen, 2000; Nürnberg et al., 1996;
Roberts et al., 2012; Rostek et al., 1993; Shackleton, 1974; Tachikawa et al., 2014). An ideal
salinity proxy would faithfully record either the Na or Cl component of seawater and remain
unaffected by alteration processes occurring in marine sediments. Other proxies based on the
concentrations of major seawater elements in biogenic carbonates have successfully been
developed, e.g. Mg/Ca as a proxy for temperature and B/Ca as a proxy for pH (Elderfield
and Ganssen, 2000; Yu and Elderfield, 2007; Yu et al., 2007). Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that studying the Na (a major seawater ion) content of foraminifera may provide
a worthwhile avenue for the development of an ocean salinity proxy (Anand et al., 2003;
Sanyal et al., 1995).
Concentrations of Na in foraminiferal calcite (⇠ 1500 ppm) are similar to those found in
most abiogenic, inorganically–precipitated, calcites and vary with the salinity of seawater,
Fig. 1.6 (de Nooijer et al., 2014; Ishikawa and Ichikuni, 1984; Terakado et al., 2010; Wit
et al., 2013). Foraminiferal Na/Ca has been proposed as a proxy for seawater salinity based
on the covariation of foraminiferal Na/Ca with seawater salinity (Wit et al., 2013). The use of
the Na/Ca salinity proxy remains under development, with questions about the incorporation
pathway of Na into the structure of calcite and the efficacy of the proxy prevailing. The
incorporation mode of Na into biogenic carbonate is poorly understood for three key reasons:
1. biological processes alter the micro–environment chemistry at the site of mineral
precipitation (Erez, 2003)
2. the mechanism of crystal growth is poorly constrained (Holland et al., 2017)
3. organic components are involved in controlling biomineralisation (Toyofuku et al.,
2017)
Each of these processes has the potential to alter the uptake of Na into foraminiferal calcitic
tests and exert unconstrained influences on Na concentration, therefore potentially confounding the use of Na/Ca of foraminiferal calcite as a salinity proxy. Moreover, the chemical
state of Na in CaCO3 minerals is poorly constrained with three distinct chemical modes of
incorporation proposed in the literature:
1. Na hosted directly in interstitial sites within the CaCO3 structure (along with K). This
model is based on inorganic precipitation experiments showing increasing Na content
in CaCO3 with increasing salinity conditions (Ishikawa and Ichikuni, 1984)
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2. Na substitutes directly for Ca within the CaCO3 structure, based on a NEXAFS
spectroscopy on a range of carbonate biominerals (Yoshimura et al., 2017)
3. A significant fraction of Na is hosted in organic layers in foraminiferal material, as
imaged by Atom Probe Tomography (APT) and Time–of–Flight Secondary Ionisation
Mass Spectrometry (ToF–SIMS) (Branson et al., 2016)
Each of these posited Na chemical environments imply unique Na incorporation mechanisms,
each with further implications for the development, understanding and application of any
Na/Ca salinity proxy based on foraminiferal test chemistry. Incomplete understanding of the
mechanism of Na incorporation into foraminiferal calcite leaves the Na/Ca salinity proxy
under–constrained.
In this chapter I report the use of synchrotron–based STXM to probe the sub–µm
scale distribution and chemical coordination states of Na in the symbiont bearing benthic
foraminifera Amphistegina lessonii. This approach aims to distinguish between the above
proposed chemical environments of Na in foraminifera tests. These data allow comparison
of periodic patterns of element incorporation to those observed previously for Mg and B.

4.2

Methodology

The distribution and coordination of Na in the foraminifera A. lessonii was characterised
using STXM in fluorescence mode. The experimental design followed methods previously
employed for the study of the same sample at the Mg–K and B–K absorption edges (Branson et al., 2013, 2015a). FIB milling was used to prepare an X–ray transparent wafer of
A. lessonii, Section 4.2.3. Image stacks were collected from large (⇠ 20 ⇥ 20µm) regions of
the foraminiferal specimen, Section 4.2.7, allowing the extraction of Na absorption maps by
considering whole images at specific energies, Section 4.2.8 and Fig. 4.7. Na spectra were
obtained by considering sub–regions at all energies in the image stack, Section 4.2.9 and
Fig. 4.8.

4.2.1

Culturing and Selection of Foraminifera

The A. lessonii specimen investigated here is the same as that studied by Branson et al. (2013,
2015a). Culturing of the sample has been described in Kaczmarek et al. (2015) and was
carried out with the specific aim of elevating B concentrations within the test. There are
no anticipated or documented effects of the culturing method on the concentrations of Na
incorporated into the biogenic carbonate.
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Focussed Ion Beam (FIB)

Focussed Ion Beam (FIB) microscopy is commonplace in materials science and technology
due to its ability to provide both high resolution imaging and micro–machining in one
platform (Volkert and Minor, 2007). A FIB microscope resembles a SEM, with the electron
beam replaced by an ion beam, Fig. 4.1. When used together with the appropriate optics this
set–up gives a bright, highly–focussed ion beam.

Fig. 4.1 Schematic of FIB–SEM system. Electrons from the SEM (red) can be used for imaging. The
focussed ion beam (FIB, blue), typically at an angle of b = 55 to the electron source, can be used
for imaging or micro–machining. The gas delivery system (GDS, green) can be used to enhance
the localised deposition of material. Any generated secondary electrons can also be detected by the
secondary electron detector (SED, orange).

Ion–solid interactions cause collision cascades creating damage of the sample surface to
depths of 10 – 100 nm (Sigmund, 1969, 1973). This depth is highly dependent on sample
surface chemistry, surface binding energy, and surface structure. Damage includes creation
and migration of lattice vacancies, point defects, dislocation formation, phase formation,
grain modification, amorphisation of the surface, implantation of the heavy ions, or other
detrimental effects (Volkert and Minor, 2007).
Secondary electrons generated by the incident beam can also crack hydrocarbons and
result in local deposition of the conducting material (typically initially deposited on to
SEM stubs before imaging), either Pt, W, or C. This enables micro–manipulation, including
operations such as sample lift out and removal, in the system (Volkert and Minor, 2007).
Cracking of organic–metallic metals that deposit Pt is not 100% efficient or complete hence
some additional matrix molecules (e.g. organic residues) are always deposited (Reyntjens,
2006). In this body of work this effect is considered to be negligible on the elements that
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are under investigation. These incompletely cracked molecules should have homogeneous
distributions and not show systematic distributions.

4.2.3

Sample Preparation

An X–ray transparent wafer was prepared for STXM analysis by FIB milling, Fig. 4.2 and
Section 4.2.2. This procedure followed an adapted methodology for preparation of TEM
lamella as outlined in Reyntjens (2006), described also in Branson et al. (2013, 2015a).
The standard procedure is modified for two reasons when preparing samples of calcium
carbonate material for investigation by STXM. Firstly, sections are larger than typical TEM
lamella. Secondly, a wedge–shaped sample is required to allow multiple sample thicknesses
to be examined in the same specimen. This design accounts for uncertainties in the required
thickness of samples for analysis by STXM.
The specimen was crushed with a flat scalpel blade, mounted on double–sided tape and
set in Epoxy resin using an EpoFix kit as is standard for preparation of petrographic slides.
Set resin blocks were cleaned with petroleum ether to remove traces of tape, then polished
using diamond paper and colloidal silica to expose sections of test fragments. The blocks
were carbon sputter coated, and subsequently imaged in an SEM in order to aid sample
location for milling in the FIB. FIB sections were cut perpendicularly to the polished surface,
bisecting the test wall. This is described in Branson et al. (2015a), modified after the process
described in Branson et al. (2013), based initially on the standard method for preparation of
TEM lamellae (Reyntjens, 2006). A protective platinum layer was deposited on the polished
surface, rough trenches were milled on three sides using 30 kV, 21 nA gallium beam, and
the shape refined using a lower current of 9.3 nA leaving a ⇠ 4 µm thick section. This
reduction in beam current continued throughout the milling and shape refinement process
to minimise surface sample damage. The section was freed using a low beam current of
2.8 nA, and transferred to a TEM grid using an OmniprobeTM micromanipulator. Once
attached, the shape was completed using 30 kV beam whilst decreasing the current, to form
a wedge section thinning from ⇠ 2µm to extinction along the short axis. FIB milling is
known to leave a layer of amorphous damage, the thickness of which is proportional to the
beam energy and varies with the angle of the beam relative to the sample (McCaffrey et al.,
2001). Low–angle milling was employed to minimise surface damage, and coupled with
high voltage milling for speed. The layer of amorphous damage has been measured to be at
⇠ 7.5 nm (Branson et al., 2015a).

4.2.4

Synchrotron Radiation

There are limitations with conventional laboratory X–ray sources: the producible energies are
constrained to specific l ; the generated radiation is incoherent; and the intensity of produced
energy is limited. For successful spectroscopy a highly tuneable source of incident radiation
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Fig. 4.2 SEM images showing the preparation of A. lessonii calcite wafer for STXM analysis. (a) A
layer of is platinum deposited over sample ROI (a) areas are roughly milled either side of the ROI (c)
a third side is milled, and the free–standing wafer section is cut around three sides, ready for lift–out,
(d) Omni–Probe is attached to the wafer with PT, (e) after lift–out the sample is aligned with a TEM
grid and attached with PT. The Omni–Probe is then cut free, (f) and the final section is further thinned
and polished, with sequentially lower energy. Image from (Branson, 2014).

is needed. This is difficult to achieve using laboratory X–ray tubes. Spectroscopic techniques
that use synchrotron radiation have the advantage that the incoming X–rays can be tuned
and/or scanned in energy. The high brilliance of third generation synchrotrons coupled with
the ability to focus down to the nanometre scale has opened up new areas of synchrotron
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spectroscopy. Performance of detectors has been improved and it is expected that the range
of available experiments will continue to grow.
Generation of Synchrotron Radiation
Synchrotron is shorthand term for synchrotron accelerator, which is a type of circular particle
accelerator. As electrons are accelerated synchrotron radiation is emitted. Synchrotron
X–rays are a highly intense source of X–rays, which are produced by accelerating electrons
close to the speed of light. Synchrotron accelerator electrons are generated in the electron gun,
and accelerated to close to the speed of light through (i) a linear accelerator, (ii) the ‘booster
ring’ and (iii) the main storage ring, Fig. 4.3. The electrons emit synchrotron radiation
every time their path is altered by magnets inside the storage ring. Electrons in the storage
ring produce photons each time the direction of the electrons is changed by magnets. The
magnets may be either bending magnets or Insertion Devices (IDs). The magnets increase
the brightness of the electron beam before generated light enters the beamline. The created
X–rays pass through to the experimental hutch and can be used in many different applications.
A beamline end station has components to focus and select the required wavelength of light
for the appropriate technique for the experiment, and detect or measure effects of the light as
it interacts with the sample.

4.2.5

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic methods measure the response of a system as a function of energy. The
measured energy may be the energy of the incident beam or the energy of outgoing particles.
Spatial distribution information can be found from methods including Energy Dispersive
X–ray Spectroscopy (EDX), for investigating individual elements, or Wavelength Dispersive
X–ray Spectroscopy (WDXS), for investigating the presence of specific elements, when
either system is used in conjunction within an SEM system.
Spectroscopic responses can be broadly split into three categories, in each case, incident
radiation is absorbed and results in excitation of an electron:
1. X–ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS): changes in absorption intensity are measured
as a function of incident energy. Generally, a core electron is excited to an unfilled
valence state, which can then relax via emission of a photon, or in a radiation–less
way resulting in the ejection of photoelectrons, Auger electrons and a cascade of low
energy secondary electrons.
2. X–ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS): directly ejected electrons are captured
and their energies measured to give information about the core or valence state from
whence the electrons came.
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Fig. 4.3 Synchrotron schematic. Electrons are generated from the electron gun, and accelerated close
to the speed of light through a linear accelerator, the ‘booster ring’, and in the main storage ring.
Inside the storage ring there are dipole magnets and IDs which alter the path of the electrons and
produce photons (X–rays). X–rays are used in the experimental hutch for a range of techniques.

3. X–ray Fluorescence (XRF): the response of emitted photons, produced during the
relaxation of excited states formed by photoabsorption at a given energy, is measured.
These three spectroscopic techniques are to some extent interlinked as both XPS and XRF
rely on on the absorption of incident radiation. Some techniques also take into consideration
the direction of the outgoing energy, such as in Angle Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy
(ARPES). The electronic state of a chemically bonded atom is different to that of the same
atom in an isolated state, primarily due to the redistribution of the outermost electrons
involved in the bonding. When an incoming photon has an energy equal to the difference
between two allowed electronic states in a transition, the photon is said to be resonant with
the transition. A photon of energy corresponding to a resonant frequency will be absorbed.
The absorption edge represents the resonant photon energy associated with the removal of
an electron. Outer electrons usually shield core–level electrons from the effects of chemical
bonding. Therefore, excitation of core–level electrons is only marginally affected by any
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changes in chemical bonding. However, these small changes in the binding energy of core
electrons (chemical shifts) due to different distributions of valence electrons can give valuable
data. The energy spectra of ejected photoelectrons can provide information on the chemical
nature of the sample being investigated.
The chemical coordination environment therefore yields information on element bonding
style. Coordination information about Na will discern whether it is present coordinated
with C, O, other elements, or a combination. In this way, information on the material in
which the Na is determined (i.e. it would elucidate whether the Na is in the biomineral
calcium carbonate, associated with an organic phase, such as a cell wall, or present in another
phase, such as salt crystals). Because of the composite micro–architecture of biominerals,
conclusively identifying which coordination environment Na is in requires determining
chemical coordinations at high spatial resolution. For these reasons, STXM was employed
in this investigation. Understanding the micron–scale distribution of elements may indicate
whether Na is incorporated in a particular biomineralisation, ontogenetic, or diagenetic stage.
In other foraminifera, distribution information may reveal whether the Na is associated with,
for example, gametogenic calcite. However, it is insufficient to know distribution information
alone and hence coordination measurements must be simultaneously collected.
Near Edge X–ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS)
NEXAFS, synonymous with X–ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES), describes
the fine structure features in an X–ray absorption spectrum from ⇠ 50 eV below to ⇠
150 eV above an absorption edge, Fig. 4.4. NEXAFS describes the multiple scattering of
photoelectrons that occurs giving information about neighbouring atoms. The positions of
peaks and shape in a NEXAFS spectrum are directly related to the nature of unoccupied
electronic states. Due to the near infinite number of combinations of absorber–scatterer
distances, theoretical quantum modelling of NEXAFS spectra are challenging, and hence
NEXAFS signals are routinely interpreted by comparison to known spectra.
After absorption of an X–ray photon by a core level electron (i.e. an electron not involved
in bonding), a photoelectron is generated. This photoelectron might not be ejected above the
ionisation threshold but may instead be promoted to an unoccupied, but bound, level. The
core hole resulting from the absorption process can be filled, either by the Auger process
(whereby inner–shell electron vacancy is accompanied by emission of an electron from
the same atom) or by capture of an electron from another shell followed by emission of a
fluorescent photon. In traditional photoemission experiments, the initial photoelectron itself
is measured, whereas in NEXAFS the fluorescence photon, Auger electron, or inelastically
scattered photoelectron is recorded. In photoemission spectroscopy, the final state of the
directly emitted electron captured in the detector is an extended free electron state. As
such, only excitations beyond the ionisation energy are possible and hence recorded. In
NEXAFS, the final state of bound photoelectrons can be measured, because the photoelectron
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itself does not need to be detected. Therefore, the effect of measuring fluorescent photons,
Auger electrons and directly emitted electrons is to sum over all possible final states of the
photoelectrons. Consequently, NEXAFS measures the total density of states of the initial
core level with all final states. In spectroscopy the final states are more susceptible to many
body effects than initial states, meaning that NEXAFS spectra are more easily calculable
than photoemission spectra (Willmott, 2011b).
Two main factors affect absorption intensity in the NEXAFS regime: the intrinsic probability of a transition from one state to another; and the density of states in which the excited
state is embedded. The lowest–energy NEXAFS signals occur below the absorption edge and
are referred to as pre–edge transitions. These pre–edge transitions are strongly influenced by
the symmetry of the local environment around the absorbing atom.

4.2.6

Scanning Transmission X–ray Microscopy (STXM)

Scanning Transmission X–ray Microscopy (STXM) is one of the many spectroscopic techniques now available due to the advances of synchrotron science. An overview of the use

Fig. 4.4 Schematic representation of regions of a typical XAS spectra around an absorption–edge.
The relative energy scale here is defined at the absorption–edge. The pre–edge region is shaded in
blue ⇠ –100–0eV, the NEXAFS region describing the multiple scattering events at ⇠ 0 – 100 eV
above the absorption edge in yellow, and the EXAFS region for single scattering events ⇠ 100+ eV in
red.
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of STXM for the study of environmental materials has been given in Redfern et al. (2017).
STXM is a sophisticated mode of ‘microspectroscopy’, in which the spectroscopic response
can be measured as a function of position in a heterogeneous sample at the nanometre–length
scale. This is in contrast to spectromicroscopy techniques such as PEEM, in which full
field images are recorded at different photon energies (Willmott, 2011b). STXM can be
thought of as raster scanning NEXAFS or EXAFS which can be carried out in XAS or XRF
modes, Fig. 4.5. Due to the spatial component of this technique, measuring powders is
unsuitable. Small samples can be prepared using micro–machining in a FIB–SEM system
(Section 4.2.2).

Fig. 4.5 Schematic diagram of STXM system after (Willmott, 2011b). Incident monochromatic
X–rays are focused to a few tens of nanometres using a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP). X–rays impinge on
the thin samples. The scanning stage is rastered and energy–dispersed transmitted X–ray signals are
recorded. Fluorescent photons and photoelectrons may also be recorded.

For experiments in the range 284–543 eV, the so–called ‘water–window’, STXM can be
particularly useful. Here, no experiments were carried out in this energy range and as such it
shall not be discussed further.
STXM can be performed in three modes:
Mapping mode: The sample is rastered across the focussed monochromatic X–ray beam
yielding a transmission map. Depending on the position of the photon energy relative to the
absorption edge, this rastering provides distribution of a given element. If energy resolution
is sufficient, it can provide the distribution of a chemical group. Rastering resolution and
reproducibility should be finer than the size of the X–ray focus.
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Spectrum mode: Sample remains fixed and photon energy is scanned. The transmitted
signal is recorded to give an absorption spectrum or Optical Density (OD). In spectrum mode
the sample drift during acquisition may be significantly larger than the theoretical ultimate
spatial resolution and may result in the X–ray spot moving off the sample region of interest.
This problem is resolved in the ‘z–stack’ mode whereby a sequence of maps at different
energies are recorded, Fig. 4.6. These maps can be aligned to one another using reference
points, such as holes or particularly strongly absorbing areas.
Surface sensitive mode: Typical escape depth of photoelectrons lie in the range 1–2 nm
and hence STXM in this mode becomes surface sensitive. The photoelectron yield is
measured using detectors such as channeltrons. In the mapping and spectrum modes above,
the transmitted signal is measured using a photon detector and hence STXM is considered
a ‘bulk’ technique, though the technique is limited to samples thin enough to provide a
detectable transmission.

Fig. 4.6 Schematic diagram of STXM operated in z–stack mode, modified from (Willmott, 2011b). A
specimen consists of two features, A and B. A is compound rich in element M1 , whilst B also contains
a high amount of M2 containing compounds. Spatially resolved absorption maps of the sample are
recorded over a range of energies. Two small features, labelled ‘x’, absorb strongly over the entire
energy range of interest, and are used as reference points to accurately align the images on top of one
another and thereby overcome any problems associated with sample drift. Spectra can be extracted
from this ‘z–stack’ by viewing any particular coordinate down through the stack, S1 and S2.
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4.2.7 STXM Data Acquisition and Processing
Imaging and spectroscopic analyses were conducted using the STXM at the synchrotron
beamline 11.0.2 of the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(ALS) (Bluhm et al., 2006; Hitchcock et al., 2010). The analysis beam has an energy
resolution of 0.1 eV, and was focussed to a diameter of ⇠ 50 nm using a 40 nm Zone
Plate. An OmniprobeTM TEM mount holding the foraminiferal FIB section was attached
to a proprietary aluminium STXM sample holder, designed to secure the specimen and
provide a conductive path across the sample surface, using carbon tape. Finely–powdered
reference materials were placed on SilsonTM Si3 N4 TEM windows. The sample chamber
was evacuated to 40 Pa and flooded with He gas to 35–40 kPa immediately before data
collection in order to minimise the absorption and scattering of X–rays by air.
Two types of STXM data were collected: on–edge absorption maps and NEXAFS
spectra. Absorption maps provide the spatial variation in the intensity of absorption at the
ionisation energy (i.e. ‘absorption edge’) of a particular element and, in the case of Na, are
approximately equivalent to elemental concentration maps. The position of the absorption
edge is influenced by the electronic configuration of the atom, with the post–edge region
containing features that arise from inelastic scattering from other atoms within the local
environment (out to approximately second nearest neighbours). This may include multiple
scattering and depends upon the coordination environment of the next–nearest–neighbour
atoms, and cannot be accurately modelled for most non–trivial materials. Experimentally–
acquired spectra must therefore be compared to reference materials when trying to interpret
atomic environment.
Data from reference materials were collected in absorption mode. Data from foraminiferal
specimens were collected in fluorescence mode, in view of the lower abundance of Na in the
specimens and the relatively low capture cross–section of sodium. Capture cross–section is a
way of quantifying and describing the probability of certain particle–particle interactions.
Lower capture cross–section means a lower probability of particle–particle interactions.
Spectra are noisy because of limits on instrument count time and the relatively low quantum
yield of the Na–K edge, meaning that the ratio of photons emitted to that of photons absorbed
is low. Absorption data were collected using a scintillation counter, and fluorescence data
were collected using an Amptek X123 Super–Solid Drift Detector (SDD).
Prior to data collection from the foraminifera, low–energy–resolution fast data collection
NEXAFS spectra were obtained in the range 1060–1120 eV to locate the Na–K edge. STXM
fluorescence images were then collected at the Na–K edge with increasing spatial resolution
to identify areas of interest in the sample, in which Mg and B had been measured previously
(Branson et al., 2013, 2015a). After identification, NEXAFS spectra were measured from
regions of interest by collecting image z–stacks spanning 1065–1105 eV. Fluorescence image
stacks were analysed using the package aXis2000 (Hitckcock, 1997). Spectra were extracted
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from multiple regions of interest within the image stack to assess the uniformity of the Na
coordination state within the foraminifera.
Data from reference materials were collected using line–scans containing signal from
both sample and background regions, between 1065–1105 eV. Line–scans were converted to
OD by normalising to background absorption intensity, I0 , where
OD =

log

I
I0

(4.1)

Spectra were extracted from the ‘on sample’ regions of the line–scan. A linear background
was calculated from the pre–edge region and subtracted from the absorption spectra.

4.2.8

Compilation of Elemental Maps

On–edge maps reveal the spatial distribution of elements within the foraminiferal FIB wedge.
Elemental distribution maps for each element are compiled by subtracting an off peak image
from an on peak image. For Na the elemental distribution map is compiled by subtracting
an image collected at 1060 eV from one collected at 1080 eV. For successful subtraction
images must first be aligned to one another, here by using structural features of the sample.
This is essential because as incident energy changes so does the effective perspective of view
causing an apparent drift of the sample, see Section 4.2.6 and Fig. 4.6. Data for Na, Mg
and B were measured in different sessions of synchrotron beam time, with identical Mg
distribution maps collected on the same sample during each experiment. This also allowed
elemental distribution maps to be aligned to one another, irrespective of the experimental
session in which they were obtained. Within each analytical session, elemental maps were
aligned using structural features of the sample.

4.2.9 NEXAFS Interpretation
NEXAFS has a much larger signal than EXAFS and so can be carried out at lower element
concentrations and at less than perfect sample conditions. Interpretations of NEXAFS spectra
is complicated because there is no simple analytical or physical description, see Section 4.2.5.
However, it is still possible to obtain information on the coordination environment and valence
state, which is difficult to determine experimentally in a non–destructive way. NEXAFS
can be analysed using a ‘fingerprinting’ method: by comparing collected spectra to those
of known standards, species and phases can be identified. Commonly, the shift of the edge
position is used to determine the valence state, whereas heights and positions of pre–edge
peaks can be used to empirically determine the oxidation state and coordination chemistry.
This fingerprinting form of analysis makes crude interpretation of NEXAFS easier than
EXAFS, despite the lack of complete understanding of all the spectral features present.
NEXAFS can be described qualitatively in terms of coordination chemistry, molecular
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orbitals, band structure, and multiple scattering. These phenomena are all related and depend
on the electronic states that the photo–electron can fill (Newville, 2004). Analysis of collected
spectra can be based on linear combinations of known spectra of model compounds. This
can be sufficient to deduce ratios of valence states and/or phases.

4.3

Results

On–edge maps reveal Na compositional banding in a similar manner to that seen previously
using ToF–SIMS, Fig. 4.7 (Branson et al., 2016). Na banding exhibits a broadly similar
periodicity to that observed for Mg and B in the same specimen, Fig 4.7 and Fig. 4.10
(Branson et al., 2013, 2015a). However, the number and relative intensity of the element
peaks varies between Mg, B, and Na.

Fig. 4.7 On–edge STXM map showing the distributions of Na, Mg, and B in the foraminifera
A. lessonii. The three elements exhibit clear banding in their distribution. Axes scales in µm. Grey
bars show position of data for elemental profiles, Fig. 4.10.

The amount of Na in low–concentration regions was below the detection limit, hence the
main contributions to the NEXAFS spectra of this foraminifera are from high–concentration
banded regions. For further discussion on how detection limits are calculated in such
experiments see the supplementary material of Branson et al. (2013). Spectra extracted from
different sub–regions of foraminifera are comparable, Fig. 4.8, foraminifera region 1 and
foraminifera region 2. The foraminiferal Na spectra are characterised by two broad peaks at
⇠ 1076 eV and ⇠ 1080 eV. The position of the peaks is the same in each sub–region, though
the post peak forms differ slightly. In foraminifera region 2 the intensity at ⇠ 1076 eV is
marginally lower than in foraminifera region 1, and though the peaks at ⇠ 1080 eV have
similar intensities the post peak shapes differ somewhat. These observations indicate that
Na coordination environment and chemical state do not vary significantly between high–Na
bands. The spectra are distinct from all of the mineral and organic reference materials that
were measured here and are published by Yoshimura et al. (2017).
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Fig. 4.8 Normalised spectra around the Na edge in A. lessonii and in reference materials. Foraminifera
region 1 and foraminifera region 2 are different subregions from which spectra were extracted in order
to determine whether the coordination of Na is spatially heterogeneous. The Y–axis is in arbitrary
units (A.U.).

4.4

Discussion

Na distribution maps and Na–K edge NEXAFS spectra were collected to characterise the
coordination state of Na in the benthic foraminifera A. lessonii at the sub–µm scale, Fig. 4.7
and Fig. 4.8. These data provide information on the chemical environment of Na within the
foraminiferal test, and reveal cyclic Na banding with a similar periodicity and pattern to that
previously observed for Mg and B banding in the same specimen, Fig. 4.10. Together, these
observations offer insights into the foraminiferal Na/Ca salinity proxy, and the mechanisms
of biomineralisation.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1
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Chemical Environment of Na and Na/Ca Salinity Proxy

Spectra of reference materials were linearly combined to evaluate whether they could explain
the observed sample spectra, Fig. 4.9. The sample spectra cannot be fully explained by any
combination of the reference spectra. The best fit for both sample spectra is produced by
a combination of Na2 SO4 and organic M. edulis foot. However, the best–fit spectra does
not reproduce the peak at ⇠ 1080 eV, which was not present in any reference spectrum.
The inclusion of all other reference materials reduced the goodness–of–fit to the sample
spectra. This implies that Na is hosted in an environment that is not represented in the suite
of reference materials.

Fig. 4.9 Measured NEXAFS spectra about the Na–K edge in two regions of foraminifera are fitted by
linear combinations of the measured standards presented in Fig. 4.8. Reference materials that do not
improve the fit are not shown.

Three possible mechanisms have been proposed for the incorporation of Na into foraminiferal
material:
1. Substitution of Ca for Na in the calcite structure (Yoshimura et al., 2017)
2. Incorporation of Na into interstitial sites within the mineral (Ishikawa and Ichikuni,
1984)
3. Association of Na with organic components embedded in the test (Branson et al., 2016)
Each of these mechanisms has distinct implications for the interpretation of the Na/Ca
proxy.
If Na is primarily hosted in heterogeneously distributed organic material it may be subject
to biological controls that are independent of salinity, and could be affected by distinct
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diagenetic processes, compared to calcite–hosted trace elements. Yet, if the Na is substituted
for Ca within the calcite structure, its NEXAFS spectra would be expected to be most
similar to Na2 CO3 , or possibly NaHCO3 . The calcite cation site has an 8–fold coordination,
making the Na2 CO3 (8–fold and 6–fold) more likely to contain a homologous chemical
environment than NaHCO3 (6–fold). The spectrum of Na2 CO3 has a broad principal peak at
⇠ 1078 eV, slightly, but significantly, lower in energy than the second peak observed from
the foraminifera sample (1079.5–1080 eV) and a pre–peak at ⇠ 1075.5 eV, more similar to,
but still significantly lower than that observed in the foraminifera, ⇠ 1076 eV. The spectrum
of NaHCO3 is distinct from the foraminiferal Na spectra, with a main peak at ⇠ 1077.5 eV
and two higher–energy peaks at ⇠ 1082 eV and ⇠ 1085.5 eV. Note that although energy
shifts between the standards and the specimen measured here seem subtle, they are above the
energy resolution of the instrument (0.1 eV) and represent significant differences.
Yoshimura et al. (2017) measured and compared the atomic environment of Na via
NEXAFS in Na–bearing standards, biological aragonites, and calcites, including foraminiferal
material from Globigerinoides sacculifer and Orbulina universa. Although the STXM–based
NEXAFS measurements carried out here and the NEXAFS measurements of bulk samples
conducted in Yoshimura et al. (2017) provide similar energy resolutions for the spectra, the
data differ in terms of spatial resolution. Measurements of bulk samples precludes the determination of any spatial inhomogeneity in samples by Yoshimura et al. (2017). Yoshimura
et al. (2017) reason that spectra collected from the biogenic calcites and inorganically precipitated calcites are sufficiently similar to suggest that the Na is in the same coordination
environment in both types of material (Yoshimura et al., 2017). However, this is not the most
congruous explanation. Though the energy shifts observed by Yoshimura et al. (2017) are
subtle, they are above the resolution of the instrument and therefore represent real differences.
Hence, the Na NEXAFS spectra from foraminifera cannot be fitted by combinations of the
sodium carbonate (Na2 CO3 ) or bicarbonate (NaHCO3 ) spectra. Thus the chemical environment of Na in Na2 CO3 or NaHCO3 is not the same as that of the Na that measured in the
foraminiferal material in this study. The discrepancy between the Na environment measured
in the foraminiferal material and the Na environments measured in standards suggests that Na
is not incorporated by direct substitution for Ca, since it does not display the characteristics
of an 8–fold site within a crystalline carbonate structure. It is therefore possible that either
Na is present in interstitial sites, in organic material, or some combination of the two.
The NEXAFS spectra of Na incorporated into organic material, for example, the spectrum
of powdered Mytilus edulis foot, or of the soluble organic material presented inYoshimura
et al. (2017), typically show strongest absorption close to the main edge, at around 1077 eV,
similar to the broad pre–edge peak in the foraminiferal Na spectra, ⇠ 1080 eV, Fig. 4.8.
The spectra from organically–hosted Na are weaker and less structured than those of the
crystalline phases, and harder to detect in the presence of other, more ordered phases. Thus,
the presence of organically–hosted Na cannot be excluded. This is consistent with APT
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and ToF–SIMS mapping of an organic template in O. universa which was found to be
enriched in Mg and Na, and hence locally influencing shell composition (Branson et al.,
2016). Additionally, it cannot be ruled out that some Na is incorporated into the crystalline
carbonate in distorted or disordered interstitial sites, as might be suggested by the structured
spectra with maxima at 1076 and 1080 eV, observed both in this study and by Yoshimura et al.
(2017). However, the possibility that a significant amount of the Na is hosted heterogeneously
in organic material is corroborated by the patterns seen in banding, Fig. 4.10.

4.4.2

Charge Balance

The similar ionic sizes of Ca2+ and Na+ favour incorporation of Na into calcite (Blundy and
Wood, 1994), however, charge neutrality is not maintained in this substitution. Na+ ions
present in the CaCO3 lattice require charge balance to maintain electroneutrality, which may
occur by multiple plausible methods. For example, Na+ was found to be incorporated into
abiogenic calcites in precipitation experiments as EuNa(CaCO3 )2 (Gabitov et al., 2017),
corroborated by spectroscopic data suggesting the incorporation of REE into calcite is
accompanied by the incorporation of Na+ (Gabitov et al., 2017; Marques Fernandes et al.,
2008; Schmidt et al., 2008; Voigt et al., 2017). Testing the presence of such coupled–
substitution mechanisms is not plausible from the data collected, but may be testable by
using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) if the REE has an odd number of protons.
However, such coupled REE–Na incorporation is not in agreement with measured partition
coefficients, KREE (Terakado and Masuda, 1988). Rather, based on observations of Li and
Na partitioning with salinity, it is suggested that these elements are incorporated interstitially
into calcite (Ishikawa and Ichikuni, 1984; Marriott et al., 2004; Terakado and Masuda, 1988).
It is plausible that charge is balanced by the presence of HCO3 - instead of CO3 2- , or that
vacancies within the CaCO3 structure compensate as is the case for spinel. Such charge
imbalances and subsequent altervalent ion substitutions would affect the NEXAFS spectra
around the Na–K edge, however, the effects of various Na incorporation mechanisms on the
NEXAFS spectra cannot be modelled due to quantum dynamic effects. It is also possible
that charge neutrality is not maintained, and that due to the charge imbalance the crystal
system is not in equilibrium.

4.4.3

Na Banding: Implications for Biomineralisation

Distributions of Mg and B measured in the same specimen previously have been collated
with the results for Na (Branson et al., 2013, 2015a). These distribution patterns have
been interpreted in context of biomineralisation processes. Maps of these three elements
show similar periodicities (⇠ 3µm, Fig. 4.7), but exhibit distinct banding patterns within
each period. Each period likely represents a separate growth cycle for the foraminiferal
test, Fig. 4.10 (Fehrenbacher et al., 2017). The variability of Na, Mg, and B within each
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cycle excludes Rayleigh fractionation as a primary driving mechanism for this heterogeneity,
which would predict coincident variations in all three elements (Elderfield et al., 1996). If
fractionation were occurring during calcification, the incompatible elements (i.e., Mg, B,
and Na) elements would not be incorporated into the calcite and so would accumulate in
calcifying fluid over time. Therefore, concentrations of these trace elements would be low at
the start of calcification and increase as calcification proceeds. Rather, two distinct banding
modes are evident in the data. The most consistent periodicity is a simultaneous Na and Mg
maxima. Between these peaks, there are more complex variations in Na, Mg and B, with no
clear repeating pattern.
The coincident Na and Mg maxima is consistent with the presence of an organic layer
laid down at the start of each calcification event that is enriched in both Na and Mg (Branson
et al., 2016; Erez, 2003). However, this is at odds with previous analyses of A. lessonii
which showed that ⇠ 98% of the Mg is directly substituted for Ca in the calcite structure
(Branson et al., 2013). Alternatively, the composition of the layer of calcite deposited at the
start of calcification may have a distinct geochemistry, driven by interactions with an organic
template, or a variability in crystal precipitation mechanism. In either case, the relative
regularity of the coincident Na and Mg maxima suggest that it is a consistent marker of a
calcification event.

Fig. 4.10 Elemental intensity profiles taken from the grey bars shown in Fig. 4.7. Dashed lines denote
high Mg, high Na, low B bands. Growth proceeds from right to left across the section. The sample
has been prepared such that grey boxes seen in Fig. 4.7 correspond to a region running along the
growth direction for the test.
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The more complex variability evident after the simultaneous Na and Mg maxima (i.e.
⇠ 2µm, 3.7µm, 5µm, and ⇠ 8.8µm) has no clear, repeating pattern. This disjunction could
be caused by asynchronicity between the timing of calcification events, and factors affecting
micro–environment chemistry, e.g. feeding, symbiont activity, Rayleigh fractionation. For
example, if chamber formation does not always occur at the same time of day, the calcite
overlying the initial Na and Mg maxima would be formed in a distinct micro–environment,
resulting in distinct geochemical patterns (Holland et al., 2017). Thus, the complex hetero-

Fig. 4.11 (a), (d) and (g) Show the detrended intensities of elements across the specimen. (b), (e) and
(h) show elemental cross plots and (c), (f) and (i) show cross plot predictions created by fitting two
sinusoidal curves to each of the elemental trends in (a), (d) and (g) respectively and combining them.
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geneity observed in the specimen is likely the result of two, asynchronous processes that
cause banding, driven by both the initiation of calcification, and variable micro–environment
chemistry. Such asynchronicity in spatial correlations is modelled and compared to elemental
cross plots, Fig. 4.11. The predicted cross plots are created by first fitting a sinusoidal
curve to the detrended intensities of elements across the specimen and then adding the fitted
curves to give expected cross plots. The idealised predictions replicate the broad scale trends
of observed cross plots, indicating that the patterns observed are due to multiple cyclical
processes occurring asynchronously. These observations are generally in agreement with
ToF–SIMS spatial maps of Na and Mg in planktonic O. universa, O. bilobata, N. duterti, and
G. bulloides (Bonin et al., 2019). In O. universa Na and Mg distributions were found to be
anti–phase initially but Na bands shift over time to become decoupled from Mg bands as the
foraminifera moves through its ontogeny. Mg2+ and Na+ ion pumping mechanisms during
calcification and kinetic effects during precipitation have been suggested to partly explain
this apparent de–coupling of Mg and Na banding (Bonin et al., 2019).

4.5

Conclusions

Na in the test of A. lessonii is spatially heterogeneous, exhibiting banding similar to that
seen previously for B and Mg. NEXAFS spectra at the Na–edge are not consistent with Na
directly substituting for calcium within the biogenic calcite test of A. lessonii, but rather
indicate that Na is incorporated in a more complex chemical environment. The measurements
presented here do not correspond to any known crystalline coordination state for Na, and do
not suggest that all Na is hosted within organic components within the test. Rather, the results
suggest that Na is incorporated both into interstitial sites within the calcite, and possibly
hosted in organic material embedded within the test. If Na/Ca is to be developed as a salinity
proxy, the differences in Na incorporation between inorganic precipitates and foraminiferal
calcite suggested by the data must be understood, and the preservation of organic–hosted Na
in marine sediments must be considered. The periodicity and the heterogeneous nature of
Na incorporation suggests a degree of biological control over the uptake for Na into the test.
Comparison to previously observed Mg and B heterogeneity suggests that compositional
banding is driven by both chamber addition processes, and variations in micro–environment
chemistry.

Chapter 5
Ptychographic Imaging of Rare Earth
Elements in Foraminifera
Deep ocean circulation has played a vital role in climate change on millennial– to million–
year time–scales. From records of past chemical, trace element, and REE distribution
patterns in the deep ocean, circulation patterns and changes can be reconstructed back in time.
REEs found in association with foraminiferal tests provide one archive of these chemical
distributions. However, there is little consensus on the underlying mechanisms that result in
foraminifera acquiring these chemical signatures. A major barrier to understanding these
mechanisms has been the lack of observational data revealing the distribution of REEs
within the foraminiferal tests. Conclusively characterising the distribution of REEs found
in association with foraminifera will allow underlying mechanisms of REE based proxies
to be understood, fundamental for the development and continued use of such proxies. In
this Chapter ptychographic imaging at the Neodymium–L (Nd–L ) edge is used to reveal the
micron–scale distribution of Nd in the planktic foraminifera Neogloboquadrina pachyderma.
These data allow us to demonstrate that Nd is distributed on the outer and inner surfaces
of the foraminifera, as previously hypothesised. This is good news of the use of Nd in
proxy records for past Nd isotope records and hence water circulation. The applications and
extensions to other elements are discussed, with possible hope for revival for the Cd proxy.

5.1

Introduction

To understand the geological record of climate change it is necessary to understand the
variability of ocean chemistry and circulation. Global climate is affected by the movement
and circulation of water, heat, chemicals and gases within the oceans, and their subsequent
exchange with the atmosphere (Broecker, 1982b; Denton et al., 2010; Houghton et al.,
1995; Macdonald and Wunsch, 1996; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984). It is possible to
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understand ocean circulation by using tracers of ocean water masses, such as the chemistry
of trace and rare earth elements (Broecker and Peng, 1982). Neodymium isotopes, e Nd ,
have been increasingly used as proxy to reconstruct water sources and ocean circulation on
million–year to millennial time–scales over long length–scales. Ocean water masses have
characteristic e Nd signatures, a product of trace element provenance and water circulation
(Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1982). One way to reconstruct ocean e Nd is by measuring e Nd of
post–depositional Fe–Mn oxide coatings precipitated on planktic foraminifera (Goldstein
and Hemming, 2003; Roberts et al., 2010). Though foraminifera from sea–floor sediment
cores provide a promising archive of seawater e Nd , problems in utilising the proxy persist as
questions remain; what is the fidelity of e Nd signals in association with foraminifera? How
and when do the e Nd signatures become associated with foraminifera (Howe et al., 2016;
Roberts et al., 2010)? One way to to answer these questions is to look at the distribution of Nd
in association with foraminifera. However, due to the low concentrations of Nd, distribution
measurements have not been possible and therefore direct observations are currently lacking.
In this Chapter ptychography is used to give preliminary results of the distribution of Nd
in the planktic foraminifera Neogloboquadrina pachyderma. The results and implications
for ocean circulation and palaeoclimate reconstructions are discussed along with further
extensions to the experiments.

5.1.1

Ocean Circulation

Ocean circulation patterns are influenced by internal salt and external water vapour transport,
with changes in ocean overturning affecting regional climate on long– and short–time–scales
by redistributing heat to high latitudes (Bigg et al., 2003; Boyle, 1988; Broecker and Denton,
1989; Clark et al., 2002; Houghton et al., 2001; Piotrowski et al., 2004; Reid, 1979; Warren,
1983). Ocean circulation patterns can be determined from salinity and water potential
temperatures, two ‘conservative’ tracers that effectively define a water mass.
A conservative tracer is one that is chemically and biologically inactive, and not altered
in the system over time (Bigg et al., 1988; Broecker and Peng, 1982). Physical tracers are
not only difficult to measure in present conditions, but also to reconstruct back through
time (Broecker and Peng, 1982). Hence, chemical tracers such as oxygen, phosphorus, and
silicon, are routinely used to add valuable independent information on the movement of water
(Boyle, 1988; Wust, 1978). Nevertheless, such chemical tracers may be affected by other
processes, namely nutrient cycling (Boyle, 1988; Broecker et al., 1985; Wust, 1978). Despite
the non–conservative behaviour of the aforementioned tracers, they can be useful because
their initial signatures often eclipse the effects of their chemical reactivity in determining
large–scale oceanic chemical distributions (Boyle, 1988; Wust, 1978).
Numerous proxies have been proposed to study the conditions of past oceans (Boyle,
1988): grain size and mineralogy of advected particles (Boyle, 1988); the palaeomagnetic
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properties of sediments (Kent, 1982); and the carbon and oxygen isotope (d 13 C and d 18 O)
composition of benthic foraminifera (Curry et al., 1988; Duplessy et al., 1988). However,
there is no simple correspondence between palaeocirculation and palaeoclimate because few
proxies serve as true tracers of water masses. Palaeocirculation studies based on d 13 C and
Cd/Ca ratios are numerous, but not without flaws (Boyle, 1988; Boyle and Keigwin, 1987;
Curry et al., 1988; Delaney, 1990; Raymo et al., 1990; Shackleton et al., 1983; Woodruff
and Savin, 1989). d 13 C and Cd/Ca ratios can be affected by changes in (palaeo)productivity
unrelated to circulation, such as transfer between carbon reservoirs in the hydrosphere and
the geosphere. Both d 13 C and Cd/Ca based proxies are also affected by nutrient cycling,
and so may not reflect only the composition of the water mass but also its age, e.g. Delaney
(1990); Raymo et al. (1990). This has provided the need to develop other proxies to study
past ocean circulation, the most promising of which involve the REEs.

5.1.2

Rare Earth Elements (REEs)

Rare Earth Elements (REEs)1 have proved a useful tool in the study of marine chemistry.
REEs are generally found in low concentrations in surface waters and show increasing
enrichment with depth in the water column (Bertram and Elderfield, 1993; Elderfield, 1988;
Goldstein and Hemming, 2003; Lacan et al., 2012). Relative abundances of REEs have been
used to track changes in oceans and sediments throughout geological time, for example
by determining water sources and sediment depositional environments (e.g. Bender et al.
(1971); Elderfield and Greaves (1982); Elderfield et al. (1981); Glasby (1973); Piepgras and
Wasserburg (1980); Piper (1974)). Three subtleties in the chemical similarity of the REEs has
allowed them to be used as tools in the study of marine chemistry (Elderfield and Greaves,
1982):
1. Partitioning of REEs between marine phases may fractionate light and heavy elements
due to variation in stability constants of REE complexes.
2. REEs are mainly trivalent, however Ce and Eu can have other valencies which may
then fractionate relative to their 3+ ions as a function of redox potential.
3. Some REEs are weakly radioactive. Radioactive elements include Ce, Dy, Er, Eu, Gd,
La, Lu and Nd.
These properties mean that REEs may be used to (i) constrain the source and (ii) depositional environments of modern sediments and (iii) aid in understanding oceanic geochemical
cycles (Bender et al., 1971; Boyle et al., 1976a; Elderfield and Greaves, 1982; Froelich and
1 The

REEs are Scandium (Sc), Yttrium (Y) and the 15 lanthanides, Cerium (Ce), Dysprosium (Dy), Erbium
(Er), Europium (Eu), Gadolinium (Gd), Holmium (Ho), Lanthanum (La), Lutetium (Lu), Neodymium (Nd),
Praseodymium (Pr), Promethium (Pm), Samarium (Sm), Terbium (Tb), Thulium (Tm), and Ytterbium (Yb).
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Andreae, 1981; Glasby, 1973; Hydes, 1979; Robertson and Fleet, 1976; Sclater et al., 1976;
Wildeman and Haskin, 1973). Measured geochemical profiles can be interpreted in terms of
known hydrographical and chemical features, and in terms of element supply and removal
processes (Boyle et al., 1976b; Elderfield and Greaves, 1982). The processes that elements
may be subject to include organic matter regeneration, aeolian deposition, hydrothermal
input, diffusion from bottom sediment, and particle scavenging. However, many of the
processes are interlinked and can cause conflation of geochemical signals. Nd is one of the
REEs and measuring Nd isotopes provides a possible solution to the mixing of water mass
and palaeoproductivity signals.

5.1.3

Neodymium

Neodymium, Nd, has been identified as a quasi–conservative tracer of water masses, meaning
that the residence time of Nd in the ocean is less than the time for whole ocean mixing
(Albarède and Goldstein, 1992; Bertram and Elderfield, 1993; Jeandel, 1993; Jeandel et al.,
1998; Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1987; Piepgras and Jacobsen, 1988; Piepgras and Wasserburg,
1982; Shimizu et al., 1994; Tachikawa et al., 2003). Nd isotopes are commonly expressed as
eNd , defined as:
eNd =

⇣

143 Nd/144 Nd
Sample
143 Nd/144 Nd
BulkEarth

⌘
1 ⇥ 104

(5.1)

Seawater masses have characteristic eNd values which are a product of the isotopic
composition (i.e. the Sm/Nd age) of rocks which are weathered, dissolved and transported
by rivers from the continents into the ocean basins (Albarède and Goldstein, 1992; Bertram
and Elderfield, 1993; Frank, 2002; Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1980; von Blackenburg and
Igel, 1999). Changes in eNd of a water mass over geological time may be due to changes
in water flow or changes in provenance of eNd . Weathering or erosion of a continental
landmass will result in increased presence in the ocean of tracers with an isotopic signature
of the landmass (von Blackenburg and Igel, 1999). e Nd has been studied on Fe–Mn oxides
leached from bulk detrital sediment (Piotrowski et al., 2005); however, signatures from
such material may be affected by horizontal advection of sediments or leaching during
measuring and thus complicate reconstructions of deep water characteristics (McCave, 2002).
Archives of authigenic (formed in their current position) phases include, ferromanganese
coatings on sediments (Piotrowski et al., 2004), fossil fish teeth (Martin and Hayey, 2000),
deep–sea corals (van de Flierdt et al., 2006), benthic foraminifera (Klevenz et al., 2008),
and ferromanganese crusts (Reynolds et al., 1999). Ferromanganese crusts and coatings
differ in their length scales: crusts are large in scale and are visible in hand specimen,
whereas coatings are small in scale and grow on individual grains. Ferromanganese crusts
and coatings are hydrogenous deposits of Fe– and Mn– oxides and oxyhydroxides which
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have recorded the dissolved metal isotope composition of ambient deep water back to 60 Ma
(Burton et al., 1997; Frank et al., 1999; Hein et al., 1997; O’Nions et al., 1998; Reynolds
et al., 1999). These archives are often limited in abundance, geographical availability, and
may be susceptible to contamination from volcanic and ice–rafted debris precluding their
use in high–resolution records. It is thought that the ferromanganese coatings present on
the unparalleled archive of spatially and temporally abundant planktic foraminifera are less
vulnerable to such problems. This provided motivation for developing the use of Fe–Mn
oxide coatings in proxy reconstructions of water mass circulation as established by Palmer
and Elderfield (1985) and developed further by Roberts et al. (2010).
e Nd is now routinely measured on authigenic phases to reconstruct the e Nd composition
of past seawater, ocean water mass inputs, and circulation. Because authigenic e Nd is a water
mass tracer that is independent of biological processes, changes in water mass source and
nutrient regeneration can be deconvolved (Frank, 2002; von Blackenburg, 1999). For example,
Glacial–Interglacial (GIG) changes in North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) have been studied
using e Nd (Howe et al., 2016). Nutrient–based proxies have shown that circulation in the
Atlantic during the LGM was vastly different to that of the modern oceans (Curry and Oppo,
2005; Howe et al., 2016; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007; Marchal and Curry, 2008). However,
the magnitude and underlying causes of this difference over time remains contentious: though
nutrient based proxies suggest large differences between Atlantic circulation in the LGM and
modern ocean, reconstructions based on e Nd suggest that the change in Atlantic circulation
over geological time is instead at least partially due to the biological pump and not only slow
circulation (Howe et al., 2016).
When e Nd is used in conjunction with other oceanographic proxies, ocean circulation and
changes in climate can be faithfully reconstructed (Roberts et al., 2010). Planktic foraminifera
which have not been chemically cleaned provide a promising archive of deep ocean palaeoceanographic signals free from contamination from detrital (weathering) material. In order to
fully exploit the foraminiferal archive and employ it as a proxy, it is necessary to understand
the mechanisms by which Nd signals become associated with planktic foraminifera. The
mechanisms by which the Nd found in association with foraminiferal material is acquired
can be explored by understanding the spatial distribution of REEs within the foraminifera.

5.1.4

Nd in Association with Foraminifera

Nd is present in foraminiferal calcite at low concentrations. Measurements of the concentration of Nd in foraminiferal calcite vary (⇠ 0.106 µmol/ mol Ca to ⇠ 8 nmol/ mol Ca)
but tend to be lower than materials that include authigenic phases (61–1500 nmol/ mol Ca
in cleaned foraminifera from sediment cores) Palmer and Elderfield (1985); Pomiès et al.
(2002). Therefore, high Nd concentrations found in association with planktic foraminifera
in sediment cores are probably due to metal oxide coatings on foraminiferal tests (Pomiès
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et al., 2002). Fe–Mn oxide coatings have been shown to precipitate onto sediment particles,
including foraminifera, in the sediment column. This process occurs at the sediment–water
interface (Palmer and Elderfield, 1985; Piotrowski et al., 2005). Sediment particles retain
bottom water Nd signatures because they remain in contact with Nd–rich bottom waters for
longer than with any other water masses (Roberts et al., 2010).
Roberts et al. (2012) carried out a study to determine how, when, and where REEs
become associated with foraminiferal material as it settles through the water column and is
eventually buried into the sediment. Concentrations and distributions of REEs were measured
on planktic foraminifera collected from sediment traps, plankton tows, and sediment cores
(Roberts et al., 2012).
Foraminifera living in surface waters were found to have Nd concentrations in concordance with ambient seawater, whereas sediment trap samples record intermediary Nd
concentrations between those of surface– and deep– water (Roberts et al., 2012). LAICPMS
of core–top foraminifera suggests that much of the REEs are found between the inner layers of calcite. Planktic foraminifera build their tests by progressive chamber addition. In
the idealised case of perforate foraminifera, each time a new chamber is added, the previous chambers are covered by a further layer of calcite, resulting in a laminated structure,
Fig. 1.4 (a) (Erez, 2003; Hemleben et al., 1976). Though the relationship of gametogenesis in
Neogloboquadrinids is far from completely understood, the non–symbiotic, planktic species
N. pachyderma is known to exhibit normal lamellar calcification (Jonkers et al., 2016). The
‘inner layers’ of calcite referred to in Roberts et al. (2012) are the inner layers of the aforementioned laminated structure of the test. Foraminifera from sediment cores acquire chemical
signatures of bottom waters, with the concentrations of REEs increasing up to 10–fold at
the sediment–water interface (Roberts et al., 2012). The putative origin of elevated REE
concentrations in association with foraminifera found in sediment cores is the adsorption and
complexation of REE 3+ ions between inner layers of calcite. The source of the REE ions
is not thought to be biological in origin, but rather the remineralisation of oxide phases in
chemical equilibrium with bottom waters (Roberts et al., 2012). Comparisons of samples
from the three environments and calculations suggest that of the Nd found in association with
foraminiferal material, ⇠ 80% is extraneous to the carbonate structure, located in authigenic
metal oxides and organic matter which form in the water column, and the remaining ⇠ 20%
is thought to be biogenically incorporated into the calcite structure. Roberts et al. (2012)
have proposed a method by which Nd isotopic signatures become associated with planktic
foraminiferal material, though direct observations of the spatial distribution of Nd within
a single foraminifera is lacking. Due to the low concentration of Nd in association with
foraminiferal material it is not possible to measure its distribution by Electron MicroProbe
Analysis (EMPA), LAICPMS, or NanoSIMS.
Two key questions persist with reference to trace element and REE proxies using
foraminifera (i) how are trace elements incorporated into, or how do trace elements be-
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come associated with, foraminiferal material? This question may be answer by asking (ii)
where are trace elements found in foraminiferal material? This chapter aims to answer these
questions using synchrotron ptychographic imaging to measure the distribution of Nd found
in association with foraminiferal material.

5.2

Ptychographic Imaging

The planktic foraminifera Neogloboquadrina pachyderma was imaged using synchrotron
ptychography, a CDI technique, above and below the NdL–1 edge to reveal the distribution of
Nd in the test.

5.2.1

Coherent Diffraction Imaging (CDI)

Coherent Diffraction Imaging (CDI) is a ‘lensless’ imaging technique for reconstructing the
image of nanoscale structures, e.g. de Jong et al. (2016); Marchesini et al. (2003); Pfeifer et al.
(2006); Vartanyants et al. (2005); Zuo et al. (2003). The technique may also be referred to as
diffraction microscopy or single–shot diffractive imaging. Unlike traditional microscopies
which employ lenses, in CDI the phase of the diffracted wave is not recorded, resulting in
the so–called ‘phase problem’, Section 5.2.3. Reconstruction algorithms aim to retrieve
the lost phase information, Section 5.2.4. Reconstruction of an image is carried out using
computational methods, instead of the lens used in traditional imaging.
In the generalised case the sample is isolated, scatters highly coherent light, and the
far field (Fraunhofer regime) diffraction pattern is collected, Fig. 5.1. In the reconstruction
the inverse Fourier transform (typically carried out by an objective lens in imaging) is
instead carried out by mathematical computation that iterates between Fourier space and

Fig. 5.1 Schematic of Coherent Diffraction Imaging (CDI). Coherent light impinges on the sample
and diffracts. Diffraction patterns are collected and oversampled in the far field regime (image from
Rodriguez et al. (2013)). The phases of the object are retrieved by an algorithm. The reconstructed
image is a complex valued transmission map.
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real space. The reconstruction converts the reciprocal space diffraction pattern into a real
space image. A complex–valued transmission map encoding the absorption and phase shift
of the specimen is generated from the recorded diffraction patterns in the reconstruction,
Section 5.2.4, (Rodenburg et al., 2007; Thibault et al., 2009). CDI and its extensions require a
highly coherent light source and therefore cannot be carried out using conventional laboratory
sources.
CDI bridges the resolution gap between optical and electron microscopy (maximum
resolution ⇠ 2 µm and 0.2 nm respectively). The power of CDI techniques lie in the fact that
the specimen is sampled on such a fine scale that the phase of the sample can be recovered, a
problem which Sayre (1952) suggested could be solved by ‘oversampling’ crystal diffraction
patterns. Oversampling involves sampling the diffraction intensity at a frequency finer than
the Nyquist interval. This renders the number of independent equations of the intensities
equal to or greater than the number of unknown variables describing the sample structure.
Therefore the phase information of the diffracted wave is, in principle, encoded in the
diffraction intensities (Miao et al., 1998; Sayre, 1952). Due to this oversampling, quantitative
phase information can be recovered from CDI with high resolution and sensitivity. Diffraction
patterns formed in the Fraunhofer far field regime are related to the optical transmission
function, T(x,y) , of an object via the Fourier transform. The aim of CDI is to directly
reconstruct the transmission function of a specimen from its measured diffraction pattern. In
hard X–ray microscopy, lenses and image forming optics have at least one limitation: low
efficiency, strong aberrations, or low numerical aperture. Lensless imaging techniques such
as CDI provide a way to overcome inefficient X–ray lenses, the limitations of STXM, and
provide a method to obtain phase contrast information. However, unlike with other traditional
microscopies, restrictions when using CDI include time penalties from mapping (rather than
full–field imaging), small–bandwidth monochromatic beam, computations, and the inability
to obtain a large field of view (Dierolf et al., 2010).

5.2.2

Ptychography

Ptychography is a type of CDI characterised by translational invariance, i.e. the same
response (diffraction pattern) is produced by the system (probe interacting with sample)
irrespective of how the input is changed (i.e. moved). The sample is scanned with a constant
illumination function and diffraction patterns are collected from several different known
positions with overlapping illumination, Fig. 5.2. As with CDI the specimen is oversampled,
and the additional information from collecting diffraction patterns from overlapping regions
of the sample introduces redundancy into the data. This redundancy allows phase retrieval
algorithms to reconstruct unique solutions for both the incident probe and the specimen
transmission function. Ptychography is a robust scanning microscopy variant and extension
of CDI, giving the electron density within a specimen where the spatial resolution is, in theory,
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic of overlapping illumination on a specimen in ptychography. The specimen is
represented by the black star and the probe footprint on the specimen from which diffraction patterns
are generated is represented by the red circles. Diffraction patterns originate from several different
points with overlapping illumination.

only limited by the wavelength of the incident light. In practice ptychography gives higher
spatial resolutions than currently available with conventional optics. X–ray ptychography
may also be referred to as Scanning X–ray Diffraction Microscopy (SXDM), and can be
thought of as a hybrid between coherent X–ray CDI and STXM. The technique combines
the high penetration depth of hard X–rays with the sensitivity of lensless imaging, i.e. is
unaffected by lens–induced aberrations or diffraction effects otherwise limited by numerical
aperture. X–ray ptychography can thus produce high resolution sample images without the
need for extensive sample preparation or optics (Pfeiffer, 2017). Unlike other CDI methods,
ptychography does not rely on assumptions of homogeneity or negligible absorption (Dierolf
et al., 2010). In STXM the integrated signal is recorded, whereas in ptychography the
transmitted signal is spatially resolved using an area detector.
The specimen is scanned in a perpendicular direction to the highly coherent incident
X–ray beam to give diffraction patterns, Fig. 5.3. Though the beam is often already highly
confined, it may be further limited in extent by a pinhole. The resultant coherent and
confined illumination function is referred to as the probe. The produced diffraction patterns
are collected at many overlapping points on the sample and measured in the far field, or
Fraunhofer, diffraction regime. The ‘folding’ of the diffraction or speckle features means
that each portion of the sample that is measured is oversampled, introducing redundancy
into the data, Fig. 5.2. The produced far–field diffraction patterns are then processed
using iterative phase retrieval algorithms to give high resolution, complex–valued, phase–
contrast transmission maps (⇡ images) of an extended sample (Faulkner and Rodenburg,
2004; Thibault et al., 2008). When the overlap pattern is chosen correctly, the redundancy
introduced into the data gives sufficient information to solve the phase problem. Data
redundancy can be further exploited to reconstruct the incident probe function, and can be
used as an X–ray beam and optic diagnostic tool (Rodenburg and Faulkner, 2004; Thibault
et al., 2014). Reconstruction of the data depends on a well defined scanning pattern with
positions of the probe on the sample precisely known, Fig. 5.4. Random offset is often added
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Fig. 5.3 Schematic of ptychography experimental set–up after Dierolf et al. (2010) and Nashed et al.
(2014). (a) Highly coherent light impinges on a pinhole or focussing optic, creating a localised
illumination on the sample. (b) The sample is free to move in any of x, y, z coordinates and can rotate
through 360 . (c) Diffraction patterns are produced from one of many overlapping points on the
specimen and recorded on the detector.

to each data collection point in the scanning pattern because a periodic collection pattern may
lead to periodic patterns and artefacts appearing in the reconstruction, often termed ‘raster
grid pathology’ (Thibault et al., 2009).

Fig. 5.4 Scanning pattern trajectories for ptychography, modified from Huang et al. (2014). (a) Scan
trajectory for mesh patterns (b) moving distance in (a) minimised. (c) Scan trajectory for concentric
pattern (d) moving distance in (c) minimised. Distance given in arbitrary units.

5.2.3

Solving the Phase Problem

Traditional diffraction microscopy techniques, using lenses, record both the amplitude
and the phase of the diffracted wave. In CDI and its extensions the collected diffraction
pattern data is described in terms of absolute counts of photons or electrons. Therefore
phase information is not preserved when waves are refracted. Collected data contain the
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real–valued amplitude information of the diffracted wave, but not the phase distribution.
Hence the phase information is absent, resulting in the so–called ‘phase problem’. The
phase of the diffracted wave contains valuable information about the specimen. CDI and its
extensions, e.g. ptychography, produce complex–valued transmission maps which encode
the absorption and phase shift of the specimen. The real–space image must be recovered
using reconstruction algorithms which reconstruct the phase of the object, Section 5.2.4.
Phase retrieval algorithms aim to ascribe a phase to the recorded amplitude. The amplitude
is recorded in the real part of the diffracted wave whereas the phase is encoded in the
imaginary part of the complex conjugate, and therefore has non–unique solutions. The
aforementioned lack of recorded phase information can be solved by observing how the
diffraction intensity changes as the sample is translated (Bunk et al., 2008). Collecting data
from overlapping areas of illumination ensures there is sufficient information for retrieval
algorithms to reconstruct the diffracted phase. There is an optimum overlap, beyond which an
increase in data volume has little effect on the fidelity of the reconstruction or the resolution.

5.2.4

Phase Reconstruction

Reconstructing data involves retrieving the phase of the diffracted wave using one of three
generalised reconstruction techniques: (Dong et al., 2018; Thibault et al., 2014).
• One step reconstruction – Wigner distribution deconvolution, requires tight scanning
grid with large amounts of overlap.
• Iterative projection based algorithms – similar to those used for single shot imaging. Iterative projection based algorithms include hybrid input–output (Feinup, 1978),
iterative Difference Maps, Ptychographical Iterative Engine (PIE) and Extended Ptychographical Iterative Engine (ePIE), Fig. 5.5 (Elser, 2003; Faulkner and Rodenburg,
2004; Maiden and Rodenburg, 2009; Rodenburg and Faulkner, 2004).
• Non–linear optimisation algorithms – especially maximum likelihood optimisation,
including noise statistics (Dong et al., 2018; Guizar-Sicairos and Fienup, 2008; Miao
et al., 1999; Thibault and Guizar-Sicairos, 2012).
Iterative phase retrieval algorithms that alternate between real and Fourier space are
available and commonly used to solve the phase problem (Dierolf et al., 2010). Unique
solutions to the algorithms typically require the object to be small and of finite extent so
that the detailed CDI pattern can be adequately sampled by the detector. Single projection
images are iteratively reconstructed and refined to give images consistent with all recorded
diffraction patterns (Dierolf et al., 2010). During the iterative reconstruction process, it is
also possible to reconstruct the probe function. Reconstruction of the probe function may be
beneficial as it may not be constant in time. Illumination may vary due to beam interactions
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic flowchart of the ePIE retrieval method for reconstructing phase information, from
Maiden and Rodenburg (2009). At j = 0 initial estimates of both sample, O j (r), and probe, Pj (r),
waveforms are input to algorithm. The initial object guess is generally taken as free–space and the
initial probe waveform function as approximately the size of the intense region of the probe waveform.
The diffraction patterns are addressed in a random sequence, s( j), beginning with pattern s(0). An
estimate of the exit wave, y j (r), is given by multiplying the current object guess by the appropriately
shifted probe to give y j (r) = O j (r)Pj (r Rs( j) ). Each diffraction pattern is considered in turn, and
both the object and probe estimates are updated at each step. The modulus of the Fourier transform,
F , of the updated exit wave is then replaced with the (positive) square–root of the s( j)th diffraction
pattern recording. An updated exit–wave is then calculated via an inverse Fourier transform, F 1 ,
and updated object, O j+1 (r), and probe, Pj+1 (r), guesses are extracted using update functions.
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with illumination forming optics, for example, resulting in a different probe function for
each collected diffraction pattern. The resolution of the reconstructed transmission map
is controlled by the sample–detector distance, the extent of the probe, and the frequency
spectrum of the probe illumination (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2012; Thibault et al., 2008, 2009;
van der Veen and Pfeiffer, 2004). Theoretical limits of contrast and spatial resolution can
be calculated from the number of the incident photons on the sample. This fluence of
photons through the sample can be obtained from high–resolution intensity profiles of the
incident illumination recovered from the data (Thibault et al., 2014). By using phase retrieval
algorithms, the limitations of lenses in hard X–ray microscopy are removed. This method of
diffractive imaging can yield resolutions much finer than the dimensions of the probe and
the scanning step size, and deliver nano–scale resolution (Edo et al., 2013; Thibault et al.,
2014). Obtaining phase information in CDI depends solely on over–sampling in Fourier
space. For sufficient data redundancy and feasible reconstructions in ptychography there
must be over–sampling in both Fourier space and overlap in real space (Batey et al., 2014;
Thibault et al., 2008). The relationship between over–sampling in Fourier space and overlap
in real space is described in Edo et al. (2013). It is crucial in ptychography to precisely
determine from whence the diffraction patterns are generated – errors in the positions of
diffraction pattern locations can lead to blurring and loss of resolution (Edo et al., 2013).
Elemental Difference Maps
Chemical distributions can be determined from ptychographic data by collecting a sequence
of images at different incident X–ray energies spanning an atomic absorption edge. The
object modulus below the absorption edge is subtracted from the object modulus above the
absorption edge. Such methodology is common place in absorption spectroscopy. Ptychography benefits from additional information in terms of the full complex refractive index
(Shapiro et al., 2014). By exploiting this additional information it is possible to produce
chemical distribution maps with spatial resolution exceeding STXM by approximately an
order of magnitude in the hard X–ray regime (Beckers et al., 2011; Maiden et al., 2013;
Shapiro et al., 2014; Takahashi et al., 2011).

5.3

Methods

X–ray ptychography was used to study the distribution of Nd in the planktic foraminifera
Neogloboquadrina pachyderma.
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Sample Selection and Preparation

The planktic foraminifer Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (sinistral) from core NBP9802-6
(61.9 S, 169.9 W, South Pacific/Southern Ocean) was selected from the coretop (top 1–5cm).
Samples from this section have a calibrated radiocarbon age of 283±214 years and estimated
0.2±0.1 ng of Nd per foraminifera (credit Tom Williams). This moderately high concentration of Nd within a foraminifera was chosen to ensure sufficient signal in ptychographic
measurements. N. pachyderma occurs in abundance through GIG cycles in a number of ocean
basins and is therefore often chosen when measuring Nd concentrations and e Nd (Crundwell
et al., 2008; Kennett, 1968). An overview of the palaeoceanographic applications and use
of N. pachyderma is given in Kohfeld et al. (1996), and of Nd concentrations and e Nd in
van de Flierdt and Frank (2010) and references therein. The sample was lightly crushed and
mounted on a proprietary sample mount for ptychography measurements, Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6 (a) Image of a N. pachyderma showing representative area of collection, from Ivanova et al.
(1999). (b) Overview of sample during sample alignment. The sample is lightly crushed and mounted
on a pin (right hand side). The area of collection is highlighted in red.

5.3.2

Ptychographic Data Collection

Ptychographic measurements were carried out at I13–1 coherence branchline of the I13
beamline at DLS, Didcot (Rau et al., 2011). The beamline is approximately 250 m from
source to sample providing a highly coherent beam. Energy calibration was carried out using
a standard Fe thin foil specimen. Images were collected above and below the NdL–1 by
scanning across the NdL–1 edge (7,126 eV) at 10 eV intervals from 7,110 eV to 7,160 eV to
obtain a high–resolution 2D electron density map of the sample. The energy was changed
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by controlling the position of the ID gap. Energy resolution of the beam selected with the
4
monochromator is DE
E = 10 , i.e. at ±0.71 eV at the energies under investigation. The
sample was scanned across a coherent X–ray beam approximately 3µm in diameter. The
coherent X–ray beam was focussed from an initial 400µ⇥400µm2 using a Fresnel zone
plate (diameter 400µm, outer zone 150nm), beam–stop, Order Sorting Aperture (OSA)
ensemble, giving a probe footprint 12µm (smaller than the field of view). The field of
view was 30µ⇥30 µm with a scan following a raster grid with randomised offset (snake
pattern) with an average step size of 3µm and percentage overlap 75% and exposure time
of 2 s. Randomisation is introduced to points on the raster grid to avoid a periodic pattern
appearing in the reconstruction (‘raster grid pathology’) (Maiden and Rodenburg, 2009;
Thibault et al., 2008). The detector–sample distance was 8.06 m ±0.02. At each scanning
point, diffraction patterns were collected with a 2⇥2 medipix (Merlin) detector with pixel
size of 55µm ⇥ 55µm and 515 ⇥ 515 pixels and a 2 s exposure time per frame. Using E = hc
l
where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, l is the wavelength of the
incoming radiation in m, and E is the photon (X–ray) energy in Joules, a photon energy of
7.13 keV gives l ⇡ 0.17nm. Given
d=

l ⇥D
n ⇥ pixel size

(5.2)

where l = 0.17 nm, DSample Detector = 8.06 m, pixel size of 55µm, and n, and the
number of pixels in the detector is 515, d, the smallest resolvable scattering feature is ⇡
48 nm. Using a detector radius, r, of
r = pixel size ⇥ number o f pixels ÷ 2

(5.3)

gives an angle subtended by the beam on the detector of q = 0.00349. Numerical aperture,
NA
NA = n sin(q )
(5.4)
where n is the refractive index of the material, n ⇡ 1 at the energy of observation (see
www.cxro.lbl.gov), giving NA = 0.000060912. Resolution, x,
x=

l
2 NA

(5.5)

gives x ⇡ 140 nm.

5.3.3

Data Reconstruction

Ptychographic reconstructions were carried out in Data Analysis WorkbeNch (DAWN)
using an ePIE based algorithm with 400 iterations for each experimental run (Maiden and
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Rodenburg, 2009). The number of iterations used in the ePIE based algorithm was chosen by
selecting the number of iterations needed to minimise the normalised root mean square error.
First the moduli images are scaled to values in the range 0 1 and phase to values ±p.
Images were then normalised with respect to a free space region (in the top right corner).
Cross correlation was then used to spatially register and align the images. Cross correlation
was subsequently removed to verify pixel registration. A sub–pixel registration algorithm was
used to account for lateral translations of the reconstruction with respect to the original object
(Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008; Maiden and Rodenburg, 2009). Images were produced for each
energy of the experiment. Energy difference maps were then synthesised by subtracting the
image collected below the Nd–L absorption edge (7.11 keV) from images collected above the
absorption edge.

5.3.4

Sources of Uncertainty

There are two key sources of potential errors in ptychography data and difference maps
presented here: (1) periodic noise generated during the ptychographic reconstruction process
arising the interactions between instrumental noise and sampling periodicity (‘raster grid
pathology’), and (2) errors in the alignment of ptychographic images prior to their subtraction
to create difference maps. The former source of has the potential to exacerbate the second,
producing substantial artefacts in the resulting difference maps. The influence of raster grid
pathology was minimised by applying a randomised offset to sample grid positions. The
absence of significant periodic ‘ringing’ artefacts in the modulus images, Fig. 5.7, suggest
that this approach successfully mitigated this uncertainty source. The potential influence
of image misalignment prior to the creation of difference maps was minimised by using a
well–established cross–correlation method with sub–pixel accuracy (Guizar-Sicairos et al.,
2008; Maiden and Rodenburg, 2009). Misalignment artefacts would be most severe on the
edges of sharp features, such as the boundary between the sample and empty background in
the image. If the primary difference signal were derived from misalignment, we would expect
the most intense feature in Fig. 5.8 to be aligned with a sharp material boundary. Rather,
the most intense signal is broad, and located ⇠ 5µm inside the sharpest material boundary.
Based on this, the presence of significant misalignment artefacts are excluded here.

5.4

Results

The collected modulus at different energies is displayed in Fig. 5.7. Hyaline structure of the
perforate N. pachyderma is clearly visible in section, with differences in absolute modulus at
each energy apparent along the boundaries between different types of calcite and where pores
might be expected to be found. The Nd–L edge is at 7.126 keV, and so the data displayed here
show two modulus images below the edge and two above. Note that the absolute energetic
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position of the NdL edge will likely change if complexed with other atoms, such as Fe and
Mn.

Fig. 5.7 Modulus maps at energies spanning the Nd–L absorption edge. F.O.V. 30µm. (a) 7.11 keV
(b) 7.12 keV (c) 7.13 keV (d) 7.14 keV. The NdL edge is reported at 7.126 keV.

The object modulus difference map for images collected at 7.12 keV and 7.11 keV
spanning the Nd–L edge are presented in Fig. 5.8. A near–square border around the whole
area is caused by X–ray scattering off focussing slits has been cropped. Scattering due
to the Fe–K edge at 7.11 keV is assumed constant throughout. There are two regions of
interest each composed of multiple parallel layers. The two regions of interest correlate to the
inner and outer surfaces of the foraminiferal test, with distribution of Nd on the inside edge
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Fig. 5.8 Difference map of modulus data for images collected at 7.12 keV and 7.11 keV. Field of
view 30µm, scale bar 10µm. Right hand side is the outside of the specimen and the left hand side
is the inside of the specimen, N. pachyderma. A square border around the whole area caused by
X–ray scattering off of the focussing slits has been cropped. Some scattering on far left which is not
foraminiferal material may be caused by scattering off of mounting medium. White areas represent
areas of high scattering.

less continuous than distribution on the outside edge. The multiple parallel layers may be
interpreted as a consequence of sample curvature and 3D morphology or as multiple layers
of Nd as seen with other REEs in Roberts et al. (2012).

5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
Technical Feasibility

Ptychography has successfully been carried out across the NdL–1 edge in the planktic
foraminifera N. pachyderma. It is believed that this is the first direct observation of the
spatial distribution of Nd within foraminiferal material. The results presented here generally
agree with those proposed in Roberts et al. (2012): the majority of the Nd present is found
in authigenic phases and not in the calcite; the Nd is distributed on the outside and inside
of the foraminiferal shell; and the Nd is present in multiple parallel layers. These results
demonstrate not only the technical feasibility of this methodology but also its ability to
reproduce results already seen. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume its efficacy and to
develop the method further.
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Distribution

Ptychographic imaging has allowed deductions about the distribution of Nd in association
with N. pachyderma. The first conclusion is that there is little Nd in foraminiferal calcite due
to the small absorption signal generated from this region of the foraminifera. The signal that
is produced may be due to Nd in the calcite of the foraminifera or due to other Nd–hosting
phases. This result is consistent with Roberts et al. (2012) who proposes that the majority of
the Nd, ⇡ 80%, is found in the coating and not within the calcite. Though precise percentages
of Nd present in distinct regions of foraminiferal material are lacking in this ptychographic
study, it appears that less than 20% of the Nd signal originates from the foraminiferal
calcite region. In future experiments it may be possible to calculate the percentage of
signal generated from different regions of the sample by prior precise determination of the
fluence through the sample. Results here also show Nd signal originating inside edge of
the foraminifera, suggesting authigenic precipitation of Nd–hosting phases on the inside of
foraminiferal tests, again in agreement with conclusions of Roberts et al. (2012). The Nd
appears to be composed of multiple layers. This observation could be an artefact due to the
curvature of the sample, or could be attributed to multiple parallel layers of ion complexation
between inner layers of calcite, as suggested by Roberts et al. (2012).

5.5.3

Fidelity of Authigenic Signal

The sample measured here has a young radiocarbon age of 283±214 years, within which
authigenic precipitation occurred at this location. Therefore, the Nd signal became associated
with foraminifera rapidly and does not form part of a later diagenetic phase. The residence
time of Nd in the oceans is 500–1,000 years, much shorter than the time–scale required for
whole ocean mixing (Tachikawa et al., 2003). The sample measured here is younger than
the time–scale required for Nd mixing, implying that the Nd signal became associated with
the foraminifera rapidly and is indicative of the location in which it was formed. Because
this signal is authigenic, it is a reliable source of ions for use in proxies of bottom water
conditions. This adds substantiating evidence to ratify the use of REEs in ‘authigenic’ phases
and their use in proxies for ocean circulation. Generally, results here provide corroborative
evidence to work carried out by Roberts et al. (2012) who propose that REE concentrations
in shells from sediment cores increase by up to 10 fold at the sediment–water interface,
acquiring chemical signatures of bottom water.

5.5.4

Measurement by Other Methods

Although ptychography was chosen here to measure the distribution of Nd within the planktic
foraminifera N. pachyderma other micro–analytic techniques were considered: EMPA,
Nano Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), LAICPMS, and STXM.
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EMPA is a non–destructive micro–analytic technique which yields element distribution
and valency maps by bombarding small areas of a sample surface with an electron probe
and measuring the outgoing X–rays which are characteristic of an element and its valency
state. Elements between beryllium and plutonium (i.e. Nd) can be routinely measured in
concentrations < 1 ppm, with spatial resolutions on the order of < 1µm. It is worth noting
that some elemental peaks overlap significantly and hence may not be resolved, e.g. Fe2+
and Fe3+ . Though this technique has been demonstrated to be appropriate for using in
foraminiferal material previously, e.g. Kozdon et al. (2013); Pena et al. (2008); Sadekov
et al. (2005), due to the limits of spatial resolution, EMPA was not considered appropriate
the appropriate analytical technique for characterising the distribution and coordination of
REEs in this study.
NanoSIMS is a nano–scale technique based on SIMS, designed to analyse the elemental,
isotopic, or molecular composition of surfaces and thin films by measuring ejected secondary
ions. NanoSIMS has been used previously in foraminifera with nanometre–scale spot size
(e.g. Glock et al. (2016, 2019)) to study I/Ca ratios, displaying the feasiblity of using this
technique on foraminifera CaCO3 . The technique is limited to small areas, e.g. Glock et al.
(2016) where I/Ca variations in foraminifera covering an area ⇠ 8 ⇥ 8µm were studied.
Ionisation probabilities vary in different materials and hence (Nano)SIMS is generally a
qualitative technique, though quantitative results are achievable with the use of well–qualified
standards. Though this technique has detection limits in the range ppm–ppb, the surface–
sensitive nature of the method was not considered to be the most appropriate to document
the spatial distribution of the REEs.
Multi–Collector Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry (MCICPMS) was carried out
by Roberts et al. (2012) to measure e Nd and Nd concentrations on bulk samples. Spatial
mapping or depth profiling using LAICPMS was not possible as the Nd in the samples was
below the detection limits.
STXM
STXM has the potential to measure elemental coordination and distribution in samples with
spatial resolutions on the order of ⇠ 200nm in foraminiferal material, see Section 4.2.6 and
Branson et al. (2013), for example. However, conventional STXM was not chosen here due
to the current limitations of STXM at i08–DLS:
1. Photon energies at i08–DLS are currently available in the range 250–4200 eV which
does not span the Nd–L or Nd–K edges at 7,126 eV and 43,569 eV respectively. Similarly, ALS B 11.0.2 is capable of STXM experiments covering the energy range
90–2000 eV, which is unsuitable for measuring Nd.
2. STXM is a method suited to surfaces or to thin films and not to 3D distribution
investigations. To use STXM, samples must be prepared to thicknesses of 10–20 nm.
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Not only does this incur extra resource costs using FIB, but moreover due to the
reduced volume of specimen from which signal can be obtained from, it is likely that
any Nd signal would be below the detection limit at the current experimental set up
available.

Fig. 5.9 STXM maps at energies spanning the Nd–L absorption edge. F.O.V. 30µm. (a) 7.11 keV
(b) 7.12 keV (c) 7.13 keV (d) 7.14 keV. The NdL edge is reported at 7.126 keV. (e) difference map for
STXM data at 7.14 keV and 7.11 keV (f) difference map for STXM data at 7.13 keV and 7.11 keV.

Although the experimental set–up was optimised for ptychographic imaging, a STXM
dataset has been recreated, Fig. 5.9. Due to the lenless imaging nature technique of ptychography, the dataset that is collected and presented as STXM it not focussed in the same way
that a dataset collected explicitly for the use of STXM would be. STXM uses a lens to focus
a small beam onto the sample and then the sample/beam is translated and the transmission
function is recorded. The difference in ptychography lies in that a defocussed beam, that
does not necessarily need to be precisely known a priori, is translated across the sample and
the scattered/illumination function on the detector is recorded and phase is reconstructed
from the modulus. A STXM dataset was constructed from the ptychographic data. For each
(x, y) of the probe on the sample, the recorded signal was integrated on the detector over
(u, v) to give n frames. Each frame therefore corresponds to an (x, y) position and with an
intensity of the integrated signal. The n frames were then reshaped to give a 2D image
where the integrated intensity represented by a grayscale value. The incoming flux was
reconstructed from the ion chamber to give a current flux in photons per second. The flux
must be known for STXM, unlike ptychography where the initial illumination function is
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not required knowledge for the phase reconstruction. Data were normalised to a free space
region to give STXM maps at each energy, Fig. 5.9. The maps and difference maps show
subtle but real signals, confirming ptychographic modulus signal is also real.

5.5.5

Ptychographic Extensions

There are three principal ways in which the ptychography experiment measuring the distribution of Nd in foraminifera can be extended:
1. Combination with X–ray computed tomography apparatus
2. Finer energy resolution
3. Higher energy X–rays to probe the Nd–K edge
Tomography and ptychography can be combined: ptycho–tomography has been experimentally demonstrated to reach 3D isotropic resolutions of 16 nm in small samples and
has similarly been used to track the distribution of elements in 3D by measuring above and
below the element edge (Donnelly et al., 2015; Holler et al., 2014). The quantitative nature
of a ptycho–tomographic experiment would, in theory, allow investigations of mass density
variations within a sample by extracting electron densities (units of electrons per cubic Å)
and comparing these to expected values of known materials. Knowing the relative and
absolute mass density variations within the sample would elucidate information about where
elements other than the constituent elements of foraminiferal calcium carbonate (i.e. Ca, C,
and O) are present in the sample, e.g. Nd. Because the ratio of the unitless refractive index
and the electron density involves only fundamental constants, there are no mathematical
sources of error to prohibit the accurate origin of density variations within a sample (Dierolf
et al., 2010). STXM scans can also support far–field ptychography whilst using the same
geometry and requiring less processing time as well as providing wide overviews of the
whole specimen (da Silva and Menzel, 2015; Sala et al., 2018; Shapiro et al., 2014; Thibault
et al., 2008). Such experiments could also be coupled with the use of a fluorescence detector.
Given the sensitivity of fluorescence measurements to low concentrations of trace elements,
this technique could be valuable when measuring trace elements in such low concentrations.
Although fluorescence data can give information on the generalised distribution within a
sample, the conclusions that can be drawn on absolute concentrations from fluorescence data
are still limited. Simultaneous ptychography and X–ray Fluorescence Microscopy (XFM)
data has been carried out on dehydrated diatoms and frozen–hydrated algae in 2D, but its
extensions to 3D are yet to be realised due to the paucity of tomographic projections collected
and the challenges faced in projection alignment (Deng et al., 2015, 2017; Vine et al., 2012).
Whilst ptycho–tomography is possible, collecting 3D data is unlikely to yield substantial
information that would aid in understanding, and would incur vast processing and resource
costs.
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A second and perhaps more valuable way to improve the Nd experiment is to use finer
energy resolution in the vicinity of the NdL–1 edge to collect what would effectively be
spectral maps. If coupled with well characterised standards, as is frequently done in STXM,
by using principal component analysis it should be possible to investigate the chemistry of the
NdL–1 edge and to determine in what coordination the Nd is present as in difference regions
of the sample. Nd present in the Fe–Mn crust would have a different chemical coordination
environment to Nd present in the calcite and would allow one to determine whether the Nd
in the ‘calcite’ region is indeed hosted within the calcite or in some other phase. At the time
of experimentation, this was not possible at DLS I–13–1. Fine control of the energy involved
changing the ID gap, and at each energy the monochromator had to be parked, a lengthy
process not without technical difficulties. As the stability of the monochromator and the ease
of which it can be parked continue to improve, finer energy control will become increasingly
possible.
The third, and perhaps the most desirable way to improve the experiment would be to
utilise higher energies and measure at the Nd–K edge. Although in principle it has been
possible to reach energies of 30 keV for some time, at the time of the experiment DLS I–13–1
had reached a top energy of 20 keV. Experimental possibilities are expected to improve as
brighter coherent light sources become available and more efficient data handling is employed.
The Nd–K edge is found at 43,569 keV, currently beyond the realms of accessible energy at
DLS, though possibly achievable at Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory,
Illinois (APS). Reaching such energies would involve the use of Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors in
focussing (as well as routinely used IDs and monochromators) and would give much lower
photon flux on the sample. Therefore, the experiment would not only be more arduous and
tedious to set up, but collection at each energy would also likely need a longer exposure time
to account for the reduced photon flux. However, the reduced fluence on the sample would
be offset somewhat by measuring at the K–edge rather than the L–edge which has a large
capture cross section and hence greater probability of interacting with incident X–rays. As in
the extensions above, coupling such an experiment with well characterised Nd standards can,
in theory, allow the coordination chemistry of Nd within a sample to be measured.

5.5.6

Nutrient Proxies

A close interdependent relationship exists between the ability of oceans to sequester atmospheric CO2 , ocean productivity, and nutrient utilisation. Produced particulate organic carbon
is removed from the surface ocean and recycled at depth in export production processes,
hence reducing atmospheric CO2 (Elderfield and Rickaby, 2000). Primary productivity and
phytoplankton growth rely on major nutrients, e.g. nitrate (NO- 3 ) and phosphate (PO3- 4 ),
and trace nutrients, e.g. Fe, Zn, and Co (Morel and Price, 2003). By understanding and developing any one of a number of proxies for nutrient utilisation and primary productivity within
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the oceans it is therefore hoped that the ultimate goal of palaeoclimate, the reconstruction of
CO2 back through geological time, can be fulfilled.
d 13 C and Cd/Ca are two tracers linked with processes controlling the nutrient and CO2
content of deep water (Boyle, 1988; Curry et al., 1988; Duplessy et al., 1988). These two
tracers have similar oceanic distributions and are employed in deep water palaeoceanography
by their measurement on benthic foraminifera. Incomplete knowledge of the processes by
which Cd becomes associated with foraminiferal material has hindered the understanding of
the mechanisms controlling Cd distribution in the oceans and its use as a tracer in nutrient
palaeoproxy reconstructions. Knowledge of the distribution of Cd in foraminifera will allow
development of the Cd proxy and ultimately reconstruction of oceanic carbon back in time.
The Cd content of foraminiferal tests is governed by the Cd content of seawater (Boyle,
1988; Bruland et al., 1978). Cd/Ca of calcite from planktic and benthic fossil foraminiferal
shells can be used to reconstruct palaeonutrient distributions: deep–water PO3- 4 can be
inferred by using the Cd/Ca of benthic foraminifera and the relationship between Cd and
PO3- 4 in the oceans, whereas planktic foraminiferal Cd/Ca can be used as a proxy for
surface water PO3- 4 utilisation (Boyle, 1988; Elderfield and Rickaby, 2000; Rickaby and
Elderfield, 1999). Nutrient levels have also been estimated from d 13 C carbonate of planktic
foraminifera, however such estimates are subject to further complications due to air–sea
exchange, carbonate chemistry, and other disequilibrium effects (Elderfield and Rickaby,
2000; Kohfeld et al., 2000; Mortlock et al., 1991). The oceanic distribution of Cd resembles
that of PO4 showing depleted levels in surface waters and increasing concentration in
intermediate and deep waters (Boyle et al., 1976a; Boyle, 1988; Bruland et al., 1978). Cd
and P have similar oceanic distributions because they undergo uptake and remineralisation at
similar depth zones and are efficiently removed from the surface ocean by degradation of
organic debris (Boyle, 1988; Collier and Edmond, 1984; Knauer and Martin, 1981; Knauer
et al., 1979; Martin and Knauer, 1976). It is necessary to understand the relationship between
Cd and PO4 in seawater before using Cd in planktic foraminifera to reconstruct surface water
nutrient content.
Unlike the essential micronutrient P, the function of Cd in organisms remains poorly
understood. Cd is known to be harmful at elevated concentrations, yet plays a role under
Fe– and Zn limiting conditions and has been linked to the function of enzymes in diatoms
and coccolithophores, though the exact role it plays in enzymatic reactions is still a topic
of debate (Boyle, 1988; Cullen, 2006; Horner et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2005; Price and
Morel, 1990; Xu et al., 2007). One possible explanation for the for the counter–intuitive
uptake of Cd is that as organisms take up other essential micro–nutrients Cd also enters the
organism. Organisms then evolved pathways to sequester toxic or unnecessary elements
into sites where they do not damage the organisms (Boyle, 1988). Boyle (1981) suggested
that Cd was incorporated into foraminiferal shells in proportion to their concentration of the
surrounding water, and that Cd could serve as a palaeoceanographic tracer of past phosphorus
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distributions. The Cd inventory of the oceans has not changed significantly since the LGM,
therefore the Cd content of fossils reflect changes in nutrient distribution due to changes
in oceanic circulation (Boyle, 1988). Effective use of the Cd proxy has been hindered due
to incomplete understanding of the relationship between Cd and PO4 (de Baar et al., 1994;
Frew and Hunter, 1992).
Extension to Other Elements: Cd
Measurements of concentrations and distributions of Cd within foraminiferal materials have
not yet been possible. The low concentrations of Cd in foraminiferal materials has rendered its
measurement by NanoSIMS or LAICPMS as yet impossible. Hence, only bulk measurements
of Cd concentrations have been carried out. By conducting similar ptychographic experiments
as detailed above at the Cd–K edge of 26,711 keV, it will be possible to measure (i) the
distribution of Cd within foraminiferal material and (ii) deduce whether the Cd is hosted
within the foraminiferal calcite, Cd hosting phases within the bulk material of the foraminifera,
or is associated with the authigenic phases. It may also be possible to deduce the distribution
of Cd within foraminiferal material by comparing measurements of samples collected from
plankton trap, tow and core, as in Roberts et al. (2012) on a suite of other elements. Additional
experimental modifications would be necessary to determine the chemical coordination
similar to the experimental extensions outlined above for Nd, by measuring about the edge
with well characterised standards. This would give unequivocal evidence and information
about the distribution and chemistry of Cd in foraminiferal material, a result that has hitherto
remained elusive.

5.6

Conclusions

A preliminary investigation on the distribution of REEs in foraminiferal material was conducted. The distribution of Nd was successfully measured at the Nd–L edge in the planktic
foraminifera N. pachyderma. The measured distribution of Nd is in agreement with previous
hypotheses. The majority of Nd is concentrated on the outer and inner surfaces of the
foraminiferal material, some may be present in between calcite lamella, and no to minor
amounts appear to be incorporated into the calcite. This confirms the fidelity of the use
of e Nd of foraminiferal material as a proxy for reconstructing ocean circulation and water
masses back in geological time.
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Appendix A
Trace Element Incorporation into
Coccolithophore Calcite
Coccolithophores are photosynthetic unicellular organisms which form a significant component of the marine phytoplankton. These ubiquitous Haptophyte protists are chracterised by
intricate calcite scales, coccoliths, on their surface, exhibiting a wide range of morphologies.
Certain species, such as Emiliania huxleyi, can form spectacular blooms covering areas on
the order of 1,000s km2 ((Balch, 2018)). Coccolithophores are amongst the main producers
of CaCO3 in open–ocean settings, and hence play a significant role in the ocean’s carbon
cycle ((Archer et al., 2000; Takahashi, 1994; Westbroek et al., 1994)), and have been the
subject of significant ecological, physiological, and palaeontological studies. The formation
and calcification of its liths is central to their role in the carbon cycle, and have received
particular attention. These processes drive significant elemental and isotopic departures,
as seen in biologically produced coccolith calcite compared to inorganically precipitated
calcite. Whilst the overall timing and anatomy of lith formation is well documented, the
physiological and mineralogical controls over lith calcification are poorly understood. Precise
details of cellular pathways, metabolic processes, and molecular structures contributing to
vital effects in coccolithophores are not fully characterised and impede the palaeoceanographic analysis of coccolith derived proxies. It is of the utmost importance to quantify
elemental fractionation and trace element partitioning during biomineralisation in order to
fully understand proxy behaviour and the potential uses of any element or isotope in marine
record interpretation ((Gussone et al., 2003, 2006)). Sr/Ca of coccolithophore calcite is used
as a proxy for coccolithophore growth and calcification rates ((Gussone et al., 2006; Ra
et al., 2010; Stoll and Schrag, 2000a)). This relationship remains almost entirely empirically
derived, with little understood about the underlying mechanisms. In this Chapter preliminary
NEXAFS–STXM and XRF experiments on coccoliths of Emiliania huxleyi, Calcidiscus
leptoporous, and Coccolithus pelagicus are carried out to measure trace element distributions
and chemical coordinations. Characterising the distribution of trace elements in coccolith
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calcite and chemical coordinations will elucidate the underlying biomineralisation mechanisms. Two possible calcification models are discussed: Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV) and
Trans–Membrane Transport (TMT). The experiments required to distinguish between these
two possible modes of coccolithogenesis are presented.

A.1

Introduction

Well preserved coccoliths are present in sedimentary records as old as 220 Ma, with molecular
clock studies suggesting that the first calcifying Haptophytes date back to ⇠ 330 Ma ((Bown
et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2010)). The appearance of calcareous nano–plankton in the late Triassic
marked the onset of calcium carbonate sedimentation in the deep ocean. Coccolithophores
produce and excrete microscopic calcium carbonate in the form of coccolith plates which
surround the coccolithophorid cell. These calcitic components accumulate in seawater and
are found preserved in the rock record either as whole coccospheres or detached coccoliths
forming massive chalk and limestone deposits.
Coccolithophore blooms contribute significantly to oceanic primary production and calcium carbonate deposition, and are composed almost entirely of Emiliania huxleyi ((Holligan
et al., 1983)). Such blooms are now known to occur regularly in early summer as water
mixes, elevating nutrient levels along shelf breaks and water mass boundaries. Under non–
bloom conditions E. huxleyi is present along with other species of coccolithophores, diatoms,
dinoflagellates, and picolplankton to form the phytoplankton. Together these organisms form
the primary production basis of the marine ecosystem ((Westbroek et al., 1989)). Although
coccolithophores contribute in a relatively minor way to total carbon global primary productivity ((Poulton et al., 2007)), they are a main producer of pelagic CaCO3 and consequently
influence oceanic CO2 concentrations. Coccolithophores contribute ⇠ 20% to ⇠ 90% to
the pleagic CaCO3 flux, depending on the time of year and location ((Broerse et al., 2000;
Sprengel et al., 2002; Steinmetz, 1994; Takahashi, 1994; Tanaka and Kawahata, 2001)).
Some of the precipitated CaCO3 is preserved in deep sediments, and some redissolves in the
water column or upper sediments ((Milliman, 1993)). Coccolithophores that are preserved
enter the geological record, providing an archive of palaeoclimate. Changes in coccolith production can therefore contribute to significant concomitant changes in atmospheric
pCO2 : as coccolithophore production increases so does atmospheric pCO2 . Such changes
in global coccolithopore CaCO3 production may occur because of fluctuations in coccolithophore numbers or variations in CaCO3 production levels by coccolithophores ((Marsh,
2003)). Coccolithophores therefore affect the global carbon cycle through the precipitation
of pelagic CaCO3 and concomitant CO2 production. For a full discussion of coccolithophore
biomineralisation in the context of atmospheric CO2 see Marsh ((2003)).
Consequently, coccoliths have been amongst the organisms of choice for study by both
biologists and palaeontologists and hence have formed the focus of many biomineralisation
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studies. Numerous studies of coccolithophore calcification have focussed on the ‘model
species’ E. huxleyi; the species is commonly chosen because it is easily isolated, cultured,
has a fully sequenced genome, and has a large body of physiological data from culture
experiments ((Read et al., 2013)). This has lead to significant development in the understanding of the biology and physiology of coccolithophores. Although the intracellular
process of calcification in coccoliths is sophisticated and produces complex biominerals,
as unicellular organisms they are thought to have simpler biochemical systems than more
complex organisms and may serve as a paragon for closed–system calcification.
Although coccoliths form a major component of marine carbonate sediments relatively
little is known about their trace element chemistry. Like foraminifera, coccolithophores
are widespread with continuous long–term records in marine sediments. The advantage of
using coccolithophores rather than foraminifera in palaeoproxy records lies in the fact that
coccolithophores are primary producers. Therefore the sediments in which coccolithophores
are found often contain the organic remains well as the inorganic calcite remains produced
by the same organisms at the same time and under the same environmental conditions, unlike
foraminifera, and hence can yield additional information. Fossil coccoliths preserved in
marine sediments are a hitherto untapped archive of geochemical information of past seawater
chemistry and temperatures, with both inorganic and organic remains of coccolithophores
potential palaeoceanographic proxies ((Stoll and Ziveri, 2004)). Current coccolithophore
calcite based proxies include d 18 O for SSTs, alkenone biomarkers (e.g. UK 37 ) and d 26/24 Mg
for water temperature ((Conte et al., 1998; Ra et al., 2010; Rostek et al., 1993; Stoll et al.,
2001)), d 44/40 Ca for investigating the global Ca cycle ((De La Rocha and DePaolo, 2000;
Gussone et al., 2006)), and Sr/Ca ratios for reconstructing coccolithophore growth and
calcification rates ((Gussone et al., 2006; Ra et al., 2010; Stoll and Schrag, 2000a)).
Though extensive research has been carried out on coccolithophore biomineralisation
processes, they are far from fully understood. In this Chapter, possible calcification models
are proposed to elucidate some of the details of coccolith biomineralisation. The models
provide a framework to distinguish whether the distributions of trace elements in coccolith
structural elements are due to Rayleigh–type fractionation or precipitation rate effects,
Section A.3.4. To discriminate between these candidate models, experiments using NEXAFS–
STXM and XRF were carried out to measure the concentrations of Mg and Sr within the
structural elements of the coccolith. While these experiments were ultimately unsuccessful,
modifications are discussed Section A.7.2 to allow their successful execution in future.
Characterising trace element distributions within the coccolith structural element allows
models to be distinguished between. Understanding coccolithophore calcification will
uncover some of the underlying mechanisms of how palaeoceanographic proxies work, key
for increasing their fidelity and the confidence to which they can be used.
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Coccolithophores and the Geological Record

Due to the small size of coccoliths their separation from bulk sediment is at times challenging.
This, coupled with the relative difficulty of separating species and individuals when compared
to foraminifera, has stunted their use in chemical archives, despite their near continuous
record. Though advancements are being made on the size and species separation of individuals, laboratory cultures routinely provide useful model systems to explore controlling factors
on coccolith chemistry and growth ((Halloran et al., 2009; Minoletti et al., 2009; Stoll and
Shimizu, 2009)).
Coccolithophores provide a unique archive for palaeoclimate studies because past environmental conditions can be reconstructed from both the organic and inorganic remains in
the sediments. Sediments contain organic and inorganic remains from the same organism,
providing a powerful archive of past climatic conditions which can be constrained by multiple geochemical proxies markers of different aspects of the environmental condition. This
idealised form of proxy recorder has multiple correlative points, i.e. the organic and inorganic remains. Organic alkenones can be used as a palaeobarometer, whereas the coccolith
calcite d 18 O can be used to measure SSTs, for example ((Rickaby et al., 2002)). Organic
molecular fossils or biomarkers include alkenone U37 K , which can yield information about
past sea–surface temperatures, and d 13 C of alkenones which allows reconstruction of past
dissolved and atmospheric CO2 , given prior constraints on the influence of nutrient or growth
rate on isotopic fractionation ((Bidigare et al., 1997; Brassell et al., 1986; Popp et al., 1998;
Prahl and Wakeham, 1987; Prahl et al., 2006)).
Inorganic components of coccolithophores are preserved as calcitic remains of either
whole coccolithophores or disarticulated coccoliths. Sr/CaCalcite reflects nutrient –influenced
changes in coccolithophore growth rates and productivity ((Rickaby et al., 2002; Stoll et al.,
2002a)), and Mg/CaCalcite is used to reconstruct seawater temperatures ((Stoll and Schrag,
2001)). Mg (d 26/24 Mg) and Ca (d 44/40 Ca) isotopic and elemental fractionation during
coccolith biomineralisation have been investigated and used to constrain the Ca budget of the
ocean ((De La Rocha and DePaolo, 2000; Gussone et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2011; Ra et al.,
2010)), whereas E. huxleyi Ba/Ca of calcite exhibits a linear relationship to that of seawater
and hence provides a promising potential palaeoproxy for past B/CaSeawater ((Langer et al.,
2009)).
Culture studies of coccolithophores show the inter–dependent relationship between Sr/Ca,
temperature and growth (calcification) rate ((Smith et al., 1979; Stoll and Schrag, 2000a; Stoll
et al., 2002b)). Although Sr/Ca partitioning into coccolith calcite is temperature dependent,
it is possible to infer past coccolithophore productivity from the coccolith fossil record
((Billups et al., 2004; Stoll and Schrag, 2000a,b, 2001)). Culture and field studies suggest
that Sr/Ca of coccolithophores can track growth rate driven by nutrient changes ((Stoll
and Ziveri, 2004)). Though Mg/Ca of coccolith calcite is likely controlled by temperature,
challenges in removing non–carbonate sources of Mg in coccolith fractions preclude the
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current development and application of Mg/Ca coccolith calcite for palaeothermometry.
Similar difficulty with cleaning will likely preclude the use of coccolith Cd, Ba, V, or U
((Stoll and Ziveri, 2004)). Sr/Ca of E. huxleyi is linearly related to seawater Sr/Ca, hence the
Sr exchange coefficient does not change with changing seawater Sr/Ca ((Langer et al., 2006)).
Sr/Ca in E. huxleyi also correlates with rates of organic carbon fixation and calcification
((Rickaby et al., 2002)). However, is difficult to deconvolve the effects of growth rate and
temperature on Sr uptake and isotopic fractionation in cultured coccolithophores because
these factors strongly correlate.
Although a wealth of information is available via the use of coccolithophore derived
proxies, many of these remain largely empirical due to the myriad of biological process
that interplay with one another, complicating the interpretation of trace element and isotope
records. By mapping the sub–micron scale distribution of trace elements in coccolithophore
calcite it is hoped that some of these effects can be disentangled. Obtaining a deeper
understanding of the biomineralisation processes that occur during coccolithogenesis is
fundamental for the continues use and development of coccolithophore–based proxies.

A.2

Growth and Calcification

A.2.1

Morphology

Before growth and calcification can be described in detail, it is first necessary to introduce
a few morphological terms. Coccoliths may be categorised into heterococcoliths and holococcoliths based on their ultrastructure. Heterococcoliths have radial arrays of complex
crystal units, whereas holococcoliths consists of numerous, small, morphologically simple
crystallites, Fig. A.1. Many coccolithophore species exhibit two coccolith–bearing life cycle
phases, one expressing heterococcoliths and the other holococcoliths, as first observed on
cultures of Coccolithus pelagicus ((Cros et al., 2000; Geisen et al., 2002; Parke and Adams,
1960)). E. huxleyi and Pleurochrysis described are examples of heterococcoliths ((Marsh,
2003)). Heterococcoliths display species–specific, complex calcite crystal structures, which
are not seen in inorganic calcite. In contrast holococcoliths exhibit simple rhombohedral or
prismatic crystal habits characteristic of inorganic crystal growth and generally have a lower
calcite content than heterococcoliths. Young et al. ((1999)) proposed that the two ultrastructures are in fact so different that they are produced by distinct biomineralisation processes.
Heterococcoliths are the most common, with many species successfully maintained in culture
and the general process of coccolith formation characterised using TEM and SEM. In this
body of work only heterococcoliths are considered and discussed.
Coccolithophores are spherical cells about 5–100 µm across Fig. A.2 (a). The cell is
enclosed by calcareous plates with complex architecture called coccoliths, ⇠2–25µm across,
forming the exoskeleton, Fig. A.2 (b). The calcite exoskeleton may also be termed the
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Fig. A.1 SEM image of a combination coccosphere of Coccolithus pelagicus displaying both hetero
and holo coccoliths. Heterococcoliths display radial structure and holococcoliths show almost equant
euhedral structure. Image from www.microtax.org.

coccosphere which refers to the enclosed cell in a single layer of coccoliths with several
underlying layers of unmineralised scales. Some species maintain a single layer of coccoliths
throughout life, only producing new coccoliths as the cell grows, whilst others continually
produce and shed coccoliths. Coccoliths are produced inside the cell, each consisting of
radial elements made up of four parts: two parts extending up from the centre of the element,
a lath below, and a flake directed towards the centre, Fig. A.2 (c). Each unit element of a
coccolith is a single crystal ((Mann et al., 1988; Watabe, 1967)). Coccolith usually have a
disc–shaped morphology with an approximately concave inner (proximal) surface, though
other morphologies do occur. For the smallest coccoliths, ⇠ 2µm across, light microscope
observations of crystallographic orientation are not possible ((Young et al., 1999)).
Pleurochrysis coccoliths have an oval organic base plate with a distal rim of interlocking
CaCO3 crystals. The interlocking crystals are of two alternating types: R units with crystallographic axis aligned parallel and radial and V units inclined at ⇠ 63 to the coccolith plate,
Fig. A.2 (d) ((Marsh, 1999)). The interlocking crystals form two parallel discs, the distal and
proximal shield elements. Vertical or sub–vertical structures, tube elements, link the shields
((Young et al., 1997)). Emiliania coccoliths have an organic plate overlain by a double disc
of calcite, as in Pleurochrysis, though with a higher mineral content ((Young et al., 1999)).
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Radial fibrils are seen in the base blate of Pleurochrysis, but are absent in images of Emiliania
((de Vrind-de Jong and de Vrind, 1997; Leadbeater, 1970)). Emiliania R units are massive
with CaCO3 c–axis radially aligned to the coccolith plane, and overgrow V units which are
only seen in immature coccoliths ((Young et al., 1992)). The R units give rise to the shield,
tube elements, and central area elements. Typically the coccosphere is a single layer of
coccoliths with no unmineralised scales. In both Pleurochrysis and Emiliania the base plates
acquire calcitic rims in a mineralizing vesicle derived from Golgi elements, though with
different polysaccharides involved ((de Vrind-de Jong and de Vrind, 1997; Marsh, 2003)).
Throughout mineral deposition the mineralizing vesicle in Emiliania is connected to the
reticular body, with a large membranous surface area encapsulating a small internal volume
((Marsh, 2003)). Though E. huxleyi is amongst the most abundant coccolithophores, it is

Fig. A.2 Heterococcolithophore morphology schematic, after Langer et al. ((2011)); Read et al.
((2013)); Young and Henriksen ((2003)); Young et al. ((1999)). (a) E. huxleyi coccolithophores (scale
bar 2µm). (b) A single coccolith of E. huxleyi (scale bar 2µm). (c) Schematic diagram of part of a
single coccolith, depicting radial structural elements, the central area and rim. (d) Schematic diagram
of a single coccolith element composed of V and R subunits.
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also typically small, typically 2–5µm in diameter. In contrast, C. pelagicus (braarudii) and
Gephyrocapsa oceanica are both larger and significantly contribute to carbonate sediments.

A.2.2

Coccolithogenesis

The two differing ultrastructures of heterococcoliths and holococcoliths suggests that the
two types of coccolith are produced by divergent biomineralisation processes ((Young et al.,
1999)). Heterococcoliths provide an end–member paradigm of calcification as they are
thought to display ‘closed system calcification.’ Coccolithogenesis proceeds in a membrane–
bound intracellular space continuous with the Golgi complex. This Golgi derived space
may be termed the coccolith vesicle, coccolith compartment, or cisterna. The coccolith
vesicle remains in close contact with the coccolith throughout development, with the shape
evolving as growth of the coccolith proceeds. Coccolith production is regulated by cellular
factors including organic components, endomembrane organisation, and cytoskeletal delivery
mechanisms of substrates to the calcifying compartment ((Klaveness, 1976; Westbroek et al.,
1984; Wilbur and Watabe, 1963; Young et al., 1999)). The fluxes of Ca2+ and HCO3 - needed
for coccolith formation involve a spatially organised recruitment of transport processes highly
conserved within the majority of coccolithophore species ((Brownlee et al., 2015)).
Observations of coccolith formation vary between species. Preceding nucleation, an
interaction between soluble organic molecules and an organic backbone structure has been
observed to direct calcium reservoirs to the site of biomineralisation Pleurochrysis carterae
((Gal et al., 2016)). In most species calcification commences with the nucleation of a
proto–coccolith ring of simple crystals around the periphery of a precursor base–plate scale.
The crystals then grow in various directions to form complex crystal units ((Young et al.,
1999)). Biological organic material, such as biomacromolecules, is known to play a role
in coccolithogenesis and control the development and final morphology of the biomineral
((Henriksen and Stipp, 2009; Marsh, 2003; Young et al., 2004)). Coccolith development is a
multi–step process, Fig. A.3, ((Van der Wal et al., 1983)):
1. Growth occurs intracellularly in vesicles, typically derived from the Golgi body. The
membrane–bound coccolith production compartment (CPC) surrounds the growing
coccolith, with the distally reticular body is lumenally continuous with the coccolith
room ((Westbroek et al., 1989)). Coccolith precipitation proceeds in this intracellular
chemical and isotopic micro–environment, allowing for large enigmatic departures
from the isotopic composition of biogenic calcite.
2. An organic scale is formed with distinctive microfibrillar ultrastructure that is characteristic of scales in the haptophytes (in E. huxleyi the base–plate scale is ill–defined).
3. In some cases the vesicle develops a complex form with extensions containing dense
particles formed of a complex of acidic polysaccharides and Ca2+ , termed coccolitho-
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Fig. A.3 Schematic diagram of coccolithogenesis in Pleurochrysis carterae (heterococcolith) from
Van der Wal et al. ((1983)); Young and Henriksen ((2003)). The section through a coccolithophore
shows coccolith formation stages within Golgi–derived vesicles, based on observations using TEM.

somes (seen only in Pleurochrysis until now) ((Marsh, 1994)). Coccolithosomes are
thought to play a key role in calcification, possibly functioning as vectors for Ca2+
during biomineralisation, with the polysaccharide phase coating the crystals Young
et al. ((1999)). Note that this sequence has only been observed in P. carterae and may
differ in other coccolithophores including E. huxleyi. In other cases, development
ceases here, the scales are exocytosed, and form an inner layer of body scales.
4. Proto–coccolith calcite crystals then nucleate at the periphery of the base–plate scale
or protococcolith ring (an oval disc compose of organic material) ((Brown and Ro-
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manovicz, 1976; Brown et al., 1969; Herth et al., 1972; Marsh, 2008)). The calcite
crystals nucleate in alternating directs, which go on to form V and R units of the
coccolith element ((Young and Henriksen, 2003)). Organic molecules then play a
role in directing mineral components, such as Ca2+ ions, to the site of mineralisation
((Gal et al., 2016)). Heterococcolith rims form around a single proto–coccolith ring
with two sets of alternating nuclei to form distinct crystal units. The four parts of the
element then grow out from the rhombohedral root. The crystal units are oriented either
vertically or radially relative to the local base–plate margin. This has been conserved
in heterococcolith evolution and hence all ‘V’ units are homologous with each other,
as are all ‘R’ units ((Young et al., 1999)).

5. The crystal grows upwards and outwards to form a complete coccolith. During this
growth, the vesicle expands gradually, remaining in close contact with the developing
coccolith. In the coccolith vesicle, the final morphology is controlled by organic
molcues interacting with the surface of growing CaCO3 crystals ((Hood et al., 2016;
Marsh, 2008; Van der Wal et al., 1983; Westbroek et al., 1984; Young and Henriksen,
2003)).
6. Once the coccolith has been completed, the vesicle dilates. A dense organic coating is
visible around and between the coccolith crystals.
7. As the coccolith vesicle matures, completed coccoliths are secreted at the cell surface
in a single exocytotic event ((Taylor et al., 2007)).
The growth pattern is thought to be the cause for principal structural heterococcolith
features, including the complex crystal unit form, the salient division between the rim and
central area which corresponds to parts of the structure formed by growth inward and outward
from the proto–coccolith ring, and the fact that all cycles in the rim have an equal number of
elements Young ((1989)). This was further substantiated by observations of the ultrastructure
of E. huxleyi at successive growth stages ((Westbroek et al., 1989; Young et al., 1992)).

A.3

Ion Sources and Fluxes

Transport rates of ions needed for calcification and photosynthesis in coccolithophores are
amongst the largest fluxes hitherto reported in eukaryotic organisms ((Monteiro et al., 2016)).
To calcify a coccolith it is necessary to transport Ca2+ and Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC)
from the external medium to the coccolith vesicle. Ionic substrates and products may
be transported against their electrochemical potential gradients, either across the plasma
membrane or the membrane of the intracellular calcifying compartment. This ionic transport
can occur using indirect ion pumps or by using energy ((Monteiro et al., 2016)). Although
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extensive observations and documentation of coccolithophore biomineralisation exists, there
is little consensus on the provenance of ions needed for calcification. Unlike in some perforate
foraminifera, SWV has not been observed in coccolithophores ((Nehrke et al., 2013)). This
leaves the possibility that ions are delivered to the site of calcification via TMT, or another
alternative mechanism.

A.3.1

Carbon

Carbon is needed in coccolithophores for both photosynthesis and calcification. In E. huxleyi
HCO3 - is the extracellular source of DIC for calcification, whereas CO2 is the source for
photosynthesis when in abundance ((Bach et al., 2013; Buitenhuis et al., 1999; Kottmeier
et al., 2014; Nimer et al., 1997)). Rayleigh fractionation processes acting on HCO3 – , the
DIC pool which acts as a source for C at the site of calcification, have been invoked in recent
calcification models to account for isotopic fractionation observed in coccolithophore calcite
((McClelland et al., 2017)).

A.3.2

Calcium

In contrast to carbon, Ca2+ is primarily needed for calcification. High levels of cytosolic
[Ca2+ ] are toxic to eukaryotic cells. The need to maintain relatively low cytosolic [Ca2+ ]
places kinetic constraints its trans–cytosolic movement from the inner surface of the plasma
membrane to the site of calcification ((Brownlee, 2004; Raven, 1980)). It is assumed
that Ca2+ diffuses from seawater across the plasma membrane into the cytosol down an
electrochemical gradient through Ca2+ –permeable ion channels. However, it is thought that
this transmembrane diffusion of Ca2+ alone is insufficient to provide the concentrations
of Ca2+ required for coccolithogenesis ((Araki and González, 1998; Holtz et al., 2013;
Mackinder et al., 2010; Raven, 1980)). It may therefore be the case that Ca2+ must be actively
pumped against a concentration gradient to the coccolith vesicle in order to precipitate
CaCO3 .

A.3.3

Strontium

Sr has no known specific biological role in coccolithophores. Sr2+ is chemically similar to
Ca2+ , and so may substitute for Ca2+ and transported via the same mechanism as Ca2+ across
membranes, but at different rates ((Rickaby et al., 2002)). Langer et al. ((2006)) suggested a
model with TMT of Sr2+ and Ca2+ to explain the discrepancy between coccolith Sr/CaCalcite
and inorganically precipitated Sr/CaCalcite . Factors affecting Sr/Ca, organic carbon fixation,
and calcification, may be linked by the differential pumping rates of Ca2+ and Sr2+ across the
cellular membranes. The cellular membranes supply ions for photosynthetic carbon fixation
and calcification, and derive energy from photosynthetic products. Ions may be moved
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across the cell membrane either by (i) passive transport through ion channels or (ii) active
pumping via carrier proteins ((Rickaby et al., 2002)). Rickaby et al. ((2002)) suggest that Sr
incorporation into coccolith calcite may be controlled by rate–dependent discrimination by
the cell against the biological pumping of larger ions. Hence, TMT processes may be at least
partially responsible for the flux of ions into the calcification pool.

A.3.4

Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV) or
Trans–Membrane Transport (TMT)?

Two competing mechanisms exist for controlling the transport of ions into the calcification
pool for ultimate incorporation into coccolith calcite during biomineralisation. In both
models, crystallisation starts at the proximal rim of the structural element (at the centre
of the coccolith) and proceeds to the distal edge. The strutural element is CaCO3 with
trace elements incorporated. Sr is of interest as a proxy for coccolithophore growth and
calcification rate ((Stoll and Schrag, 2000a)). The chemical distributions expected within
a coccolith structural element under each scenario differ, Fig. A.4. Both models assume a
slow, constant precipitation rate. A non–constant precipitation rate may affect the behaviour
of compatible and incompatible trace elements differently. In general, as precipitation rate
increases more incompatible elements are incorporated and less compatible elements are
incorporated ((DePaolo, 2011)). For example, DSr increases with increasing precipitation
rate, whereas the opposite is true for Co, Mn, and Cd ((Lorens, 1981)). Whether increasing
precipitation rate will lead to a total switch of otherwise expected trends depends also upon
the concentration on the starting solution and the absolute rate of depletion as driven by
precipitation rate. Each model presented here results in a different distribution of trace
elements along the coccolith structural element, Fig. A.4.
Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV)
In the first model the supply of ions to the calcification pool comes from Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV), i.e. endocytosis. As calcification proceeds from the closed volume, the
pool becomes depleted in Ca2+ and HCO3 - (the DIC source for C). Compatible elements are
incorporated into the CaCO3 during calcification according to their partition coefficients. As
calcification proceeds, the concentration of compatible elements in the calcifying medium
depletes and therefore these elements are incorporated less as calcification proceeds. This
assumes the partition coefficients of compatible elements do not change with changing
amounts of the compatible element, as previously observed for DSr ((Langer et al., 2006)).
The concentration of compatible elements in the coccolith CaCO3 would display a heterogeneous distribution. Concentrations of compatible elements would be highest at the end of
the coccolith structural element where calcification begins, and a decrease gradually along
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the length of the structural element as elements are removed from the calcification pool,
Fig. A.4 (a). Elements which are incompatible in the structure of coccolith CaCO3 are not
initially incorporated into the coccolith in large amounts and remain in the calcification
pool. As calcification proceeds, Rayleigh type fractionation occurs and the incompatible
elements make up an increasingly large proportion of the calcification pool. Therefore as
calcification proceeds, more incompatible elements are incorporated and their concentration
is highest at the end of calcification. In this case, the incompatible elements would show
an opposite concentration gradient to the compatible elements, i.e. lowest concentrations
at the start of growth and increasing concentration as calcification proceeds, Fig. A.4 (b).
SWV has hitherto not been observed in coccolithophores, and the site of calcification has
been observed to be completely sealed from surrounding seawater ((Nehrke et al., 2013)).

Fig. A.4 Schematic representation of chemical elemental distributions along the length of a coccolith
structural element. Crystallisation or growth of the structural element proceeds from left to right in
each case. (a) and (c) show the distribution of compatible trace elements and (b) and (d) show the
distributions of incompatible trace elements. The first scenario assumes SWV, resulting in decreasing
concentrations of compatible elements (a) and increasing amounts of incompatible trace elements (b)
as growth proceeds. The second scenario assumes TMT, resulting in decreasing concentrations of
both compatible (c) and incompatible (d) elements as growth proceeds.

Trans–Membrane Transport (TMT)
The intracellular calcification pool is created, possibly by initial endocytosis as is the case
for SWV. As calcification proceeds, the calcification pool is ‘topped up’ with Ca2+ and
HCO3 - via Trans–Membrane Transport (TMT). This addition of ions may be continual
or periodic and may occur passively down an electrochemical gradient, or via an active
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transporter. Hence, there is effectively an infinitely large reservoir of Ca2+ and HCO3 - for
calcification. Trace elements (TE), both compatible and incompatible, are incorporated
into the precipitated calcite according to their partition coefficients, DT E . As calcification
proceeds, the trace elements are incorporated into the calcite and so become depleted in the
calcifying fluid. Thus the amount of trace elements in the calcifying fluid decreases whilst
[Ca2+ ] effectively remains the same, hence TE/Ca decreases. This results in decreasing
incorporation of both compatible and incompatible trace elements as calcification proceeds.
Consequently, T ECalcite will be highest at the end of the coccolith element were calcification
begins and decrease along the length of the coccolith structural element, Fig. A.4 (c) and
Fig. A.4 (d). The rate of decrease will be proportional to the compatibility of the element,
DT E .
The above assumes highly selective Ca2+ and HCO3 - transporter channels. Though
transporter channels are thought to be highly selective against Mg2+ , it is possible that the
channels may be poorly or non–selective for Sr2+ and Ba2+ ((Allen and Sanders, 1994)).
Even if the transporter channels are not highly selective and some trace elements enter the
calcification fluid through ‘leaky’ channels, the majority of transported ions will be Ca2+ and
HCO3 - . Hence the composition of the calcifying fluid will not be the same as that as the
initially endocytosed seawater and thus the same relationships apply: TE/Ca will decrease
over time, though at a slower rate than for a scenario with highly selective transporter
channels. The same spatial trends will be observed in the coccolith structural element,
with T ECalcite decreasing along the length of a coccolith structural element, Fig. A.4 (c)
and Fig. A.4 (d). Poorly selective channels (with respect to Sr2+ ) have been suggested in
foraminifera but evidence is currently inconclusive for coccolithophores ((Nehrke et al.,
2013)).

A.3.5

Measurements to Distinguish Between Mechanisms

STXM will allow us to ascertain whether all elements change in unison, or whether compatible and incompatible elements exhibit divergent behaviour. This will therefore allow us to
distinguish between the two hypothesised transport regimes.

A.4

Methodology

A.4.1

Sample Selection and Preparation

Samples of Emiliania huxleyi, Calcidiscus leptoporous, and Coccolithus pelagicus were
grown in culture with the specific aim of elevating trace element concentrations, obtained
from the Roscoff Culture Collection ((Roscoff Culture Collection, 2019)). Culture material
and media were flushed through onto polycarbonate paper filters in order to evenly and thinly
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distribute coccolithophore material, including whole coccolithophores and disarticulated
coccoliths and their elements. Preparation of samples by FIB was not deemed necessary or
an appropriate use of resources. Single coccoliths are on the order 2 25µm, comparable
to the size reproducible by FIB preparation techniques. Samples were briefly suspended in
isopropanol and mounted on Silson Si3 N4 TEM mounts which were subsequently placed
onto proprietary holders for analysis at beamline i08 of DLS.

A.4.2

Scanning Transmission X–ray Microscopy (STXM)
Data Collection

Atomic coordination and elemental distribution data were collected by NEXAFS–STXM
and XRF at beamline i08 of DLS. Samples of disarticulated coccoliths were measured along
with samples of calcite, aragonite, dolomite, pink dolomite, and Sr carbonate to act as well
classified standards for the coordination of Mg and Sr. The incoming monochrome X–ray
beam is focussed to ⇠ 800 nm using a FZP (40 nm outermost zone width) and all but the
first–order of light is eliminated using the OSA giving an optimised setup for XRF sensitivity
and resolution. The smallest achievable lateral resolution at i08 is ⇠ 20 nm, depending on the
imaging mode. NEXAFS scans were conducted about the Mg–K and Sr–L edges of 1,303 eV
and 2,216 eV respectively. First a large overview scan, ⇠ 30⇥30µm with 5 ms dwell time
at a resolution of ⇠ 250–500 nm per pixel was collected to identity regions of interest with
identifiable coccolith morphology, suitable transmission and adequate Mg and Sr signal for
subsequent investigation. Raster scan (‘fly mode’) images were then collected on regions of
interest, ⇠ 1–5µm2 . Mg–K data were collected at 0.2–0.5 eV intervals between 1,290 eV
and 1,360 eV and Sr–L data were collected at 0.2–0.5 eV intervals between 2,200 eV and
2,250 eV with dwell time 10–20 ms and step size 350 nm. These energy ranges and steps
were chosen to collect spectra that would allow comparison to the well defined standards with
highly characterisable spectra. A stack of images over the full energy range for each element
was collected, requiring ⇠ 16–24 h for each acquisition. Transmitted X–ray beam intensities
are directly measured using a photodiode detector connected to an amplifier for imaging and
collection of NEXAFS spectra. XRF data are collected using a single–element SDD detector
optimised in backscatter configuration which can detect atomic weights as low as that of
carbon. The samples were illuminated with a photon energy of 2.2 keV to collect fluorescence
data across the Mg, Sr, P and Cu peaks. By comparing spectra from coccolithophores with
those from known standards allows the determination of the coordination environment of Mg
and Sr in the coccolithophore samples.
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Results

Preliminary NEXAFS results collected from Coccolithus pelagicus around the Sr–L edge are
displayed. Multiple disarticulated coccoliths can be seen in the transmission images recorded
at 1955.2 eV, Fig. A.5 (a). Collected spectra are noisy, Fig. A.5 (b).

Fig. A.5 Preliminary NEXAFS results collected from C. pelagicus. (a) Transmission image recorded
at 1955.2 eV. Field of view 15µm, 100⇥100 points, 20 ms dwell time. Multiple disarticulated
coccoliths can be seen. (b) OD across the SrL edge.

A.6

Analysis

Spectromicroscopy combines spectral data with microscopy. Typical datasets consist of a
stack of images taken across a range of energies over a microscopic region of a sample.
Organisation of heterogeneous materials is revealed by imaging, whereas the spectral (or
chemical) characteristic of various parts are revealed by spectroscopy. In X–ray spectromicroscopy images are collected across an EXAFS or NEXAFS region to reveal the distribution
of different chemical states, resulting in separate spectra in each pixel of an image. Various
programs for the analysis of X–ray spectromicroscopy data exist: Soft X–ray spectromicroscopy analysis can be conducted using aXis2000 and reference spectra, however there are
no options for cluster analysis ((Hitckcock, 1997)); Python based program STXMPy provides some script–based analysis tools but has not been updated since 2010 ((Haraszti et al.,
2010)); TXM–XANES Wizard can be used to analyse hard X–ray transmission microscopy
data, and includes some cluster analysis capabilities ((Liu et al., 2012)); MANTiS is the
program recommended for analysis of NEXAFS data collected at i08 of DLS; and PyMCA
is suitable for analysing XRF microscopy data with some tools for analysis of NEXAFS data
((Solé et al., 2007)).
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For data collected at i08 NEXAFS spectra are extracted from image stacks using
MANTiS, Section A.6.1, and XRF maps are analysed using PyMCA, Section A.6.2 ((Lerotic
et al., 2014; Solé et al., 2007)).

A.6.1

Multivariate ANalysis Tool for Spectromicroscopy (MANTiS)

Multivariate ANalysis Tool for Spectromicroscopy (MANTiS) is a program developed in
Python for spectromicroscopy data analysis ((Lerotic et al., 2004, 2005, 2014; Mak et al.,
2014)). Full mathematical description can be found in Lerotic et al. ((2004)). Data analysis
in MANTiS, Fig. A.6, includes:

Fig. A.6 Schematic representation of the workflow process in MANTiS from Lerotic ((2014)); Lerotic
et al. ((2014)). MANTiS presents the user with a sequence of panels to guide the analysis workflow. 1

1. Load data stack: a set of images over a range of known photon energies.
2. Preprocessing: The aim of preprocessing is to give an Optical Density (OD) matrix
and to remove artefacts. Creating the OD matrix involves alignment and normalisation
of data sets. For spectromicroscopy analysis it is advantageous to work with OD
instead of the absorption coefficient, µ, because OD, correlates linearly with specimen
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thickness, t, given by OD = log II0 = µt where I0 is the incident flux and I is the
transmitted flux (may also be written as I(x, y, E)). I0 can be determined in three ways
(i) the incident spectrum file can loaded after being recorded at similar conditions
such as same focussing slits, ring current etc. and (ii) I0 can be determined from the
histogram of image intensities or (iii) I0 can be recovered from an X–ray transparent
area in the image stack, i.e. free space. First images must be aligned. Images acquired
at successive energies may require the focussing stage to be adjusted, causing the centre
position of the image to shift relative to one another in (x, y). This image–to–image
shift can be eliminated by aligning the stack along a common axis. Image registration
can be carried out manually or automatically in MANTiS. Registration by automatic
alignment attempts to align images using Fourier cross–correlation, however this may
be problematic if there is low contrast in the image or if similar features are present
at many locations in the sample. In such cases where automatic alignment cannot be
performed manual image alignment can be used. Secondly, images are then normalised
to give OD matrix after alignment. Once images are aligned and normalised, data
can then be displayed in terms of transmitted flux, I, or the OD. Images artefacts are
common during automated data collection, including change in flux and variations in
the flow of He gas over the sample otherwise used to minimise absorption by air. Such
artefacts can be removed in MANTiS.

3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA): The aim of PCA is to describe the collected
spectra by using linear combinations of the principal components of the spectra.
The first principal component has the largest possible variance and hence accounts
for as much of the variability in the data as is possible. Successive components
in turn have the highest variance (under constraints of orthogonality to proceeding
components). The resulting components can be combined (in linear combination) to
describe the collected spectra. PCA is sensitive to relative scaling/weighting of the
original variables. When examining eigenspectra and eigenimages the aim is to select
the number of significant components present in the sample. Additional components
can be deemed insignificant once random, rather than systematic, variations emerge
in the eigenimages in a ‘salt and pepper’ pattern. They are accompanied by random
fluctuations in the eigenspectra. The number of significant components is estimated
using the Cattell scree test, where the significant component presents as an ‘elbow’ in
the eigenvalue plot.
4. Cluster analysis: Cluster analysis is used to classify data in the image stack by spectral similarities and group spectroscopically similar pixels together . Clusters are
pixels with similar weightings of eigenspectra, hence cluster analysis can only be
performed once all principal components have been calculated. The first component
of cluster analysis is typically excluded; it represents the average absorption of the
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spectrum and hence is sensitive to thickness variations of the sample. Subsequent
components represent variations from the average spectrum, decreasing in significance.
k–means clustering is used in MANTiS and clusters pixels based on minimum Euclidian distances in eigenspectrum–weighting space ((MacQueen, 1967)). However,
this method sometimes yields clusters where one or a few of the pixels have unique
spectroscopic signatures and are incorrectly grouped with other pixels which are more
alike one another. By dividing clusters with large s , clusters with the biggest variance
in Euclidian distance from the cluster centre will be broken down into two clusters.
5. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for spectral maps: SVD calculates thickness
or weighting of maps to give the distribution of a set target spectra. Representative
thickness maps and spectra are then used to calculate composition maps.
6. Peak Identification: Peaks are identified by comparison to predefined peak energies.
7. Peak fitting: X–ray peaks are then used to fit the spectra.
8. Non–Negative Matrix Approximation Analysis (NNMAA): Negative weightings
may be assigned to clusters during analysis however, these have no physical meaning.
NNMAA is used to extract features whilst maintaining non–negative weightings.
Spectra from cluster analysis are input and used to tune how closely the reconstructed
NNMAA spectra match the spectra calculated using cluster analysis in ‘cluster spectra
similarity’. The number of components must be selected before running NNMAA, and
must be equal to the initial number of spectra loaded. Emphasis can be given or taken
away from different constraints by using regularisation parameters.

A.6.2

Python Multi–Channel Analyser (PyMCA)

Python Multi–Channel Analyser (PyMCA) is an application developed for the analysis of
XRF spectra. It is implemented in Python, initially optimised for use on data collected at
ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) ((Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963)).
PyMCA fits XRF spectra by numerical optimisation methods ((Hansen et al., 2019)).
Data fitting:
1. Select energy range of interest, including the shoulder of the Compton peak but not
the peak itself, and eliminate any low energy artefacts due to detector cutoff. Calibrate
energy scale by selecting the order of the polynomial used for the calibration (1st ) and
two or more known energy points ((Solé, 2018, 2008)). Configure the photon flux on
the sample the measurement time, active area of the detector, and the detector–sample
distance.
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2. Continuum / Background Models PyMCA can model the background continuum
by either estimation or fitting. In estimation the estimated background is subtracted
from experimental data before fitting the fluorescence peaks using a least–squares
method. In fitting mode an analytical function is used to describe the continuum and
is then entered into the least–squares fitting algorithm. Iterative procedures can be
used to estimate the background: the content of each channel (⇡ uncalibrated energy)
is compared to the average content of its neighbours at a distance of i channels. If
the content is above average, then it is replaced by the average. i can be taken as a
fraction of the peaks Full HalfWidth Maximum (FHWM) at the start of the iterative
process. Savitsky–Golay smoothing can also be added at the beginning of the iterative
estimation ((Solé et al., 2007)).
3. Select the elements to include in the model and the appropriate transitions. Include elements in the model until the desired fit is achieved. Identify peaks. Peaks
with high intensity relative to other lines in the same family may have poorly modelled
low energy tails. The fit may be improved by changing the configuration of the peak
shape. A perfect fit may not exist if the matrix is not consistent throughout the sample.
Many samples can be modelled with the same configuration file, being sure to change
the sample–detector distance for each see ((Solé, 2008)). The pattern of the peaks
present in the spectrum is directly related to the elements in the sample. These elements
present can be used to predict all of the X–ray lines that form the spectrum and their
energies. Therefore, the peak fitting function is written in terms of energy rather than
channel number. It is not computationally practical to optimise the peak positions of all
peaks independently. Energies of XRF lines are typically accurate to . 1 eV (spectral
resolution here 0.2–0.5 eV). The number of fitting parameters can be further reduced
by introducing a simplification whereby an entire element is modelled rather than a
single peak. In such models, some lines can be grouped, e.g. Ka 1 , Ka 2 doublets, or
all K lines of an element. A single area parameter, A, that represents the total number
of counts in the line group can then be fitted. PyMCA considers two transitions as
separate terms if separated by 10 eV ((Solé et al., 2007)). If transitions are separated
by  10 eV, they are separated by a single line at an energy given by the weighted
mean of the transition energies a relative intensity given by the sum of the relative
intensities of each transition ((Solé et al., 2007)).
4. Single element imaging can be performed by setting ROIs around characteristic element
peaks. This type of imaging is fast and simple, however, it is not possible to separate
element contributions if overlapping peaks are present. If such overlapping peaks are
present, all spectra must be fitted separately before an image can be reconstructed
from the fitted area ((Solé et al., 2007)). If quantitative analysis is to be carried out, it
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is crucial to define factors that can attenuate the beam, such as the sample–detector
distance which is especially important in the soft X–ray regime.
PyMCA can be used to calculate elemental contributions from individual elements to
XRF spectra, and give trace element concentrations. Some matrix effects are not accounted
for (they could be using Monte Carlo simulations but these tend to be computer intensive
((Solé et al., 2007))

A.7

Discussion

A.7.1

Previous Spectroscopy of Coccolithophores

XRF mapping at 17 keV was conducted to reveal the concentrations and distributions of
trace elements in the Mid–Jurassic heterococcolithophore Watznaueria britanica ((SuchérasMarx et al., 2016)). Investigating extinct fossil coccoliths allows different conclusions and
interpretations to be drawn from data than from an experiment conducted on presently
living and cultured coccoliths. Diagenetic chemical imprint is discussed suggesting that
Mn is present in the form of Mn–CaCO3 rather than Mn oxides ((Suchéras-Marx et al.,
2016)). Mn has high affinity with carbonates and may substitute for Ca2+ during crystal
growth ((Astilleros et al., 2002; Paquette and Reeder, 1995)). In the study by SuchérasMarx et al. ((2016)) Sr distribution and Sr/Ca were measured by XRF to investigate Sr in
this extinct species of coccolithophore. Firstly, Sr concentration in this specimen is low
(0.35 mmol mol–1 ) compared to modern species (0.8–4 mmol mol–1 , ((Stoll and Ziveri, 2004;
Stoll and Bains, 2003))). Note that the specimens proposed here have been cultured with the
specific aim of elevating Sr concentrations. Suchéras-Marx et al. ((2016)) suggest that the
Sr/Ca distribution reflects the arrangement of calcite crystals in the V–units of the mid–tube
elements but make no conclusions about the distribution of Sr within the element, nor how
the Sr/Ca distribution changes along the length of the structural element and hence how it
might change during the element formation stage of coccolithogenesis. DSr between calcite
and cytoplasm does not depend on the direction of crystal growth and suggests that the factor
controlling Sr incorporation into the coccolith structural element is the elongation along the c
axis in both the V– and R– units of the element ((Payne et al., 2008; Stoll and Ziveri, 2004)).
These conclusions assume that Sr (and Mg) substitutes for Ca in CaCO3 , as is the case for
Mg in foraminifera ((Branson et al., 2013)). An issue with using fossil coccoliths, which
have been subject to diagenesis, to understand present biomineralisation signals of Sr/Ca, is
that the overgrowth calcite is not homogeneous and has been shown to lower original Sr/Ca
((Dedert et al., 2014; Prentice et al., 2014)).
Ca–L edge NEXAFS/STXM was conducted in E. huxleyi and P. carterae and combined with micro–Computed Tomography (CT) with the aim of increasing understanding of
biomineralisation mechanisms using non–invasive characterisation techniques to understand
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molecular level biogenic processes ((Sun et al., 2014)). NEXAFS spectromicroscopy at
the Ca–L edge showed heterogeneous distribution which was used to conclude that there
are two distinct type of calcium present in coccoliths: a crystalline rich layer encircling a
crystalline–poor layer. Though the results cannot be disputed from the images presented, the
interpretations are not concrete: it may be that the heterogeneous Ca distribution is not due to
changes in crystallinity but rather due to the substitution of Ca for other elements, e.g. Sr, in
the crystal lattice. Although the L3 and L2 peaks of Ca are sensitive to the symmetry of atoms
surrounding the Ca2+ ion in the first coordination sphere, no definitive structural information
of the Ca coordination and bonding could be drawn from the data presented. Nevertheless,
the presence of inorganic Ca–containing biomacromolecules is hypothesised ((Naftel et al.,
2001; Sun et al., 2014)). The study presented in Sun et al. ((2014)) with comparable spectral
(0.1 eV) and spatial (50 nm) resolution confirms that such spectromicroscopic studies as the
one proposed here are possible.

A.7.2

Experimental Modifications

Upon inspection the spectral data collected at beamline i08 of DLS did not have sufficient
signal:noise to allow data analysis. The reasons why this may have occurred are discussed
below, along with experimental modifications to ensure successful data collection and analysis
in subsequent experimental sessions.
Signal to Noise
An energy step size of 0.2–0.5 eV appears to be appropriate for comparing specimen spectra
of spectra to well defined standards, with such energy resolutions used previously in STXM
studies of marine carbonates ((Branson et al., 2013, 2015a)). Collecting data with high
energy and spatial resolution and sufficient signal:noise requires long acquisition times. To
collect a 10⇥10µm2 STXM map, with a spectral resolution of 0.2 eV, a spatial resolution
of ⇠ 100 nm, and an exposure time 15 ms requires an experimental session on the order
of 24–36 hrs. The variability in the time required to collect such large data sets is due to
‘dead time’ of components at the end station, e.g. moving stages and detector read out times.
The time given for the experimental session does not include initial experimental setup and
optimisation.
To improve the signal:noise two fold, four times the amount of data must be collected.
This can be achieved by quadrupling the exposure time, reducing the spatial resolution by
a factor of four and averaging over pixels in space in subsequent data analysis, or some
combination of the two. The ideal data collection with high signal:noise would consist of
many small pixels and a long exposure time. Collecting such data is problematic not only
because such experimental sessions have a long duration but also because large quantities of
data are produced which can incur later processing costs.
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Stability
Collecting data with sufficient energy and spatial resolution requires long experimental
sessions, on the order 16–36 hours, over which length of time the stability of the beam may
vary. Stability of the beam here refers to the flux of the beam. Instability of the beam may
include spontaneous ‘beam dumps’ i.e. loss of the stored beam ((Willmott, 2011a)). When
this occurs, data collection must be stopped.
Sample Drift
When energy is changed during collection of spectral maps ‘sample drift’ can occur. As
the wavelength of the incident energy is changed so does its effective incident position.
This gives similar effect to changing the perspective of view. Therefore, the sample can
be seen to drift across the screen over time. Such drift may be significantly larger than the
theoretical ultimate spatial resolution, and result in the X–ray beam moving off the region of
interest ((Willmott, 2011b)). This is discussed in Section 4.2.6. The effects of sample drift
could possibly be combated by having short sessions in which only certain energy ranges
are covered, followed by recalibration and start of a new experimental run. Otherwise, to
collect a given area whilst accounting for sample drift in one experimental session would
involve collecting data over an area larger than the area to be measured. Time is wasted not
only in data collection due to the exposure time but also due to the dead time introduced by
components such as moving stages and detector read out. There is an excess of data which
must be ‘cut’ during the first stage of analysis. Either of these proposed methods should allow
a whole coccolith to be imaged across the whole energy range. Preferably, a microscope
image would be captured beforehand, however this may be problematic and precarious due
to the fragility of samples. Prior image collection may be possible with careful handling of
the sample and transfer between the microscope and the experimental stage.

A.7.3

Reaching New Highs (of Energy)

Preliminary experiments were conducted by measuring Sr distributions at the Sr–L edge. The
L– edge of elements have lower capture cross sections and hence probabilities of interaction
with incident radiation than the K–edge of the same element. Therefore a NEXAFS signal
measured at the L–edge of an element is expected to be weaker than at the K–edge of the
element. The SrL–3 –edge is at 1,940 eV, and the SrL–1 –edge at 2,216 eV, both within the
accessible range of energies for experiments at i08. The Sr–K –edge is at 16,105 eV, currently
beyond the accessible range for experiments at i08. Measuring the distribution and atomic
coordination at the SrK would give a greater signal for a given flux, due to the larger capture
cross section. However, these measurements are not currently possible at DLS i08, and so
would have to be carried out elsewhere. Energies spanning the Sr–K edge can be reached,
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however often at a cost of spatial resolution. For example, SESAME’s inaugural light source
and X–ray Absorption Fine structure (XAFS) XRF beamline in Jordan can reach a maximum
energy of 30 keV, but the resulting spot size on the specimen is ⇠500⇥500µm2 ((Sesame,
Jordan)). Collecting sufficient spectral and spatial resolution in the coccolith element at
energies high enough to capture the detail at the Sr–K edge may require Synchrotron Hard
X–ray Microprobe (SHXM). This technique is currently under optimisation at ALS beamline
10.3.2, however again at a cost of spatial resolution, and not approaching those  100 nm
available in STXM.

A.7.4

Constraining the First Principal Component

The first principal component in PCA accounts for the most variability in the data. However,
in NEXAFS–STXM data the first principal component may not be due to chemical variations
but rather to thickness. Due to the small size of coccolithophores, few studies exist on their
thickness ((Beuvier et al., 2019)), though in theory they are feasible. 3D X–ray CDI has been
conducted before on coccolithophores with ⇠ 30 nm resolution and has revealed thickness
variations between species and within individuals ((Beuvier et al., 2019)). It may be possible
to measure thickness variations within a coccolith before or after NEXAFS STXM and XRF
measurements by using tomography. Problems may arise because samples are fragile and
the mounts used for each technique vary. Ideally, thickness and morphological information
would be acquired first in tomography experiments to allow correlation of chemical signals
with morphological features. However, the mounting of samples during tomography would
likely incur chemical changes in the samples. Therefore, it would be necessary to collect
chemical data before collecting morphological data.

A.7.5

Measurement by Other Methods

To distinguish between the two proposed modes of trace elements incorporation into the
structural element of a coccolith, SWV and TMT, here NEXAFS–STXM and XRF were
proposed and preliminary experiments conducted. Spatial mapping of trace elements may
also be conducted using APT, a 3D imaging technique with Ångstrom–level spatial resolution,
as has been previously carried out on foraminiferal material ((Branson et al., 2016)). SIMS
has been used to measure B/Ca in E. huxleyi and Coccolithus braarudii with a 3µ m spot
size ((Stoll et al., 2012)); similar measurements here would preclude observations of spatial
distributions of trace elements. Nano–SIMS has been used to characterise trace elements
distributions and concentrations in polished foraminiferal material at the ⇠ 100 nm–length
scale, e.g. Glock et al. ((2019)); Kunioka et al. ((2006)). This method may be applicable to
coccolithophores, though problems may arise because the method is prone to artefacts due to
edge effects and topography.

A.8 Conclusions

A.8
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Conclusions

Coccolithophores provide a promising archive of marine geochemistry, preserving both the
organic and inorganic proxies. However, questions about their biomineralisation must be
addressed before the full potential of these records can be realised. Two competing models
describe how ions are incorporated into the calcification pool: Seawater Vacuolisation (SWV)
and Trans–Membrane Transport (TMT). The spatial distributions of trace elements that
would occur along the length of a coccolith structural element under each scenario are
diagnostics of the underlying mechanism. Preliminary experiments to measure the spatial
distribution and coordination of Mg and Sr along the length of a coccolith structural element
were conducted. Experimental modifications are suggested to allow collection of sufficient
data to distinguish between the proposed models.

Appendix B
Generalised MTex Code
1 %% Define crystal symmetry
2
3 cs = crystalSymmetry ( ' -3 m1 ') ;
4 CS = {...
5
' notIndexed ' ,...
6
crystalSymmetry ( ' -3 m1 ' , [4.99 4.99 17.061] , 'X || a ' , 'Z || c
* ' , ' mineral ' , ' Calcite ') };
7 % plotting convention
8 setMTEXpref ( ' xAxisDirection ' , ' east ') ;
9 setMTEXpref ( ' zAxisDirection ' , ' intoPlane ') ;
10
11 %% Specify file to be imported
12 fname = '/ Users / Documents / EBSD / Data / file . ctf ';
13
14 %% Import the Data
15 % create an EBSD variable containing the data
16 ebsd = loadEBSD_ctf ( fname , '
c o n v e r tS p a t i a l 2 E u le r R e f e r e n c e Fr a m e ') ;
17 [ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;
18 % remove small grains
19 ebsd ( grains ( grains . grainSize < 5) ) =[];
20 % repeat grain computation
21 [ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;
22 % grains can be smoothed
23 grains = smooth ( grains ) ;
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33
34
35
36
37
38
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[ grains , ebsd . grainId ] = calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;
%% Plot grains and select area ROI
figure
plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation )
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Select reference grain ')
hold on
poly = selectPolygon ;
ebsd = ebsd ( inpolygon ( ebsd0 , poly ) ) ;
[ grains , ebsd . grainId ]= calcGrains ( ebsd ) ;

%% Mean angular deviation
figure
hist ( ebsd . mad ) % shows all mean angular deviations
ebsd_mad = ebsd ( ebsd . mad <1) % mean angular deviation <1 , can
change
39 figure
40 plot ( ebsd_mad )
41
42 %% Select reference grain
43 disp ( ' ')
44 disp ( ' Select reference grain with cursor and one mouse
click ')
45 disp ( ' ')
46 [x , y ]= ginput (1) ;
47 RefGrain = findByLocation ( grains ,[ x , y ]) ;
48 hold off
49
50 %% Plot colour scale
51 oM = ipfHSVKey ( CS {2}) ;
52 plot ( oM )
53
54 %% Reference grain orientation
55 RefGrainOri = orientation ( grains ( RefGrain ) . meanOrientation )
;
56 ori2 = orientation ( grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation ) ;
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57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

% Miso Relative to one grain
RelativeAngle = angle ( RefGrainOri , ori2 , ' anitpodal ') / degree ;
figure
plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , RelativeAngle )
hold on
mtexColorbar
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Orientation relative to one grain ')
hold off
%% Plot misorientation histogram
figure
plotAngleDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation )
% to change bin width go to source code for
plotAngleDistribution and change resolution
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Misorientation histogram ')
hold on
plotAngleDistribution ( CS {2}) % for randomly oriented Calcite
grains
hold off

73
74
75 %% Plot axis distribution
76 figure
77 plotAxisDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation , ' MarkerSize ' ,1)
78 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Axis Distribution points ')
79 hold off
80 figure
81 plotAxisDistribution ( grains . boundary ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') .
misorientation , ' contourf ')
82 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Axis Distribution contour ')
83 hold off
84
85 %% Grain boundaries
86 gB = grains . boundary ;
87 gB_CalCal = gB ( ' Calcite ' , ' Calcite ') ;
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gB_CalNI = gB ( ' Calcite ' , ' notIndexed ') ;
figure
plot ( gB_CalNI )
hold on
plot ( gB_CalCal , gB_CalCal . misorientation . angle ./ degree , '
linewidth ' ,2) % colourised according to misorientation
hold on
mtexColorbar
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Grain Boundaries and Misorientations ')
hold off

93
94
95
96
97
98 %% Segment grain boundary misorientations and plot
99 misoAngle = gB_CalCal . misorientation . angle ./ degree ;
100 [~ , id ] = histc ( misoAngle ,0:30:120) ; % start angle , bin width
, end angle
101 plot ( gB_CalCal , ' linecolor ' , 'k ')
102 hold on
103 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==1) , ' linecolor ' , 'b ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 0 -30
blue
104 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==2) , ' linecolor ' , 'r ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 30 -60
red
105 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==3) , ' linecolor ' , 'g ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 60 -90
green
106 plot ( gB_CalCal ( id ==4) , ' linecolor ' , 'k ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) %
90 -120 black
107 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Forced colour scale ')
108 hold off
109
110 %% Set Up Twinning
111 cs_Cal = ebsd ( ' Calcite ') . CS ;
112 twinning001 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,0 ,1 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
113 twinning102 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,2 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
114 twinning104 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,4 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
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115 twinning108 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,1 ,8 , cs_Cal ) , ' uvw '
, ' angle ' ,180* degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
116
117 %% Fundamental Regions : misorientations of grain
boundaries
118 fR = fundamentalRegion ( cs_Cal , cs_Cal , ' antipodal ') ;
119 miso = gB_CalCal . misorientation ;
120 figure
121 plot ( fR )
122 plot ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , ' MarkerSize ' ,3 , ' points '
,10000 , ' MarkerColor ' , 'k ')
123 hold on
124 plot ( twinning001 , ' markerColor ' , 'y ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
125 hold on
126 plot ( twinning102 , ' markerColor ' , 'm ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
127 hold on
128 plot ( twinning104 , ' markerColor ' , 'c ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
129 hold on
130 plot ( twinning108 , ' markerColor ' , 'r ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
131 hold on
132 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Fundamental Region ')
133 hold off
134
135 %% Define 001 twin as a fibre parallel to [0 0 1]
136 m1 = orientation ( ' Euler ' ,[0 0 0] , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
137 m2 = orientation ( ' axis ' , Miller (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 , cs_Cal ) , ' angle ' ,60*
degree , cs_Cal , cs_Cal ) ;
138 f1 = fibre ( m1 , m2 ) ;
139 figure
140 plot ( fR ) % fundamental region
141 hold on
142 plot ( miso ( angle ( f1 , miso ) <10* degree ) , ' points ' ,15000) % plot
points that fall within 10 deg of fibre
143 hold on
144 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' Fundamental Region Fibre ')
145 hold on
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157
158
159
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163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
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plot ( twinning001 , ' markerColor ' , 'y ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
hold on
plot ( twinning102 , ' markerColor ' , 'm ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
hold on
plot ( twinning104 , ' markerColor ' , 'c ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
hold on
plot ( twinning108 , ' markerColor ' , 'r ' , ' markerSize ' ,20)
hold off
%% Check Twinning Relationships
isTwinning001 = angle ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , twinning001 )
<5* degree ;
twinBoundary001 = gB_CalCal ( isTwinning001 ) ;
twin001 = unique ( gB_CalCal ( isTwinning001 ) . grainId ) ;
twin001area = sum ( area ( grains ( twin001 ) ) ) / sum ( area ( grains ( '
Calcite ') ) ) *100;
figure
plot ( grains ( twin001 ) )
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' 001 twin ')
hold off
%%
isTwinning012 = angle ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , twinning102 )
<5* degree ;
twinBoundary012 = gB_CalCal ( isTwinning012 ) ; % this is empty
and so plots nothing
twin012 = unique ( gB_CalCal ( isTwinning012 ) . grainId ) ;
twin012area = sum ( area ( grains ( twin012 ) ) ) / sum ( area ( grains ( '
Calcite ') ) ) *100;
figure
plot ( grains ( twin012 ) )
set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' 012 twin ')
hold off
%%
isTwinning104 = angle ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , twinning104 )
<5* degree ;
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176 twinBoundary014 = gB_CalCal ( isTwinning104 ) ; % 9 segments
177 twin014 = unique ( gB_CalCal ( isTwinning104 ) . grainId ) ;
178 twin014area = sum ( area ( grains ( twin014 ) ) ) / sum ( area ( grains ( '
Calcite ') ) ) *100;
179 figure
180 plot ( grains ( twin014 ) )
181 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' 014 twin ')
182 hold off
183 % %
184 isTwinning018 = angle ( gB_CalCal . misorientation , twinning108 )
<5* degree ;
185 twinBoundary018 = gB_CalCal ( isTwinning018 ) ; % empty
186 twin018 = unique ( gB_CalCal ( isTwinning018 ) . grainId ) ;
187 twin018area =( sum ( area ( grains ( twin018 ) ) ) / sum ( area ( grains ( '
Calcite ') ) ) ) *100;
188 figure
189 plot ( grains ( twin018 ) )
190 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' 018 twin ')
191 hold off
192 twinareas =[ ' the relative areas are twin 001: ' , num2str (
twin001area ) , '% , twin 012: ' , num2str ( twin012area ) , '% ,
twin 014: ' , num2str ( twin014area ) , '% , twin 018: ' ,
num2str ( twin018area ) , '% ' ];
193 disp ( twinareas )
194
195 %% Plot twin boundaries
196 figure
197 plot ( grains ( ' Calcite ') , grains ( ' Calcite ') . meanOrientation )
198 hold on
199 plot ( twinBoundary001 , ' linecolor ' , 'r ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 001
red
200 hold on
201 plot ( twinBoundary012 , ' linecolor ' , 'g ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 012
green
202 hold on
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203 plot ( twinBoundary014 , ' linecolor ' , 'y ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 014
yellow
204 hold on
205 plot ( twinBoundary018 , ' linecolor ' , 'k ' , ' linewidth ' ,2) % 018
black
206 set ( gcf , ' name ' , ' isTwinning ')
207 hold off

Appendix C
Additional Figures for Chapter 3

Fig. C.1 Orbulina universa microscope image and pattern quality.

Fig. C.2 Orbulina universa microscope image and pattern quality.
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Fig. C.3 G. affinis microscope image and pattern quality.

Fig. C.4 Cibicides spp. microscope image and pattern quality

Fig. C.5 Nodosaria spp. microscope image and pattern quality
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Fig. C.6 Heterostegina spp. microscope image and pattern quality

Fig. C.7 Amphstegina spp. microscope image and pattern quality

Fig. C.8 Ammonia spp. microscope image and pattern quality
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Fig. C.9 G. bulloides (overview) microscope image and pattern quality

Fig. C.10 G. bulloides (high resolution) microscope image and pattern quality

Fig. C.11 (a) Microscope image and (b) PQ of G. bulloides.
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Fig. C.12 (a) Microscope image of G. bulloides showing the location of data collection. (b) PQ image
of G. bulloides data collection.

Fig. C.13 (a) Microscope image of G. ruber showing the location of data collection. (b) PQ image of
G. ruber data collection.

